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Abstract

LDPC convolutional codes, also known as spatially coupled LDPC codes, have
attracted considerable attention due to their promising properties. By coupling the
protographs from different positions into a chain and terminating the chain properly,
the resulting convolutional-like LDPC code ensemble is able to produce capacity-
achieving performance in the limit of large parameters. In addition, optimization
of degree distributions is avoided due to the regularity of the node degrees. Based
on these characteristics, we propose in this thesis structured LDPC convolutional
codes to match different communication systems with the goal of approaching the
theoretical limits of these systems.

The first case we study is the three-node relay channel with the decode-and-
forward (DF) protocol. According to the structure of the relay channel, we pro-
pose bilayer expurgated and bilayer lengthened LDPC convolutional codes. The
constructions are realized by adding new check nodes and new variable nodes, re-
spectively, to the single-layer codes. Both the code constructions are proved to be
optimal in the sense that the highest possible transmission rate of the relay channel
with the DF protocol is achieved.

The bilayer codes have two types of edges. We generalize the two-edge-type ex-
purgated structure to the multi-edge-type (MET) construction by carrying out the
expurgation multiple times. The resulting MET expurgated LDPC convolutional
codes are well suited for the broadcast channel with receiver side information. We
prove that the capacity region of the bidirectional broadcast channel with common
message is achieved by using the proposed code. The application can be extended
to the multi-user case, and a similar conclusion can be obtained.

Both the expurgated and lengthened constructions are based on graph exten-
sions in one dimension, i.e., either new check nodes or new variable nodes are added
to the existing structure. When carrying out the graph extension properly in two
dimensions, we obtain the rate-compatible (RC) LDPC convolutional codes. The
proposed RC LDPC convolutional code family theoretically covers all the rational
rates from 0 to 1. We prove analytically that all the members of the RC family are si-
multaneously capacity achieving. The RC LDPC convolutional code family enables
a system to conveniently adapt to varying channel conditions. We then propose
applications of the RC family in the case of hybrid automatic repeat-request and
for dynamic decode-and-forward relaying.

Finally, we generalize the MET LDPC convolutional code construction and pro-
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iv Abstract

vide general guidance regarding parameter selection, aiming for a capacity-achieving
performance. We show that, if a choice of degree distribution makes the MET
LDPC block code an overall regular code, the same choice will improve the belief-
propagation threshold of its MET convolutional counterpart to the maximum a
posteriori threshold. If we then increase the node degrees while keeping the rate
fixed, a capacity-achieving MET LDPC convolutional code is obtained. With this
generalized theory, the design of good distributed codes for multi-terminal networks
is simplified to a problem of finding the proper relationship of the node degrees.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background

W
ireless communication is now a key element of our everyday life. From
radio, television to mobile phone, wireless communication has revolu-
tionized our society. One challenge in designing wireless communication

systems is to deal efficiently with the varying nature of the channel due to signal
fading, which may cause poor performance because of a resulting loss of signal
power without reducing the power of the noise.

The effects of fading can be combated by using diversity in time, frequency or
space, by transmitting the signal over multiple channels that experience indepen-
dent fading. Utilizing spatial diversity by employing multiple-antenna systems is
a well-known technique. However, for practical reasons, multiple antennas are not
always applicable for a variety of mobile devices. An alternative concept is given by
cooperative communication where several nodes in a wireless network can achieve
spatial diversity by relaying messages from each other.

Cooperative transmission is considered to be a useful technique for increasing the
diversity, the robustness, and the efficiency of the communication system [NHH04].
The improved robustness due to the additional diversity can be alternatively traded
off in order to increase the data rate, save transmission power, or extend the cov-
erage range of the network.

The idea of cooperative transmission can be traced back to the proposal of the
relay channel model, which consists of one source, one destination and one relay.
This model was first introduced by Van der Meulen in [vdM71]. The concept of
cooperative communication we are using now is mainly due to the work of Cover
and El Gamal [CEG79], who investigated a number of relaying strategies from an
information theoretic perspective. According to [CEG79], the cooperative system
can be decomposed into a broadcast channel from the viewpoint of the source and
a multiple access channel from the viewpoint of the destination.

Substantial renewed interest in cooperative communication was triggered by
[LTW04] and [JHHN04], where transmission diversity is provided through node co-
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2 Introduction

operation to single-antenna wireless communication systems. Generally speaking,
different nodes exchange their information in the first step and carry out a coopera-
tive transmission by taking into account each other’s information in the second step.
For this purpose, different transmission protocols for different network topologies
have been studied.

Several relaying strategies have been proposed in the literature. For example,
the decode-and-forward (DF) protocol was first proposed in [CEG79] and further
studied in [SEA03], which has invoked much of the recent interest in this area.
The amplify-and-forward (AF) signaling was proposed in [LWT01]. Compress-and-
forward (CF) was initially suggested in [CEG79] and further developed in [KGG05].
Based on different relaying strategies, information theoretical results on cooperative
communication can be found in [CEG79,SEA03,KSA03,LTW04,RKV04,KGG05].
It was shown in [KGG05] that the achievable rate of DF is higher when the relay
is close to the source, while CF approaches the upper-bound on capacity when the
relay gets close to the destination.

Decode-and-forward relaying [CEG79] is so far the relaying scheme that has
received most attention. Using the DF protocol, the relay decodes the received
signal from the source and partially/completely forwards the decoded message to
the destination. The destination then tries to recover the transmitted message based
on the channel observations from both the source and the relay. It has been proved in
[CEG79] that the DF protocol is capacity achieving for the degraded relay channel.

The design of distributed channel codes to implement DF relaying has at-
tracted considerable attention. In [ZV03, VZ03], the authors proposed distributed
Turbo coding (DTC) strategies under the assumption of error-free relaying. The
source node broadcasts a codeword of a recursive convolutional code (RSC) to
both the relay and the destination. The relay decodes, interleaves and re-encodes
the message before forwarding it to the destination. The destination receives par-
allel noisy observations from two independent links; therefore a distributed Turbo
code is embedded in the relay channel. The work on DTCs offered a new per-
spective for the design of distributed coding, and the concept is applied in many
studies in this area [ZD05, RD06, ZD07, KYC09, KYC10]. To relax the assumption
on the error-free relaying, extensions to the noisy-relay case are discussed, e.g.,
in [SV05,LVWD06,WWKK08,SLV08,TL07,Tho08b,GiALR10], which take care of
the errors in different ways. Distributed Turbo code designs which are flexible to
channel conditions can be found in, for example, [LVY08,IIO09,IIO11]. In particu-
lar, we proposed in [STS09,STS10b,STS10a] more general code concatenations so
that the adaptability of the system is improved. The fundamental design principles
of the distributed Turbo-like codes are presented in [Si10], and our discussions are
based on extrinsic information transfer characteristics (EXIT charts).

Low-density parity-check (LDPC) codes were considered for distributed code de-
signs for example in [KAA04,Kra05,EG06,CdSA07,HD07,RY07,CESA07,LYK+08,
BL08,LYWK08,AYNH08,AY09a,AY09b]. The LDPC code designs are inspired by
the coding techniques which were used in the proofs of achievability from an in-
formation theoretic perspective. Different approaches were presented to optimize
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LDPC codes for given channel conditions. In particular, the authors of [RY07] pro-
posed two types of bilayer LDPC codes for DF relaying: bilayer expurgated codes
and bilayer lengthened codes. By exploiting the optimization of irregular degree
distributions, the proposed bilayer codes approach the theoretical limit. The bi-
layer LDPC code construction was further developed in [AYNH08] and [AY09a]
which brought more freedom into the optimization of degree distributions, and the
performance was improved accordingly. For all the aforementioned bilayer LDPC
codes, an irregular degree distribution needs to be derived to match a given channel
state, which complicates the code design. Therefore we are interested in searching
for code constructions with a good performance and a low optimization overhead.
LDPC convolutional codes are then a good candidate for this purpose.

LDPC convolutional codes, also called spatially coupled LDPC codes, were first
introduced in [FZ99] as a time-varying periodic LDPC code family. Then the idea
was further developed in, e.g., [TSS+04, PFS+08, LSCZ10, KRU11] where differ-
ent constructions and analytical results were provided. In [SLCZ04] and [LSCZ10],
the density evolution analysis for convolutional LDPC ensembles was considered,
and the decoding thresholds were determined. It was observed in [LF10, LSCZ10]
that belief-propagation (BP) decoding thresholds of the LDPC convolutional codes
are numerically equal to the maximum-likelihood (ML) decoding thresholds of
the underlying LDPC block codes with the same variable and check degrees.
In a parallel contribution [KRU11], it was proved analytically that for the bi-
nary erasure channel (BEC) the BP decoding threshold of an LDPC convolu-
tional code ensemble achieves the maximum a posteriori probability (MAP) thresh-
old of the underlying LDPC block code. This code in turn approaches the ca-
pacity as the node degrees increase. The result in the BEC was generalized
in [LSCZ10] and [KRU12a] to the general binary memoryless symmetric (BMS)
channel, where it was shown that LDPC convolutional codes universally achieve
the capacity of the general BMS channel. In addition to the capacity-achieving
performance for a large family of channels, the regularity of the LDPC convo-
lutional code allows us to avoid complicated re-optimization of the degree dis-
tributions for varying channel conditions. Meanwhile, this code enables recursive
encoding and sliding-window decoding [PIS+10, IPS+12], which dispels the con-
cerns about hardware complexity and delay. Motivated by these useful proper-
ties, the convolutional-like LDPC codes and the threshold saturation [KRU11] due
to the spatial coupling, were considered for applications in a variety of scenar-
ios [HMU10, KP10, RUAS11, YPN11, KK11, DJM11, ST11, TTK11, NYPN12]. As
part of the contribution, we proposed the application of LDPC convolutional codes
in multi-terminal scenarios in this thesis.

As a starting point, we considered in [STS11] the design of bilayer expurgated
LDPC convolutional codes for the relay channel. Another relaying scheme based
on spatially coupled protograph codes can be found in [UKS11], where the relay
re-encodes the information bits with the same rate and using the same base-matrix
as the source. In contrast to this “regular” strategy [KGG05], in [STS11] we ad-
justed the encoding rates to the channel setup so that the highest achievable rate
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of the system can be obtained. The expurgated code construction is an explicit
application of binning [SW73], while the lengthened construction can be consid-
ered as an implicit binning technique. Bilayer lengthened protograph-based codes
were proposed in [NND10a]; however, the codes are only available for rates higher
than 1/2. Bilayer lengthened LDPC convolutional codes were presented in [STS12a]
which is an extension of [STS11]. It was proved analytically that the information
theoretic limit of the relay channel can be achieved by both the expurgated and
lengthened LDPC convolutional codes. Meanwhile, the regular degree distributions
significantly simplify the code optimization as expected.

Bidirectional relaying [OSBB08] is another type of cooperative communication
in wireless networks. By exploiting bidirectional communication, the loss in spectral
efficiency due to the half-duplex constraint is reduced. The bidirectional broadcast
channel with common and/or private message [WB11], which models the second
phase of the bidirectional relaying, has recently attracted rising interest. A coding
solution based on polar codes [Arı09] was proposed in [AWOS12] for the bidirec-
tional broadcast channel with common and confidential messages. In this thesis,
we are particularly interested in the bidirectional broadcast channel with common
message (BBC-CM). Inspired by the bilayer expurgated code construction, we pro-
posed in [STSO12] multi-edge-type (MET) expurgated LDPC convolutional codes
for the BBC-CM. The MET expurgated LDPC convolutional codes inherit the nice
properties from its bilayer predecessor. In addition, we proved in [STSO12] that
the capacity region of the BBC-CM is achieved by using the MET expurgated
LDPC convolutional code construction. Multi-user broadcasting with receiver side
information is an extension of the bidirectional broadcasting. It may be applied
in the multi-user hybrid automatic repeat-request (HARQ) system, for which the
coding solutions based on the network coding concept can be found for exam-
ple in [LJ06, Lar08, Tho08a]. Multi-user broadcast channel with common message
(MBC-CM) is considered in this thesis, where each user has different and potentially
partly overlapping a priori information available. We generalize the application of
MET LDPC convolutional codes to the MBC-CM and analyze the performance
in [STOS12].

Both the expurgated and the lengthened code constructions are realized by
graph extension in one dimension. That is, either new variable nodes or new check
nodes are added to the existing structure. In [STS12c], the graph extension was
carried out in two dimensions; i.e., both new check nodes and new variable nodes
are added at the same time. By this kind of graph extension, a family of rate-
compatible LDPC convolutional codes is constructed. We showed in [STS12c] that
theoretically the family can cover all the rational rates from 0 to 1, and all the
LDPC convolutional codes in the family are simultaneously capacity achieving.
The proposed family construction overcomes the shortcomings caused by punctur-
ing [HKM04, HA08, EKHB09, YWM07] and simplifies the optimization by avoid-
ing irregular degree distributions [JS07, YWM07]. The compatibility of the rate-
compatible codes enables a system to conveniently adapt to varying channel con-
ditions. This nature gives rise to the applications in HARQ in [SATS11] and in
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dynamic decode-and-forward (DDF) relaying in [STS12b].
All the LDPC convolutional codes proposed above belong to the realm of multi-

edge-type codes [RU04]. For different kinds of constructions, we presented sufficient
conditions to impose on the degree distributions to make the resulting multi-edge-
type LDPC convolutional codes capacity achieving. It will be highly useful if there
exist more general guidelines for constructing capacity-achieving multi-edge-type
LDPC convolutional codes. Based on our experience in designing the expurgated
codes, the lengthened codes and the rate-compatible codes, we summarize such a
general theory. If the degree distributions are constrained such that the multi-edge-
type LDPC block code becomes an overall regular code, the same condition will
make its multi-edge-type convolutional counterpart equivalent to a standard one-
edge-type LDPC convolutional code and therefore capacity achieving in the limit of
large parameters. This generalized theory is of important significance for designing
distributed coding for multi-terminal networks.

1.2 Outline and Contributions

In this section, the outline of the thesis is presented along with an overview of
contributions.

Chapter 2

As an introduction to the topics studied in this thesis, we provide in this chapter
an overview of coded systems and the basic concepts behind LDPC codes. We go
through the definitions of entropy, mutual information and channel capacity as the
most commonly used measures of information and performance. After introduc-
ing LDPC codes and related concepts, some tools for analyzing LDPC codes, e.g.,
density evolution and EXIT functions, are summarized. Furthermore, we also intro-
duce the so called binning technique and multi-edge-type LDPC code construction,
where the latter is an important application of the former. LDPC convolutional
codes are also introduced in this chapter. In particular, we explain the threshold
saturation phenomenon which hides behind the capacity achieving performance of
the codes. This chapter is completed by illustrating the structure of relay channels
and a brief description of the relaying protocols.

Chapter 3

In this chapter we present bilayer LDPC convolutional codes for half-duplex re-
lay channels. Bilayer expurgated and lengthened LDPC convolutional codes with
regular degree distributions are proposed for decode-and-forward relaying. Bilayer
expurgated LDPC convolutional codes are generated by adding a number of check
nodes at each position, while bilayer lengthened codes are obtained by adding vari-
able nodes to the existing structure. Assuming that the channel conditions are
known for the design, both types of constructions are able to achieve the capac-
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ities of the source-relay link and the source-destination link simultaneously. The
proposed construction is applicable for a wide range of channel parameters, and
for each parameter setup it enables the highest DF rate of the relay channel. The
degree distributions can easily be computed from the channel parameters so that no
optimization is needed. Numerical results in terms of belief-propagation thresholds
are provided for both types of codes with finite node degrees over binary erasure
channels and binary-input additive white Gaussian noise (BI-AWGN) channels,
which verify the theoretical analysis.

This chapter is based on the following papers:

• Z. Si, R. Thobaben, and M. Skoglund, “Bilayer LDPC convolutional codes
for decode-and-forward relaying,” IEEE Transactions on Communications,
minor revision, November 2012.

• Z. Si, R. Thobaben, and M. Skoglund, “Bilayer LDPC convolutional codes
for half-duplex relay channels,” In Proc. IEEE International Symposium on
Information Theory (ISIT), August 2011.

Chapter 4

In this chapter we carry out the expurgated construction multiple times so that
MET expurgated LDPC convolutional codes are constructed. By setting the check
degree to be the same value for all the newly added check nodes in each expurgated
construction, the resulting LDPC convolutional codes present some useful proper-
ties. AnyN -edge-type expurgated LDPC convolutional code arbitrarily chosen from
the MET expurgated base code is able to provide capacity-achieving performance.

We apply the aforementioned code structure in terms of three-edge-type ex-
purgated LDPC convolutional codes to the bidirectional broadcast channel with
common message. This channel model describes a two-user broadcast channel with
different a priori information known at the receivers. In the proposed scheme, the
transmitter broadcasts codewords of a three-edge-type expurgated LDPC convolu-
tional code. Each user then tries to recover the unknown messages by decoding a
bilayer code which is embedded in the three-edge-type expurgated code. Benefiting
from the capacity-achieving performance of the MET expurgated LDPC convolu-
tional codes, the capacity region of the BBC-CM is achieved. A similar strategy
can be extended to the multi-user case where the users have different and poten-
tially partly overlapping side information available. Numerical results with finite
node degrees are provided for the BBC-CM, which show that the achievable rates
approach the channel capacities in both BECs and BI-AWGN channels.

This chapter is based on the following paper:

• Z. Si, R. Thobaben, M. Skoglund and T. J. Oechtering, “Bidirectional broad-
casting by using multi-edge type LDPC convolutional codes,” In Proc. IEEE
International Symposium on Turbo Codes and Iterative Information Process-
ing (ISTC), August 2012.
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Chapter 5

In this chapter we propose a new family of rate-compatible regular LDPC convolu-
tional codes through a two-dimensional graph extension. The code of lower rate is
generated by first adding new check nodes and then adding new parity bits to the
code of higher rate. The new parity bits are obtained according to the syndrome
on the newly added check nodes. The whole rate-compatible family is generated by
performing the above procedure successively. The rate-compatible family of LDPC
convolutional codes cover all the rational rates from 0 to 1, and each individual
code member presents a capacity-achieving performance. Analytical thresholds and
simulation results for finite check and variable node degrees are provided for both
BECs and BI-AWGN channels.

The rate-compatible LDPC convolutional codes can be applied to many scenar-
ios. In this chapter we discuss the applications in an HARQ system and in a dynamic
decode-and-forward relay system. If the channel parameter stays constant within
one complete information delivery, the throughput of such an idealized HARQ sys-
tem is proved to achieve the capacity of the channel. For the relay channel with
the dynamic decode-and-forward protocol, the rate-compatible LDPC convolutional
codes are conjectured to provide the highest achievable rates.

This chapter is based on the following papers:

• Z. Si, R. Thobaben, and M. Skoglund, “Rate-compatible LDPC convolutional
codes achieving the capacity of the BEC,” IEEE Transactions on Information
Theory, Vol.58, No.6, pp. 4021-4029, June 2012.

• Z. Si, M. Andersson, R. Thobaben, and M. Skoglund, “Rate-compatible LDPC
convolutional codes for capacity-approaching hybrid ARQ,” In Proc. IEEE
Information Theory Workshop (ITW), October 2011.

• Z. Si, R. Thobaben, and M. Skoglund, “Dynamic decode-and-forward relay-
ing with rate-compatible LDPC convolutional codes,” In Proc. IEEE Inter-
national Symposium on Communications, Control and Signal Processing (IS-
CCSP), invited paper, May 2012.

Chapter 6

In previous chapters we presented sufficient conditions on degree distributions
such that the designed multi-edge-type LDPC convolutional codes become capacity
achieving. In this chapter we generalize the theory to any multi-edge-type LDPC
convolutional code construction. With this generalized theory, the design of good
distributed codes for multi-terminal networks is simplified to a problem of finding
the proper relationship of the node degrees.
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Chapter 7

This chapter summarizes the contents of this thesis and concludes our work on
distributed LDPC convolutional code constructions for different applications. Open
problems for future study are presented as well.

Contributions Outside the Thesis

The following contributions are not included in this thesis:

• Z. Si, “On Distributed Coding for Relay Channels,” Licentiate Thesis, KTH
- Royal Institute of Technology, June 2010.

• Z. Si, R. Thobaben, and M. Skoglund, “Instantaneous relaying with bit-
interleaved coded modulation: Design and optimization,” In Proc. IEEE In-
ternational Symposium on Turbo Codes and Iterative Information Processing
(ISTC), September 2010.

• Z. Si, R. Thobaben, and M. Skoglund, “A practical approach to adaptive
coding for the three-node relay channel,” In Proc. IEEE Wireless Communi-
cations and Networking Conference (WCNC), April 2010.

• Z. Si, R. Thobaben, and M. Skoglund, “Adaptive channel coding for the three-
node relay channel with limited channel-state information,” In Proc. IEEE
International Symposium on Communications, Control, and Signal Processing
(ISCCSP), invited paper, March 2010.

• Z. Si, R. Thobaben, and M. Skoglund, “On distributed serially concatenated
codes,” In Proc. IEEE Workshop on Signal Processing Advances in Wireless
Communications (SPAWC), June 2009.

Most of the above work was devoted to studies on practical realizations of coop-
erative communication systems. Coding solutions that implement the decode-and-
forward protocol in three-node relay channels were proposed by employing convolu-
tional and Turbo codes. Distributed Turbo coding was the first technique to bring
parallel code concatenation into relay networks. To complement the research on
parallel concatenated codes, we proposed distributed serially concatenated codes
(DSCCs) which provide a better error-floor performance and an increased robust-
ness. Thereafter, we presented a flexible distributed code design which can be
adapted to the channel conditions in a simple way. For both the cases with per-
fect and limited channel-state information, the adaptive coding scheme outperforms
static codes, like DTCs and DSCCs, in terms of transmission rate and application
range.

The aforementioned implementations of relaying are based on blockwise de-
coding and re-encoding at the relay. In some applications, however, these tech-
niques are not feasible due to limited processing and storage capabilities of the
relay nodes. Therefore, we proposed to combine instantaneous relaying strategies
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with bit-interleaved coded modulation. A significant gain can be obtained by using
sawtooth and constellation rearrangement relaying with optimized bit-to-symbol
mappings compared with conventional instantaneous relaying strategies and com-
pared with standard mappings optimized for point-to-point communications. Both
the parameters of the instantaneous relaying schemes and the bit-to-symbol map-
pings were optimized to maximize mutual information.

1.3 Notation and Acronyms

1.3.1 Notation

Throughout the thesis, the following notations are used.

X, Y Vector of random variables

x, y Vector of realizations

X , Y Random variable

x, y Realization

X , Y Alphabet

H(X) Entropy of X

h(X) Differential entropy of X

I(X ;Y ) Mutual information between X and Y

E{X} Expectation of X

var{X} Variance of X

|x| Absolute value of x

sign(x) Sign of x

XN Vector of length N , with elements chosen from the alphabet X

XT Transpose of X

X\n [X(1), ..., X(n− 1), X(n+ 1), ..., X(N)]

Φ\{v} The element v is removed from the set Φ

x ∈ X x belongs to X

x /∈ X x does not belong to X

X ⊆ Y X is a subset of Y

max(x, y) Maximum of x and y

min(x, y) Minimum of x and y

N ! factorial of N

ln loge, natural logarithm

tanh Hyperbolic tangent

sup Supremum

⊕ Modulo-2 addition
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⊞ Boxplus operation

≡ definition

π(·) permutation

1.3.2 Acronyms

Acronyms will be defined at their first occurrence in the thesis. For convenience,
these acronyms are listed below.

AF Amplify-and-forward

ARQ Automatic repeat-request

AWGN Additive white Gaussian noise

BBC Bidirectional broadcast channel

BBC-CM Bidirectional broadcast channel with common message

BEC Binary erasure channel

BER Bit error rate

BI-AWGN Binary input additive white Gaussian noise

BMS Binary memoryless symmetric (channel)

BP Belief propagation

BPSK Binary phase shift keying

CF Compress-and-forward

CSI Channel-state information

D Destination

dB Decibel

DE Density evolution

DDF Dynamic decode-and-forward

DF Decode-and-forward

DSCC Distributed serially concatenated code

DTC Distributed Turbo Code/coding

EBP Extended belief propagation

EXIT Extrinsic information transfer (chart/function)

GF Galois field

HARQ Hybrid automatic repeat-request

LDPC Low-density parity-check

LLR Log-likelihood ratio

MAC Multiple access channel

MAP Maximum a posteriori

MBC-CM Multi-user broadcast channel with common message
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MET Multi-edge-type

ML Maximum likelihood

pdf Probability density function

pmf Probability mass function

R Relay

RC Rate compatible

RC-LDPCC Rate compatible LDPC convolutional (code)

RSC Recursive convolutional code

S Source

SNR Signal-to-noise ratio





Chapter 2

Preliminaries

I
n this chapter we give a concise account of the preliminary definitions and results
required for the forthcoming chapters. First, an overview of coded systems and
related information measures are given. Low-density parity-check codes and

the tools for analyzing LDPC codes are summarized. LDPC convolutional codes are
introduced, and the threshold saturation phenomenon which leads to their capacity-
achieving performance is explained. We also illustrate the structure of the relay
channel and briefly describe the relaying protocols.

2.1 Binary Input Memoryless Channel

Figure 2.1 shows the block diagram of a typical communication system. We assume
that the output of the source is binary data B (B ∈ {0, 1}). With the redundancy
added by the channel encoder, the information bit vector B is encoded to a binary
codeword C (C ∈ {0, 1}). After being mapped by the binary phase shift keying
(BPSK) modulation, the codeword X (X ∈ {+1,−1}) goes through the communi-
cation channel which will be specified later. Based on the noisy observation Y , the
channel decoder produces the hard decision B̂ on the information bits.

Source
Channel

Encoder

 Comm.

Channel

Channel

Decoder
Sink

B B̂C

X

Y

Figure 2.1: A typical communication system.

Throughout the thesis we consider only the discrete-time channel in which time t
is discrete and is perfectly synchronized at the transmitter and the receiver. We de-
note the channel input and the channel output at time t by Xt and Yt, respectively.
We drop the index t for the brevity of notation when there is no ambiguity.

A binary input channel has an input alphabet with only two symbols, C ∈ {0, 1}
or equivalently X ∈ {+1,−1}. The corresponding output Y takes on values in the

13
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alphabet Y, which could be either two symbols as well, discrete symbols from a
larger alphabet, or a continuous range of values.

2.1.1 Binary Erasure Channel

The binary erasure channel is the simplest non-trivial channel model for commu-
nications, and it is often used in information theory and coding theory. The study
of the BEC will significantly simplify the problem of the general case; however,
most properties and statements encountered in the investigation of the BEC hold
in much greater generality [RU08].

The binary erasure channel describes a situation where the transmitted infor-
mation may be lost but is never corrupted. In this model, a transmitter sends a
single bit, and the receiver either receives the bit or it receives a message that the
bit was erased. A binary erasure channel with erasure probability ǫ is depicted in
Figure 2.2. The channel input is binary {0, 1}, and the output alphabet is {0, 1, e}
where e indicates an erasure. Each transmitted bit is either received correctly with
probability 1 − ǫ or erased with probability ǫ. The erasure occurs independently
from bit to bit. We use BEC(ǫ) to denote the BEC with erasure probability ǫ.

0 0

1 1

e

1− ǫ

1− ǫ

ǫ

ǫ

Figure 2.2: The binary erasure channel with erasure probability ǫ.

2.1.2 Binary Memoryless Symmetric Channel

The simplicity of the binary erasure channel helps to develop analytical techniques
and intuition; however, it cannot represent the characteristics of many real-world
practical channels. Therefore, we now broaden the scope to the binary memory-
less symmetric channel which can be used to model a larger portion of channels
encountered in practice.

We first introduce the concept of memoryless channel. Let xt and yt denote the
transmitted symbol and received symbol at time t, respectively, then the channel
can be described by the transition distribution p(yt|xt), where p(·|·) is a probability
mass function (pmf) if yt is discrete, or a probability density function (pdf) if
yt is continuous. If the channel is memoryless, the output at any time instant
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only depends on the input at that time instant, i.e., for x = [x1, x2, ..., xN ] and
y = [y1, y2, ..., yN ],

p(y|x) =
N
∏

t=1

p(yt|xt), (2.1)

where N is the length of the transmitted sequence.
A binary-input channel is said to be symmetric, more precisely output-

symmetric, if it satisfies [RU01]

p(yt = +α|xt = +1) = p(yt = −α|xt = −1). (2.2)

We call a channel the binary memoryless symmetric channel if it has binary input
and satisfies both the memoryless property (2.1) and the symmetry condition (2.2).

In this thesis, we are particularly interested in two BMS channels: the BEC
introduced in Section 2.1.1 and the BI-AWGN channel which will be reviewed in
the following.

The transmission through a BI-AWGN channel at time instant t is described as

Yt = Xt + Zt,

where Zt is a Gaussian random variable with zero mean and variance σ2. In the
thesis we choose either the standard deviation σ or the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
to indicate the channel-state information (CSI). Since we discuss the performance of
coded communication systems, we use Eb/N0 to relate the energy per information
bit versus the noise power spectral density.

2.2 Entropy, Mutual Information and Capacity

In this section, we first introduce entropy and mutual information, which are two
commonly used information measures [CT91]. Then we give the definition of channel
capacity which indicates the amount of information that can be reliably transmitted
over a communication channel.

2.2.1 Entropy

The entropy is a measure of average uncertainty in a random variable. It is on
average the number of bits required to describe the random variable.

The entropy of a discrete random variable X ∈ X with a probability mass
function p(x) = Pr(X = x) is defined by

H(X) = −
∑

x∈X

p(x) log p(x).

The joint entropy H(X,Y ) of a pair of discrete random variables (X,Y ) with a
joint distribution p(x, y) is defined as

H(X,Y ) = −
∑

x∈X

∑

y∈Y

p(x, y) log p(x, y).
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The conditional entropy of Y given the knowledge of X is defined as

H(Y |X) = −
∑

x∈X

p(x)
∑

y∈Y

p(y|x) log p(y|x).

According to the above definitions, the chain rule of entropy is given by

H(X,Y ) = H(X) +H(Y |X)

= H(Y ) +H(X |Y ).

For a continuous random variable X with a probability density function p(x),
the entropy defined as above is in general infinite. Therefore, the related concept
of differential entropy is often used, which is defined as

h(X) = −

∫

S

p(x) log p(x)dx,

where S is the support set of the random variable X .
Entropy measures the uncertainty of a single random variable, while conditional

entropy describes the uncertainty of a random variable given another random vari-
able. The reduction in uncertainty due to the knowledge of another random variable
is called the mutual information.

2.2.2 Mutual Information

For two discrete random variables X and Y with a joint probability mass func-
tion p(x, y) and marginal probability mass functions p(x) and p(y), the mutual
information is given as

I(X ;Y ) =
∑

x∈X

∑

y∈Y

p(x, y) log
p(x, y)

p(x)p(y)
.

Since the mutual information I(X ;Y ) is the reduction in uncertainty of X due to
the knowledge of Y or the uncertainty reduction of Y due to X , we can show that

I(X ;Y ) = H(X)−H(X |Y )

= H(Y )−H(Y |X).

The conditional mutual information of random variablesX and Y given Z is defined
as

I(X ;Y |Z) = H(X |Z)−H(X |Y, Z).

For the continuous case, we have

I(X ;Y ) =

∫ ∫

p(x, y) log
p(x, y)

p(x)p(y)
dxdy,
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and

I(X ;Y ) = h(X)− h(X |Y )

= h(Y )− h(Y |X).

Note that the mutual information for continuous variables has the same interpre-
tation as in the discrete case. It is still valid as a measure of information, unlike
entropy in the continuous case.

2.2.3 Channel Capacity

For a discrete memoryless channel with input alphabet X , output alphabet Y, and
a transition probability p(y|x), the channel capacity is defined as [Sha48,CT91]

C = max
p(x)
I(X ;Y ),

where the maximum is taken over all possible input distributions p(x).
Together with the channel capacity, Shannon introduced in the same pa-

per [Sha48] the concept of channel coding. An (M,N) code for the channel
(X, p(y|x), Y ) is defined as follows [CT91]:

1. A message W is drawn from the index set {1, 2, ...,M};

2. An encoding function maps the message W to a bit vector x(W ) of length
N according to a certain rule, i.e., f : {1, 2, ...,M} → XN . The set of the
codewords {x(1),x(2), ...,x(M)} constructs the codebook.

3. A decoding function g : YN → {1, 2, ...,M} assigns a guess of the index to
each possible received vector.

The rate R of the above (M,N) code is defined as

R =
log2M

N
.

Now we look at Shannon’s channel coding theorem. For a discrete memoryless
channel, all rates below the capacity C are achievable. Specifically, for every rate
R < C, there exists a sequence of (2NR, N) codes with vanishing probability of
error pe → 0. Conversely, any sequence of (2NR, N) codes with pe → 0 must have
R < C. Shannon showed in [Sha48] the existence of codes with rates arbitrarily close
to capacity for which the probability of error goes to zero as the block length of
the code goes to infinity. However, no method was given to find or construct such
codes. Shannon’s channel coding theorem triggered the seeking of good channel
coding techniques which are able to provide the capacity-achieving or capacity-
approaching performance and meanwhile are efficient in encoding and decoding.

We want to point out that, by the definition of capacity, a rate R = C − ε
is achievable for any ε > 0, but not necessarily for ε = 0. For the simplicity of
presentation, however, we may ignore ε by saying that R = C is achievable in the
rest of the thesis.
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2.3 LDPC Codes

Low-density parity-check codes were invented by Gallager in his PhD thesis [Gal63]
in the 1960’s. However, due to the computational effort in implementation, the
codes had been neglected until they were recovered by Mackay and Neal [MN97] in
the 1990’s. As the name suggests, LDPC codes are block codes with parity-check
matrices which contain only a small proportion of non-zero entries.

An LDPC code can be represented by a parity-check matrix or a Tanner graph.
We will review the two types of representations in the following.

A parity-check matrix H with elements in GF(2) defines the codeword con-
straints in a matrix form. Each row of H corresponds to a parity-check equation
and each column ofH corresponds to a bit in the codeword. If the i-th codeword bit
is included in the j-th parity-check equation, the (j, i)-th entry ofH is 1; otherwise,
it equals 0. For a binary code with K parity-check equations and with codeword
length N , the matrix H is of size K ×N . A vector C = [C1, C2, ..., CN ] is a valid
codeword of the LDPC code defined by H if and only if the following constraint is
satisfied:

HCT = 0.

An example of the parity-check matrix and the corresponding parity-check equa-
tions are given in (2.3) and (2.4).

Example 2.3.1

HCT =







1 1 0 1 0 0

0 1 1 0 1 0

1 0 1 1 0 1



























C1

C2

C3

C4

C5

C6





















=







0

0

0






. (2.3)

C1 ⊕ C2 ⊕ C4 = 0,

C2 ⊕ C3 ⊕ C5 = 0,

C1 ⊕ C3 ⊕ C4 ⊕ C6 = 0.

(2.4)

As originally defined by Gallager, a (dv, dc) regular LDPC code is determined
by the condition that every codeword bit participates in exactly dv parity-check
equations and that every parity-check equation involves exactly dc codeword bits.
From the parity-check matrix’s point of view, H has dv 1s in each column and dc
1s in each row. The parameter dv is called the variable degree and dc is the check
degree. Modifications can be done, e.g., constructing irregular codes in which dv
and dc may vary for different nodes, in order to improve the performance. We will
introduce the irregular LDPC code later.
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Tanner introduced an effective graphical representation for LDPC codes [Tan81].
The Tanner graph not only provides a graphical representation of the code, but also
helps to describe the decoding algorithm which we will discuss later. In a bipartite
Tanner graph, the nodes are separated into two distinctive sets: variable nodes for
the codeword bits and check nodes for the parity-check equations. An edge connects
a variable node to a check node if that codeword bit is included in the parity-check
equation. In Figure 2.3, we show a Tanner graph which is related to the parity-check
matrix in (2.3).

C1

C2

C3

C4

C5

C6

C1 ⊕ C2 ⊕ C4 = 0

C2 ⊕ C3 ⊕ C5 = 0

C1 ⊕ C3 ⊕ C4 ⊕ C6 = 0

Figure 2.3: The Tanner graph corresponding to the parity-check matrix in (2.3).
Circles represent variable nodes, and squares indicate check nodes.

Since each parity-check equation typically reduces the number of degrees of
freedom by one, it follows that the design rate of the (dv, dc) regular LDPC code is

R(dv, dc) =
N −K

N
= 1−

dv
dc
. (2.5)

The actual rate of a given code may be higher than the design rate since these
check equations might not be independent. An extra equation which is linearly
dependent on the existing equations adds no constraint to the codewords, so it
does not reduce any degrees of freedom. The design rate in (2.5) is a lower bound
on the actual rate, and it equals the actual rate only if the parity-check equations are
linearly independent. On the other hand, when the codeword length is sufficiently
large, the actual rate is close to the design rate with high probability.

In the following, we briefly introduce irregular LDPC codes. For an irregular
LDPC code, we assume that the number of variable nodes of degree i is Λi and the
number of check nodes of degree i is Pi. It is convenient to introduce the following
notation

Λ(x) =
∑

i

Λix
i,

and
P (x) =

∑

i

Pix
i.
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The polynomial Λ (resp. P ) is the variable (resp. check) degree distribution from
a node perspective. For the asymptotic analysis it is more convenient to define the
degree distributions from an edge perspective as follows:

λ(x) =
∑

i

λix
i−1,

and

ρ(x) =
∑

i

ρix
i−1,

where λi (resp. ρi) is equal to the fraction of edges connected to variable (resp.
check) nodes of degree i. In other words, λi (resp. ρi) is the probability that an
edge chosen uniformly at random from the graph is connected to a variable (resp.
check) node of degree i. The design rate for the irregular case is given as

R(λ, ρ) = 1−

∫ 1

0
ρ(x)dx

∫ 1

0 λ(x)dx
.

In Example 2.3.1, the parity-check matrix is dense since the purpose is illus-
trating. The sparsity of the matrix is in fact a key property which determines the
algorithmic efficiency of LDPC codes.

In the following we will introduce some basic concepts of LDPC codes, such as
belief propagation, density evolution, etc., which will be used throughout the thesis.

2.3.1 Code and Ensemble

As suggested in [LMSS98,RU01], we are not interested in analyzing any particular
LDPC code. Instead, we discuss the performance of the ensemble which represents
the set of all LDPC codes with the same degree distribution.

One way to construct an ensemble of LDPC codes is to consider the set of all
the parity-check matrices which have the node degrees (dv, dc) and to equip this
set with a uniform probability distribution. Another way to define an ensemble is
suggested in [RU01] as follows.

To construct a (dv, dc) regular LDPC code of length N , we first assign dv sockets
to each variable node and dc sockets to each check node. There are in total Ndv
edges connecting the variable nodes and the check nodes in the graph. Label the
variable sockets and the check sockets separately with the set {1, 2, ..., Ndv} in
some arbitrary fashion. Choose a permutation π on Ndv letters at random with
uniform distribution from the set of all possible (Ndv)! permutations. The ensemble
is constructed by connecting the i-th variable socket and the π(i)-th check socket
for all i ∈ {1, 2, ..., Ndv}.

The concentration theorem in [RU01] indicates that the determination of the
average behavior of the ensemble suffices to characterize the individual behavior of
all codes with the same degree distribution. For long codes, this average behavior is
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equal to the behavior which one can observe on cycle-free graphs. In the following
sections, we will show that this average behavior can be computed by a deterministic
algorithm.

2.3.2 Log-Likelihood Ratios

In the context of iterative decoding, log-likelihood ratios (LLRs) for the respec-
tive bits play an important role. A log-likelihood ratio for the bit x with a priori
probability p(x) is defined as

L(x) = log
p(x = 0)

p(x = 1)
.

Usually the natural logarithm is used for LLRs in Gaussian channels. In the follow-
ing, we will always use the natural logarithm in log-likelihood ratios.

If p(x = 0) > p(x = 1), then L(x) is positive; if the inequality is reversed, then
L(x) is negative. If L(x) = 0, that means we have p(x = 0) = p(x = 1). The sign
of L(x) provides the hard decision on bit x, and the magnitude |L(x)| tells the
reliability of this decision. The larger |L(x)| is, the more certain we are about the
decision.

Similarly, we have for the channel transition probability p(y|x)

L(y|x) = ln
p(y|x = 0)

p(y|x = 1)
,

and for the a posteriori probability p(x|y)

L(x|y) = ln
p(x = 0|y)

p(x = 1|y)
.

By Baye’s rule,
L(x|y) = L(y|x) + L(x).

Meanwhile, we can also translate from the LLR back to the probabilities. Take
L(x) = ln(p(x = 0)/p(x = 1)) for example,

p(x = 0) =
eL(x)

1 + eL(x)
, (2.6)

and

p(x = 1) =
e−L(x)

1 + e−L(x)
. (2.7)

In this section we also introduce an operation ⊞. Similar to the modulo-2 addi-
tion ⊕, the operation ⊞ are used with LLRs as the inputs. The symbol ⊞ expresses
the reliability of a modulo-2 sum of bits in terms of individual LLRs. It is defined
as [HOP96]

L(x1) ⊞ L(x2) = L(x1 ⊕ x2).
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The LLR value for the modulo-2 addition of two bits is

L(x1 ⊕ x2) = ln
p(x1 ⊕ x2 = 0)

p(x1 ⊕ x2 = 1)

= ln
p(x1 = 0)p(x2 = 0) + p(x1 = 1)p(x2 = 1)

p(x1 = 1)p(x2 = 0) + p(x1 = 0)p(x2 = 1)
.

Substituting (2.6) and (2.7), we get

L(x1) ⊞ L(x2) = ln
1 + eL(x1)eL(x2)

eL(x1) + eL(x2)

= ln
1 + tanh(L(x1)/2) tanh(L(x2)/2)

1− tanh(L(x1)/2) tanh(L(x2)/2)
,

where the hyperbolic tangent function is defined as

tanh(x) =
ex − e−x

ex + e−x
.

2.3.3 Belief Propagation

Message passing algorithms work iteratively under the extrinsic information ex-
change principle. Information is exchanged between neighboring nodes in the graph
by passing messages on the edges. An outgoing message along an edge depends on
the incoming message along all edges other than this edge itself. One important
type of message passing algorithm is the belief propagation algorithm. As indicated
by the name, this algorithm passes beliefs along the edges. For the general case,
these beliefs are the probabilities of the variable nodes being 0 or 1. For the BEC
case, the belief propagation takes a simple form as follows.

1. Message passing from a variable node to a check node: if a variable node knows
its value, either from the channel observation or from the other check nodes
in the previous iteration, it sends that value to the check node; otherwise, it
sends the erasure.

2. Message passing from a check node to a variable node: if any incoming message
from other variable nodes to the check node is the erasure, then the check node
sends the erasure to the variable node; otherwise the check node calculates
the outgoing message based on the messages from all other variable nodes
and sends the result to the designated variable node.

3. Update the values on all variable nodes: if an unknown variable node receives
an incoming message which is not the erasure, it takes the value.

4. Decoding stop criterion: if any unknown variable node becomes known in the
current iteration, repeat the above steps in the next iteration; otherwise, if all
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the variable nodes are known, return the decoded codeword; if no unknown
variable node can be recovered, stop the iterations and declare a failure of
decoding.

We describe the BP decoding for the general case following [Sho03]. Firstly,
we give two observations which will be used later. If x is an equiprobable random
variable and y1, y2, ..., yd are independent random variables, we have

L(x|y1, y2, ..., yd) =

d
∑

j=1

L(x|yj). (2.8)

Now assume that x1, x2, ..., xl are binary random variables and y1, y2, ..., yl are
independent random variables. The operation ⊞ can be extended from the case of
two inputs in Section 2.3.2 to the case of l inputs, i.e.,

L(x1 ⊕ x2 ⊕ · · · ⊕ xl|y1, y2, ..., yl) = ln
1 +
∏l
j=1 tanh(L(xj |yj)/2)

1−
∏l
j=1 tanh(L(xj |yj)/2)

. (2.9)

The message passed from a variable node v to a check node c is the probability
that v has a certain value given the channel observation and all the incoming
messages to v in the previous iteration from the check nodes incident to v other than
c. Equivalently, the variable node v sends to the check node c its LLR conditioned
on the channel LLR and on the LLRs from adjacent check nodes other than c.
Using the observation (2.8), we have

L(i)
vc = Lch +

∑

c′∈Φ\{c}

L
(i−1)
c′v ,

where L
(i)
mn is the LLR sent from the node m to the node n in the i-th iteration

and Φ is the set of check nodes incident to v. When i = 0, L
(0)
vc equals the channel

LLR Lch.
The message from the node c to the node v is the probability that v has a

certain value given all the messages passed to c from the variable nodes other than
v. Based on (2.9), we get the message from c to v

L(i)
cv = ln

1 +
∏

v′∈Ω\{v} tanh(L
(i)
v′c/2)

1−
∏

v′∈Ω\{v} tanh(L
(i)
v′c/2)

,

where Ω is the set of variable nodes incident to the check node c.
In practice, the BP decoding may be executed until it converges to a state or

for a maximum number of iterations, whichever is first.
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2.3.4 Density Evolution

Density evolution is a tool to track information exchange during the belief-
propagation decoding of a code, with the purpose of determining the threshold
of channel condition under which reliable communication can be achieved with BP
decoding.

Before introducing the density evolution, we first present the following proper-
ties:

• When the symmetry conditions [RU01] (channel symmetry, check node sym-
metry and variable node symmetry) are satisfied, the performance of the
iterative decoding is independent of the codeword transmitted. To study the
performance, it is then natural to assume that the all-zero codeword is sent.

• As pointed out in Section 2.3.1, it suffices to assess the average performance
of an ensemble rather than analyzing individual codes. With high probability,
a randomly chosen code from an ensemble behaves close to the ensemble
average. This is the Concentration Theorem in [RU01] and [RU08].

• As the codeword length goes to infinity, the ensemble average performance of
the iterative decoder approaches that of decoding on a cycle-free graph. Based
on this assumption, the incoming messages are statistically independent and
therefore the information update at each node is correctly calculated by the
belief propagation algorithm.

In the following we derive the density evolution for regular LDPC codes and give
the generalized expression which includes the irregular case as well. The details are
explained for the BEC and for the general BMS channel, respectively.

Density Evolution for the BEC

In this section we discuss the concept of density evolution for the binary erasure
channel. For this channel the transmitted bit is correctly received or completely
erased, so the density to be tracked is the erasure probability.

In the following we investigate the density evolution for a given regular LDPC
ensemble with variable degree dv and check degree dc. We use p(i) to denote the
probability that the message from a variable node to a check node is an erasure
in the i-th iteration, while we use q(i) to denote the probability that the message
from a check node to a variable node is an erasure in the i-th iteration. The erasure
probability of the channel is assumed to be ǫ.

We first look at the information update at the check node. As indicated by
Figure 2.4, at each check node the parity-check equation can recover an erased
variable bit if that bit is the only erased bit connected to the check node. The
message coming out from the check node to one variable node is not an erasure only
if the messages from all the other variable nodes to that check node are not erased.
We assume that the messages are independent of each other since the channel is
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memoryless and the graph is cycle-free. With this assumption, the probability that
the message from the check node to the variable node is an erasure is given as

q(i) = 1− (1 − p(i))dc−1. (2.10)

...

...

Figure 2.4: Update at the check node.

Now we look at the update at the variable node. As shown in Figure 2.5, a
message from the variable node to the check node will be an erasure if the message
from the channel is an erasure and all the incoming message from other check nodes
in the previous iteration are erasures as well. Therefore, the probability that the
message from the variable node to the check node is an erasure equals

p(i+1) = ǫ(q(i))dv−1 (2.11)

by assuming the independence of the messages.

...

...

Figure 2.5: Update at the variable node.

Substituting (2.10) into (2.11), we get a one-dimensional recursion

p(i+1) = ǫ(1− (1 − p(i))dc−1)dv−1,

which is the density evolution equation.
For an irregular LDPC ensemble with a degree distribution pair (λ, ρ), the

density evolution recursion is given as

p(i+1) = ǫλ(1− ρ(1− p(i))).
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We use Pr(i)(ǫ) to denote the remaining erasure probability after i iterations for
a transmission over a BEC with erasure probability ǫ. The threshold is defined as
the supremum of ǫ for which Pr(i)(ǫ)→ 0 when i→∞. That is

ǫBP = sup{ǫ ∈ [0, 1] :
(i)

Pr(ǫ)
i→∞
−−−→ 0}.

This definition of threshold is not very convenient for the purpose of analysis. Al-
ternatively, a definition based on the fixed points of the density evolution recursions
is given as follows.

In mathematics, a fixed point of a function is a point that is mapped to itself
by the function. That is to say, α is a fixed point of the function f(x) if and only
if f(α) = α. We define a function

f(ǫ, x) = ǫλ(1 − ρ(1− x)). (2.12)

If the function f(ǫ, x) has any fixed point in (0, ǫ), it means that the erasure prob-
ability can not be reduced down to 0 regardless of the number of iterations. Then
successful decoding is not possible for the given channel parameter ǫ.

The successful decoding can be achieved if the function f(ǫ, x) has no fixed point
for x in the range (0, ǫ). Based on this fact, the threshold of BP decoding can also
be characterized by

ǫBP = sup{ǫ ∈ [0, 1] : f(ǫ, x) has no fixed point for x ∈ (0, ǫ)}.

If the channel parameter ǫ is below the threshold ǫBP, any long enough code
randomly chosen from the ensemble can provide sufficiently reliable transmission
of information if it is decoded by the given decoder for a sufficiently large number
of iterations. Conversely, reliable transmission over a channel with ǫ > ǫBP is not
possible.

Density Evolution for the General BMS Channel

In the following we extend the density evolution analysis to the general BMS chan-
nel. We use x(i) to denote the probability density function of the message coming
out from a variable node to a check node in the i-th iteration. Similarly, the pdf of
the message from a check node to a variable node is defined as y(i). Let a denote
the pdf of the BMS channel over which the transmission takes place. Note that all
the pdfs are represented by LLR values, namely, L-densities [RU08].

The operator � describes how the distribution of the messages changes at a
variable node under the BP decoding, while the operator � describes the change
of this distribution at the check node side.

At each variable node, the outgoing message is the sum of the channel observa-
tion and the incoming LLRs on the other edges into that node. Since the incoming
messages are independent random variables, the pdf of the above summation can
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be obtained by the standard convolution of the pdfs of the incoming messages.
Therefore,

x(i+1) = a� (y(i))�(dv−1), (2.13)

where (y(i))�(dv−1) is the (dv − 1)-fold convolution of y(i).
At each check node, the outgoing message is the ⊞-sum of the incoming LLRs

on the other edges connected to the same check node. The operation ⊞ has been
defined in Section 2.3.2. Accordingly, we use � to indicate how the pdf of the
outgoing message is calculated from the pdfs of the incoming messages. Assume
that f and g are the pdfs of two random variables X and Y , the pdf of the random
variable Z = X⊞Y is denoted by h = f � g. The pdf of the outgoing message from
a check node is then the (dc − 1)-fold of the � operation of the incoming pdf, i.e.,

y(i) = (x(i))�(dc−1). (2.14)

Substituting (2.14) into (2.13), we get the density evolution recursion for the
BMS channel:

x(i+1) = a� ((x(i))�(dc−1))�(dv−1).

In general, for an LDPC ensemble with the degree distribution (λ, ρ), the density
evolution is equal to

x(i+1) = a� λ(ρ(x(i))).

More details of the density evolution analysis and the efficient implementation
for BI-AWGN channel can be found in [RU08].

2.3.5 EXIT Functions

EXIT Charts

The EXIT chart is the visualization of the asymptotic performance under BP de-
coding. In this thesis we only discuss the case for the BEC in which it is equivalent
to density evolution.

For an LDPC ensemble with a degree distribution pair (λ, ρ), we define

vǫ(x) = ǫλ(x),

and

c(x) = 1− ρ(1 − x).

The function f(ǫ, x) in (2.12) can then be written as

f(ǫ, x) = vǫ(c(x)).

Since the condition for successful decoding is f(ǫ, x) < x, it is equivalent to

c(x) < v−1
ǫ (x), x ∈ (0, 1).
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Note that vǫ(x) is invertible for x ≥ 0 since λ(x) is a polynomial with non-negative
coefficients.

In the following example we give the EXIT charts for the (3, 6) regular LDPC
ensemble with different erasure probability ǫ.

Example 2.3.2

For the (3, 6) regular LDPC ensemble, we have λ(x) = x2 and ρ(x) = x5. Then,
the function v−1

ǫ (x) = (x/ǫ)1/2 and c(x) = 1 − (1 − x)5. The curves v−1
ǫ (x) for

ǫ ∈ {0.3, 0.42944, 0.6} and the curve c(x) are plotted in Figure 2.6. Note that
ǫ = 0.42944 = ǫBP.
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Figure 2.6: EXIT charts for different ǫ. The function c(x) is shown as a solid line.
The function v−1

ǫ (x) is plotted for ǫ ∈ {0.3, 0.42944, 0.6} as the dashed, dotted and
dash-dot curves, respectively.

EXIT Function

In addition to the graphical representation, the asymptotic behavior of an LDPC
code ensemble can also have an interpretation in terms of entropy. In the following
we give the EXIT function following [RU08].

Let C be a binary code and X is the codeword chosen with probability p(x).
Transmit X through a BEC(ǫ) and the channel observation is Y . The EXIT func-
tion associated with the j-th bit of C is defined as

hj(ǫ) = H(Xj |Y \j). (2.15)

The average EXIT function is

h(ǫ) =
1

N

N
∑

i=j

hj(ǫ).
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In addition, the following relationship is equivalent to (2.15):

hj(ǫ) = Pr(x̂MAP
j (Y \j) = e),

where x̂MAP
j (Y \j) denotes the MAP estimator function of the j-th bit given the

channel observation Y \j , and “e” denotes the erased symbol. This relationship
states that the EXIT value equals the erasure probability of an extrinsic MAP
decoder.

The most fundamental characterization of the EXIT function is

h(ǫ) =
dH(X |Y )

Ndǫ
,

which states that the average EXIT function equals the derivative of the conditional
entropy with respect to the erasure probabilty divided by the codeword length N .
This characterization results in the area theorem [RU08] which is introduced as
follows.

Let C be a binary code and X is the codeword chosen with probability p(x).
Transmit X through a BEC(ǫ) and the channel observation is denoted by Y (ǫ).
Then

H(X|Y (δ)) = N

∫ δ

0

h(ǫ)dǫ,

where h(ǫ) is the average EXIT function.
The area under the curve c(x) equals 1 −

∫

ρ and the area to the left of the
curve v−1

ǫ (x) is equal to ǫ
∫

λ. A necessary condition for successful BP decoding is
that these two areas do not overlap, i.e., (ǫ

∫

λ) + (1 −
∫

ρ) ≤ 1. By rearranging,
this condition is equivalent to

1− CSh = ǫ ≤

∫

ρ
∫

λ
= 1−R(λ, ρ).

We say a length-N sequence {(λ, ρ)} capacity achieving on the BEC(ǫ) if it satisfies

lim
N→∞

R(λ, ρ) = 1− ǫ (2.16a)

and
lim
N→∞

ǫBP(λ, ρ) = ǫ. (2.16b)

Throughout the thesis, we will use the condition (2.16) for the proof of capacity
achieving codes.

BP EXIT Function

Consider the regular degree distribution pair (λ(x) = xdv−1, ρ(x) = xdc−1). The
BP EXIT function is given by

hBP(ǫ) =

{

(ǫ, 0) ǫ ∈ [0, ǫBP),

(ǫ(x), L(1− ρ(1 − x))) ǫ ∈ (ǫBP, 1],
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where ǫ(x) = x
λ(1−ρ(1−x)) . The normalized degree distribution L(x) is defined as

L(x) = Λ(x)/Λ(1), therefore L(1− ρ(1− x)) = (1− (1− x)dc−1)dv .

Example 2.3.3

For the (3, 6) regular LDPC ensemble, we have the BP EXIT function plotted in
Figure 2.7. The BP threshold ǫBP is the point at which the vertical line hits the
horizontal axis.
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Figure 2.7: BP EXIT function hBP(ǫ).

The integral under the curve of the BP EXIT function is called trial entropy,
which is defined as

A(x) =

∫ x

0

L(1− ρ(1− z))dǫ(z).

Let xMAP be the unique positive solution of A(x) = 0 and define ǫMAP = ǫ(xMAP),
then ǫMAP is the MAP threshold of the given ensemble. The EXIT function is
defined as

h(ǫ) =

{

0 ǫ ∈ [0, ǫMAP),

hBP(ǫ) ǫ ∈ (ǫMAP, 1],

The design rate and the EXIT functions are related as

R(λ, ρ) =

∫ 1

ǫMAP

hBP(ǫ)dǫ =

∫ 1

0

h(ǫ)dǫ.

Example 2.3.4

The EXIT function of the (3, 6) regular LDPC ensemble is shown in Figure 2.8. To
construct the MAP threshold ǫMAP, we integrate the BP EXIT curve form ǫ = 1
until the area under the curve equals to the design rate of the code. The point at
which the equality is achieved is the MAP threshold.
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Figure 2.8: EXIT function h(ǫ).

EBP EXIT Function

The MAP performance can be derived directly from the performance of the BP
decoder. We first introduce the extended BP EXIT curve. For a given degree dis-
tribution pair (λ, ρ), the extended BP (EBP) EXIT function is defined as

hEBP = (ǫ(x), L(1 − ρ(1− x))), x ∈ [0, 1],

where ǫ(x) = x/λ(1 − ρ(1− x)). The area under the EBP EXIT curve satisfies

∫ 1

0

hEBP(x)dǫ(x) = R(λ, ρ).

Example 2.3.5

The EBP EXIT function of the (3, 6) regular ensemble is plotted in Figure 2.9. Due
to the connection between the BP EXIT function and the EBP EXIT function, it
is easy to find out that the BP threshold is equal to the smallest ǫ value which is
taken on along the EBP EXIT curve.

Maxwell Construction

The Maxwell construction [MMU08] is explained in [RU08] through an example.
We repeat the example in the following.

Example 2.3.6

We consider the EBP EXIT curve associated with the (3, 6) regular LDPC ensemble.
Take a vertical line and adjust its position in such a way that the area which is to
the left of this line and bounded to the left by the EBP EXIT curve is equal to
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Figure 2.9: EBP EXIT function hEBP(ǫ).

the area which is to the right of this line and bounded above by the EBP EXIT
curve. The claim is that the location of this line is unique and it indicates the MAP
threshold ǫMAP. We illustrate the Maxwell construction of the (3, 6) regular LDPC
ensemble in Figure 2.10.
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Figure 2.10: The Maxwell construction of the (3, 6) regular LDPC ensemble.
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2.4 Multi-Edge-Type LDPC Codes

Multi-edge-type LDPC codes [RU04] can be considered as a generalization of regular
and irregular LDPC codes. The multi-edge formalism is capable of specifying a
particular graph, which is not possible in the irregular LDPC framework.

The differences between the irregular LDPC ensembles and the multi-edge-type
LDPC ensembles are listed in the following:

• For a standard irregular LDPC ensemble all edges in the graph are statistically
interchangeable; i.e., there exists a single type of edges. For a multi-edge
LDPC ensemble there are multiple equivalence classes of edges.

• For an irregular LDPC ensemble, nodes in the graph are specified by their
degrees. For a multi-edge-type ensemble a vector of edge degree is defined for
each node, which tells the number of edges from each type connected to the
node.

• An irregular LDPC code ensemble is specified by its degree distribution which
represents the fraction of nodes of each degree usually from the edge perspec-
tive. For a multi-edge-type LDPC code ensemble the representation is from
the node perspective since there is no unique edge perspective.

• For an irregular LDPC ensemble the number of edges emanating from the
variable node side must be the same as that from the check node side. In the
multi-edge setting, this constraint should be satisfied for each edge type.

Now we give the definition of multi-edge-type LDPC codes. Recall the construc-
tion of LDPC ensemble in Section 2.3.1, we assume that there are a number of K
sockets on both the variable node side and the check node side. A multi-edge-type
LDPC code ensemble consists of a finite number of nT edge types. The edge degree
of a check node is a vector of length nT whose i-th entry indicates the number of
the i-th type sockets connecting to this node. The edge degree of a variable node
has a similar definition. The sockets from the variable node side must pair with
sockets of the same type on the check node side. In fact, there is also a “received
degree” [RU04] related to the variable node, which describes the received distribu-
tion. Throughout this thesis we do not take into account the received degree by
assuming the same channel distribution for all the variable nodes.

The density evolution for multi-edge-type LDPC ensembles is different from that
for irregular LDPC ensembles. For irregular LDPC ensembles, the propagated mes-
sages are represented by a single density evolution function since all edges are sta-
tistically equivalent. For multi-edge-type ensembles, the messages are represented
by nT density functions, i.e., one function for each type.

We use p = {p1, p2, ..., pnT } to denote the densities of the messages carried on
different types of edges. If (λ,ρ) corresponds to the multi-edge degree distributions,
we have the following density evolution recursion:

p(i+1) = λ(a,ρ(p(i))),
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where a denotes the channel distribution.

2.5 Binning and Nested Codes

One of the basic elements of network information theory is the idea of binning
[SW73]. A binning scheme divides a set of codewords into subsets (“bins”), such
that the codewords in each subset are as far apart as possible. In [SW73], random
binning was used to prove the Slepian–Wolf source coding theorem. In [CEG79],
Cover and El Gamma proposed to use random binning for set partitioning in decode-
and-forward relaying.

The random binning approach, although convenient for analysis, is not favorable
for practical applications. Therefore, binning schemes with structure were proposed.
Wyner constructed an algebraic binning scheme for noiseless coding problems in
[Wyn74]. In order to extend the idea to “noisy” coding problems, the structure of
nested codes was proposed [ZSE02].

We first introduce the concept of coset. Let an LDPC code C be specified by
a K × N binary parity-check matrix H . The code C = {C : HCT = 0} contains
all length-N binary vectors whose syndrome S =HCT is equal to 0. Given some
general syndrome S ∈ {0, 1}K, the set of all length-N binary vectors X satisfying
HXT = S is called a coset CS .

A nested code [ZSE02] is a pair of linear codes (C1, C2) which satisfy

C2 ⊂ C1.

That is, each codeword of C2 is also a codeword of C1. The code C1 is called the
“fine code,” and C2 is the “coarse code.”

The nested parity-check codes can be constructed as follows [ZSE02]. Let H1

and H2 be parity-check matrices of dimension K1 ×N and of dimension K2 ×N ,
respectively, K2 > K1. By bringing in an additional parity-check matrix ∆H of
dimension (K2 −K1)×N , the nested codes can be realized by

H2 =

[

H1

∆H

]

.

This implies that the syndromes S1 = H1X and S2 = H2X associated with a
given X are related as ST2 = [ST1 ,∆S

T ]. We can then partition C1 into 2K2−K1

cosets of C2 by fixing S1 and varying ∆S, i.e.,

C1 =
⋃

∆S∈{0,1}K2−K1

C2(S2).

One fundamental question in designing nested codes is how to make both the
fine code and the coarse code perform well simultaneously. This question defines
the main topic of the thesis, and we will provide possible solutions in the rest of
the thesis.
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2.6 LDPC Convolutional Codes

LDPC convolutional codes were first proposed in [FZ99] as a time-varying periodic
LDPC code variation. By coupling the protographs from different time/positions
into a chain and terminating the chain properly, the threshold of the resulting
convolutional-like LDPC code is improved. This fact triggered a research enthusiasm
in the last decade.

There is a considerable amount of literature on the construction and the analysis
of LDPC convolutional codes. Various implementations and performance analysis
were addressed for example in [TSS+04, PFS+08, LSCZ10, KRU11]. In [SLCZ04]
and [LSCZ10], the density evolution approach for the LDPC convolutional code
ensemble is presented to determine the threshold over the BEC. The extension
to the general BMS channel can be found in [LSZC05, LSCZ10]. In [KRU11], the
convolutional-like LDPC ensemble is proved analytically to achieve the optimal
MAP threshold of the underlying ensemble under belief-propagation decoding over
the BEC. A parallel contribution in [LF10,LSCZ10] suggests from numerical results
that the BP threshold of a terminated LDPC convolutional code coincides with the
ML decoding threshold of the corresponding LDPC block code. This code in turn
approaches the capacity as the node degrees are increased.

It was suggested in [KRU12b] to use the term “spatially coupled LDPC code”
instead of “LDPC convolutional code,” and the reasons were given as: (i) the term
“convolutional” is related to a quite specific node interconnection structure, but in
fact this structure is not important for the performance; the threshold saturation
effect occurs as long as the connection is sufficiently strong; (ii) the boundary effects
disappear exponentially fast for traditional convolutional codes; however, it is the
boundary effect which leads to the threshold saturation for spatially coupled codes;
(iii) the threshold saturation holds for many other graphical models which are out of
the realm of coding. In this thesis we decided to keep the term “LDPC convolutional
code” because the code structures we use still belong to the convolutional-like class
introduced in [FZ99]. Meanwhile, we discuss the convolutional structure only in the
scope of channel coding in this thesis.

2.6.1 Protographs and Protograph Codes

The concept of protograph was introduced in [Tho03] and studied extensively for
example in [DJDT05, DDJA09]. A protograph is a Tanner graph with a relatively
small number of nodes. The protograph serves as a blueprint for constructing LDPC
codes of arbitrary size whose performance can be predicted by analyzing the pro-
tograph. A protograph of a (3, 6) regular LDPC code is plotted in Figure 2.11.

A “copy-and-permute” operation [Tho03] can be applied to the protograph to
obtain larger derived graphs of various sizes. This operation consists of first making
L copies of the protograph, and then permuting the endpoints of each edge among
the L variable and L check nodes connected to the set of L edges copied from the
same edge in the protograph. The derived graph is the graph of a code L times
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Figure 2.11: Tanner graph and protograph of a (3, 6) regular LDPC code.

as large as the code corresponding to the protograph, with the same rate and the
same distribution of variable and check node degrees. A protograph code is an
LDPC code whose Tanner graph is a derived graph.

2.6.2 LDPC Convolutional Code Ensembles

The generation of the LDPC convolutional code can be illustrated by the pro-
tographs in Figure 2.12. We start from the protograph of a standard regular en-
semble with variable node degree dv = 3 and check node degree dc = 6. If we copy
the protograph L times and let the protograph interact each other according to a
certain rule, we get the protograph of an LDPC convolutional code. The rule of the
interaction depends on the type of ensembles.

t=1 t=2 t=3 t=4

......

t=L-1 t=L t=L+1 t=L+2

......

Figure 2.12: Protograph of an LDPC convolutional code constructed from its LDPC
block code counterpart.
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Analogous to their LDPC block code counterpart, LDPC convolutional codes
are defined by sparse parity-check matrices, which allow them to be decoded using
iterative message-passing algorithms. A regular (dv, dc) time-varying binary LDPC
convolutional code can be defined by an infinite parity-check matrix

H∞ =
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, (2.17)

where dv is the variable node degree and dc is the check node degree. We assume
that at each position t (t ∈ (−∞,∞)) the number of variable nodes is M . Then
each submatrix hi(t) is an (Mdv/dc) ×M binary matrix. In practice, for a finite
number of positions L, we have t ∈ [1, L] and the code needs to be initialized in
the beginning and terminated in the end. All the submatrices hi(t) are sparse and
accordingly the overall parity-check matrix is sparse.

There are many variations of LDPC convolutional code ensembles in the lit-
erature [FZ99, PFS+08, LSCZ10, KRU11]. In this thesis, we consider two different
types of LDPC convolutional code ensembles which are most researched. We denote
the first ensemble by the four parameters {dv, dc,M,L} [LSCZ10] and denote the
second ensemble by the five parameters {dv, dc,M,L,w} [KRU11]. An additional
“smoothing” parameter w is included for the second type, which adds a random-
ization of the edge connections to the first ensemble. The detailed description of
the two ensembles are given in the following. The {dv, dc,M,L} ensemble is mainly
based on [LSCZ10], and the {dv, dc,M,L,w} ensemble is from the construction
in [KRU11].

The {dv, dc,M,L} Ensemble

We place M variable nodes at each position t, t ∈ [1, L]. Accordingly, we assign
dv
dc
M check nodes at each position. For a variable node at position t, we connect

exactly one of its dv edges to one check node at position t+ τ , τ ∈ [0, dv − 1]. That
is, each variable node is connected to dv check nodes “to the right”. From a check
node’s point of view, there are in total Mdv check node sockets at each position.
Exactly M of them come from variable nodes from the positions [t− dv + 1, t]. For
check nodes at the boundaries the number of sockets is decreased linearly depending
on its position.

The above construction of the {dv, dc,M,L} ensemble is a combination of the
description in [LSCZ10] and the definition in [KRU11]. The ensemble introduced in
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[LSCZ10] has a constraint that dc = 2dv, while the ensemble introduced in [KRU11]
is restricted that dv is odd. We relax these restrictions in this thesis.

The {dv, dc,M,L,w} Ensemble

As for the first type of ensemble, dv is the variable node degree and dc is the check
node degree. We also assume that at each position t (t ∈ [1, L]) the number of
variable nodes is M . Conceptually, we assign dv

dc
M check nodes at each position,

and the positions locate at all integers from [1, L+w−1]. The connections between
the variable nodes and the check nodes are carried out as follows.

We assume that each of the dv edges of a variable node at position t uniformly
and independently connects to the check nodes in the range [t, t+w−1], where the
parameter w is a positive integer. More precisely, for each variable node at position
t, one can define a dv-tuple constellation c = (c1, c2, ..., ci, ..., cdv ) with elements in
[0, w−1]. We assume that the edges coming out from the variable node are indexed
in an arbitrary but fixed order. Then, the i-th edge is connected to a check node
at position t+ ci. For each variable node, c is uniformly and independently chosen
from the set of all possible wdv constellations. Under this assignment and ignoring
the boundary effects, there are in total a number of Mdv/w edges coming from all
the variable nodes at position t− τ , τ ∈ [0, w−1], to all the check nodes at position
t. Distributing theseMdv/w edges uniformly at random to theMdv/dc check nodes
at position t, for each check node each edge is connected to the variable nodes at
position t−τ with probability 1/w. Therefore, each of the dc connections of a check
node at position t is considered to be uniformly and independently chosen from the
range [t− w + 1, t].

The type {dv, dc,M,L} ensemble can be considered as a special case of the more
general ensemble {dv, dc,M,L,w}. For the {dv, dc,M,L} ensemble, the parameter
w always equals dv. Exactly one of the dv outgoing edges of each variable node at
position t is connected to one check node at positions [t, t+ (dv −1)], i.e., ci = i−1
for all i ∈ [1, dv].

It has been stated in [KRU11] that the type {dv, dc,M,L,w} ensemble is ca-
pacity achieving and easier to analyze compared with the {dv, dc,M,L} type. How-
ever, experimentally it shows a worse trade-off between rate, threshold and block
length. On the other hand, it was observed through experiments that the type
{dv, dc,M,L} ensemble provides good numerical performance with moderate M
and L when dv ≥ 3. Therefore, in this thesis we use the type {dv, dc,M,L,w} en-
sembles for theoretical analysis while employing the {dv, dc,M,L} type of ensembles
for finite-length simulations.

For the asymptotic analysis, we always assume that M →∞ so that the prob-
ability model is independent in the density evolution. We may drop M in the
notations of the ensembles when there is no ambiguity.
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2.6.3 Design Rate

The design rate of an LDPC code is the rate we get by assuming that every in-
volved check node imposes a linearly independent constraint. By assuming the same
independency, in the following we calculate the design rates of the two types of en-
sembles separately.

Design Rate of the {dv, dc,M,L} Ensemble

To calculate the design rate, we need to know the total number of variable nodes
and the total number of check nodes. The variable nodes are indexed from 1 to L, so
that the total number of variable nodes equals NV =ML. Since each variable node
is connected to the check nodes at the current position and the dv−1 positions to its
right, the check nodes are indexed from 1 to L+dv−1. At the boundary positions,
the number of sockets at each check node is reduced while the number of check nodes
at each position remains the same. We assign dvdcM check nodes at each position,

therefore the total number of check nodes is equal to NC = dv
dc
M(L+ dv − 1).

The design rate is defined as R = 1−NC/NV . By substituting NV and NC , we
get

R(dv, dc,M,L) = 1−
NC
NV

= 1−
dv
dc
·
L+ dv − 1

L

= 1−
dv
dc
−
dv
dc
·
dv − 1

L

A rate loss of dvdc ·
dv−1
L is observed due to the termination of the graph. This rate

reduction effect vanishes at a speed of 1/L.

Design Rate of the {dv, dc,M,L,w} Ensemble

The approach to determining the design rate of the ensemble {dv, dc,M,L,w} is
slightly different from the above, since a randomization of the edge connection is
included. We provide the derivation in the following.

We assume that NV is the number of variable nodes in the graph. From the
description of the ensemble we get as well NV = ML. Due to the randomness of
edge connections, not all of the assigned check nodes are connected in the graph.
We only count the check nodes which are connected to at least one of the variable
nodes. We denote the number of these check nodes by NC .

According to the description of the ensemble, each of the dc connections of a
check node at position t is considered to be uniformly and independently chosen
from the range [t−w+1, t]. Therefore, all the assigned dvdcM check nodes in the range
[w,L] are connected while some check nodes at the boundary positions t ∈ [1, w−1]
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and t ∈ [L + 1, L + w − 1] are “floating”, which should not be counted in the
calculation.

We first look at the dvdcM check nodes at position t = 1. The probability that
a check node at this position has at least one connection to the variable nodes in
the range [1, L] is equal to 1 − (w−1

w )dc , and accordingly the expected number of

connected check nodes at this position equals M dvdc (1 − (w−1
w )dc). In general, the

number of connected check nodes at position t ∈ [1, w−1] equalsM dvdc (1−(w−tw )dc).
In a similar manner, we can get the number of connected check nodes at t ∈
[L + 1, L + w − 1]. Summing up all the contributions in [1, L + w − 1], we get the
number of connected check nodes as

NC =M
dv
dc

[

L− w + 1 + 2
w−1
∑

i=1

(

1− (
w − i

w
)dc
)

]

=M
dv
dc

[

L− w + 1 + 2(w − 1)− 2
w−1
∑

i=1

(w − i

w

)dc
]

=M
dv
dc

[

L− w + 1 + 2(w − 1)− 2
w−1
∑

i=1

( i

w

)dc
]

=M
dv
dc

[

L+ w + 1− 2

w
∑

i=0

( i

w

)dc
]

.

Based onNC andNV , we obtain the design rate of the ensemble {dv, dc,M,L,w}
as

R(dv, dc,M,L,w) = 1−
NC
NV

= 1−
dv
dc
·
L+ w + 1− 2

∑w
i=0( iw )dc

L

= 1−
dv
dc
−
dv
dc
·
w + 1− 2

∑w
i=0( iw )dc

L
.

2.6.4 Density Evolution

For LDPC block codes, the distribution of the messages exchanged in one iteration
is the same for all the nodes regardless of their positions in the Tanner graph. A
single density is sufficient to characterize the iterative decoding for a given ensemble.
For LDPC convolutional codes, the nodes at the same position behave identically
so that they are considered to have the same density. However, the messages from
nodes at different positions behave differently and should be tracked separately. An
illustration of the information update at the variable node and the check node of a
{dv = 3, dc = 6,M,L} ensemble is given in Figure 2.13.
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Figure 2.13: Information update at the nodes of a {dv = 3, dc = 6,M,L} ensemble.

Density Evolution for the {dv, dc,M,L} Ensemble

We first discuss the density evolution for the {dv, dc,M,L} ensemble. We use p
(i)
t,t+j

to denote the probability that the message sent in the i-th iteration from a variable
node at position t to a check node at position t+ j corresponds to an erasure. The
probability that the message from a check node at t + j to a variable node at t is

erased in the i-th iteration is denoted by q
(i)
t+j,t. For t /∈ [1, L], we set p

(i)
t,t+j = 0.

The erasure probability of the channel is denoted by ǫ.
For each variable node at position t, there is exactly one connection between

this variable node and the check node at position t + j, j ∈ [0, dv − 1]. Therefore,
the message outgoing on one edge is based on the messages incoming on all the
other edges in the previous iteration. The probability of an erasure is updated as

p
(i+1)
t,t+j = ǫ

∏

j′ 6=j

q
(i)
t+j′,t, for j, j′ ∈ [0, dv − 1].

Similarly, we have at the check node

q
(i)
t+j,t = 1−



(1 − p
(i)
t,t+j)

∏

j′ 6=j

(1− p
(i)
t+j−j′,t+j)

dc/dv



 , for j, j′ ∈ [0, dv − 1].

Note that this is for the case in which dc/dv is an integer; i.e., each check node at
t+ j is connected to exactly dc/dv variable nodes at t+ j− j′, j, j′ ∈ [0, dv−1]. For

other cases, the expression of q
(i)
t+j,t can be modified according to the predetermined

connection manner of the variable nodes and the check nodes.

Density Evolution for the {dv, dc,M,L,w} Ensemble

The following density evolution equations are derived for the {dv, dc,M,L,w} en-
semble. Different from the {dv, dc,M,L} ensemble, the erasure probability at each
node is averaged due to the randomized edge connections .We denote the averaged
erasure probability of the message emitted from a variable node at position t in the

i-th iteration by p
(i)
t and the averaged erasure probability of the message from a
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check node at position t in the i-th iteration by q
(i)
t . The erasure probability of the

channel is ǫ. For t /∈ [1, L], we set p
(i)
t = 0; otherwise, on each variable node,

p
(i+1)
t = ǫ

( 1

w

w−1
∑

j=0

q
(i)
t+j

)dv−1

.

On each check node,

q
(i)
t = 1−

(

1−
1

w

w−1
∑

k=0

p
(i)
t−k

)dc−1

.

Putting them together, we obtain the one-dimensional recursion

p
(i+1)
t = ǫ

(

1−
1

w

w−1
∑

j=0

(

1−
1

w

w−1
∑

k=0

p
(i)
t+j−k

)dc−1
)dv−1

. (2.18)

We can see that for this type of ensemble the message update is not performed
on each individual edge but averaged among all edges connected to the designated
node.

2.6.5 Performance over the BEC

It was observed in [LF10, LSCZ10] that the BP decoding thresholds of LDPC
convolutional codes are numerically equal to the ML decoding thresholds of the
corresponding LDPC block codes. This property was formulated into equations
in [KRU11] based on an analytical proof.

According to [KRU11], the {dv, dc,M,L,w} LDPC convolutional code ensemble
has the following properties in the binary erasure channel: for the design rate of
the code R

lim
w→∞

lim
L→∞

lim
M→∞

R(dv, dc,M,L,w) = 1−
dv
dc
, (2.19)

and for the BP decoding threshold ǫBP

lim
w→∞

lim
L→∞

lim
M→∞

ǫBP(dv, dc,M,L,w) = ǫMAP(dv, dc), (2.20)

where ǫMAP is the MAP threshold of its block LDPC code counterpart.
For a given rate R, the Shannon limit is defined as the ultimate threshold on the

channel parameter under which reliable communication can be achieved by using
optimal codes and optimal decoding. For the binary erasure channel, the Shannon
limit ǫSh = 1−R. If we increase the degrees of the nodes dv and dc while keeping the
ratio λ = dc/dv fixed, i.e., keeping the rate of the code fixed, the MAP threshold
in (2.20) converges exponentially fast in dv to the Shannon limit,

lim
dv→∞

ǫMAP(dv, dc = λdv) =
1

λ
= 1−R = ǫSh. (2.21)
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These results are the foundation of the research in this thesis. In the following
chapters, we construct multi-edge-type LDPC convolutional codes for different net-
work topologies. By choosing proper parameters, a multi-edge-type LDPC convolu-
tional code ensemble can be made equivalent to a standard one-edge-type ensemble,
and therefore the above properties apply. Note that throughout the thesis when we
say one ensemble is “equivalent” to another one, we mean that the two ensembles
have the same design rate and the same BP decoding threshold. The two ensembles
are not necessarily identical.

2.6.6 Proof Outline

The EBP EXIT curves for a class of LDPC convolutional codes with various L were
plotted in [KRU11]. With increasing L, the BP decoding threshold approaches the
MAP threshold of the underlying ensemble. This phenomenon is called “threshold
saturation.” We replicate the experiment in the following.

We first introduce two definitions which will be used. Let x = [x1, x2, ..., xL]
be a vector of the average erasure probabilities in the density evolution of the
{dv, dc,M,L,w} ensemble. The vector x is called the constellation [KRU11]. For a
constellation x, the average message entropy of x is defined as

χ(x) =
1

L

L
∑

t=1

xt.

To compute the EBP EXIT curve, we first fix a desired message entropy value χ.
We initialize the density evolution with the constant χ and perform repeatedly one
step of density evolution which has been given in (2.18). In each step, the channel
parameter is selected in such a way that the resulting message entropy is equal
to χ. When the convergence is achieved, we plot the averaged EXIT value versus
the channel parameter. To obtain a complete curve, we need to carry out the same
procedure for many different values of χ.

The EBP EXIT curves of the LDPC convolutional ensembles {dv = 3, dc =
6, L, w = 3} for L ∈ {5, 10, 20, 50, 100} are plotted in Figure 2.14. We can see that
they behave completely different from the curve of the underlying ensemble as we
have shown in Figure 2.10. Compared to Figure 2.10, the EBP EXIT curves of the
LDPC convolutional codes locate to the right of the MAP threshold ǫMAP(dv, dc).
For small L, this is not surprising since the design rate is considerably smaller than
1−dv/dc. However, this phenomenon is also true for large L which results in a design
rate close to 1−dv/dc. In fact, the EBP EXIT curve of the LDPC convolutional code
with increasing L approaches the MAP EXIT curve of the underlying ensemble.
This behavior suggests that the convolutional construction, or in other words the
spatial coupling, increases the BP threshold to the MAP threshold.

The numerical results shown above enable an empirical analysis for the per-
formance of the LDPC convolutional codes. An analytical proof of the threshold
saturation which gives rise to the property (2.20) was provided in [KRU11]. In the
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Figure 2.14: EBP EXIT curves of the ensemble {dv = 3, dc = 6, L, w = 3} for
L ∈ {5, 10, 20, 50, 100}.

following we summarize the outline of the proof. We put emphasis on explaining
the operational meaning instead of the mathematical details.

Existence of Fixed Points

The constellation x forms a fixed point of the density evolution with the channel
parameter ǫ if x fulfills

xt = ǫ

(

1−
1

w

w−1
∑

j=0

(

1−
1

w

w−1
∑

k=0

xt+j−k

)dc−1
)dv−1

.

In short, we say (ǫ,x) is a fixed point. If x is identically zero, (ǫ,x) is called a trivial
fixed point; otherwise, it is non-trivial.

It is shown in [KRU11] that there exists a unimodal fixed point (ǫ∗,x∗), which
takes on an essentially constant value in the middle, has a fast transition, and has
arbitrarily small values towards the boundary.

It is difficult to prove the existence of such a unimodal fixed point directly.
Alternatively, the authors discussed in [KRU11] the existence of the one-sided fixed
point. It is proved analytically that, for an LDPC convolutional code ensemble with
parameters dv, dc, w and some given L, there exists a one-sided nondecreasing fixed
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point for the channel parameter (ǫ,x) in the range ǫBP(dv, dc) < ǫ < 1. Based on
this, the unimodal fixed point is constructed by taking two copies of the one-sided
fixed point, flipping one copy, and connecting them.

An example of the unimodal fixed point is given in Figure 2.15.
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Figure 2.15: A unimodal fixed point of the ensemble {dv = 3, dc = 6, L = 30, w = 3},
where the channel parameter is ǫ = 0.488151.

Construction of EXIT Curve

Once the existence of a special fixed point is established, a whole family of fixed
points can be constructed. The elements in this family of fixed points look essentially
identical, but differ in the width. This width is initialized equal to L and changes
continuously until it reaches 0. By using this family, the authors explained how the
overall constellation collapses once the channel parameter has reached a value close
to ǫMAP(dv, dc). The collapse starts from the two boundaries and moves in until it
reaches the middle. By computing the EXIT value of each member of the family,
the EBP EXIT curve is obtained.

A smooth family was constructed by interpolation in [KRU11]. Based on a given
fixed point, a family parameterized by α, α ∈ [0, 1], is generated as (ǫ(α),x(α)).
An EBP EXIT curve is derived for the family (ǫ(α),x(α)) and the area enclosed
by the curve is measured. This area is shown to be very close to the design rate,
which indicates that ǫ∗ ≈ ǫMAP(dv, dc).

2.6.7 Performance over the General BMS Channel

In [KMRU10], the authors provide empirical evidence which suggests that the same
threshold saturation effect occurs for the general BMS channel as it was shown
analytically for the BEC in [KRU11]. Therefore, it is conjectured that in the limit
of large M , L, w and dv (keeping dv/dc constant), the LDPC convolutional code
{dv, dc,M,L,w} achieves universally the capacity of the BMS channels under BP
decoding. A proof supporting this conjecture was presented in [KRU12a] recently.
We skip the details of the proof in this thesis.
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2.7 Relay Channels

As we discussed in Chapter 1, the use of relays in wireless communication networks
increases reliability, enlarges network coverage, and allows for lower transmit power.
The basic concept of relaying is that the transmission from a sender to a receiver can
be aided by one or several relay nodes in a cooperative manner under constraints
on power, complexity or delay.

(a)

S R D

(b)

S D

R

R

.

.

.

Figure 2.16: Transmission from one source (S) to one destination (D) with one
helping relay (R) in a conventional two-hop manner in (a) or with one or multiple
relays in a cooperative manner in (b).

Figure 2.16 (a) and (b) illustrate the conventional two-hop transmission and the
cooperative transmission with one or multiple helping relays. Compared with the
two-hop transmission, the cooperative transmission with relays shows superiority
in many different ways.

1. Diversity/Reliability

Allowing cooperative relaying as in Figure 2.16 (b) increases diversity. As-
suming fixed transmit power and data rate from the source and assuming the
direct link cannot provide error-free transmissions, the system will benefit
from diversity from helping relays in both hops. In the first hop, the diversity
can be gained since it is unlikely that all the source-relay links are in bad
conditions at the same time. In the second hop, as long as more than one re-
lay succeeded in decoding the source’s message after the first hop, the relays
can cooperate to generate transmit diversity and accordingly an increased
reliability.

2. Throughput

The increased reliability due to the gained diversity can be traded off to
increase the throughput. On condition that the reliability requirement is ful-
filled, the system is able to increase the data rate through cooperative trans-
mission.

3. Power/Coverage
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If rate and reliability requirements are fixed, a system with cooperative trans-
mission will allow a reduced transmit power while maintaining the perfor-
mance. A reduction in transmit power will for example save energy for battery-
driven devices or lower the interference to others in the network. On the other
hand, if the transmit power is kept constant, then the communication range
or the network coverage will be enlarged.

2.7.1 Relaying Strategies

Due to significant attention attracted by this topic, many relaying strategies have
been proposed in the past few years. We summarize the main relaying strategies as
follows.

1. Amplify-and-forward (AF): With amplify-and-forward, the relay amplifies the
received signal from the source and forwards it to the destination subject to
the power constraint at the relay.

2. Decode-and-forward (DF): Applying the decode-and-forward strategy, the re-
lay decodes the received signal from the source node, re-encodes it with the
same or a different code, and forwards the codeword to the destination. In
the sequel, we use decode-and-forward to refer to the relaying schemes where
the relay completely decodes the entire code structure.

3. Compress-and-forward (CF): The compress-and-forward protocol means com-
pressing the received signal at the relay considering the side information from
the direct link and forwarding the compressed information to the destination.

In this thesis, we mainly concentrate on the decode-and-forward protocol. A
variation of DF relaying, the dynamic decode-and-forward, will be discussed in
Chapter 5. The transmission models for DF and DDF will be introduced in Chap-
ter 3 and Chapter 5, respectively.





Chapter 3

Bilayer LDPC Convolutional Codes for

Relaying

I
n this chapter we present bilayer LDPC convolutional codes for half-duplex re-
lay channels. Two types of codes, bilayer expurgated LDPC convolutional codes
and bilayer lengthened LDPC convolutional codes, are proposed for decode-and-

forward relaying. In the case of the binary erasure relay channel, we prove analyt-
ically that both code constructions achieve the capacities of the source-relay link
and the source-destination link simultaneously, provided that the channel condi-
tions are known when designing the codes. Meanwhile, both codes enable the high-
est transmission rate possible with decode-and-forward relaying for a wide range
of channel parameters. In addition, the regular degree distributions can easily be
computed from the channel parameters, which significantly simplifies the code op-
timization. The code construction and performance analysis are extended to the
general binary memoryless symmetric channel, where a capacity-achieving perfor-
mance is conjectured. Numerical results in terms of belief-propagation thresholds
are provided for both types of codes with finite node degrees over binary erasure
channels and binary-input additive white Gaussian noise channels, which verify the
aforementioned theoretical analysis.

3.1 Background

As pointed out in Chapter 1, decode-and-forward is one of the most researched
relaying protocol in the literature. By decoding and forwarding the source’s message
in a proper manner, the relay node provides additional diversity for the transmission
from the source to the destination.

Most of the implementations of the DF relaying are based on modern coding
techniques, like Turbo codes, LDPC codes, etc. The concept of distributed Turbo
coding was proposed in [ZV03, ZD05]. The destination receives noisy observations
of code symbols generated by parallel component encoders at the source and the
relay, transmitted over two independent links, and performs iterative decoding as

49
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for conventional Turbo codes. Therefore, a distributed Turbo code is naturally em-
bedded in the relay channel. LDPC codes were considered for distributed coding for
example in [CdSA07,HD07,RY07]. Different approaches were presented to optimize
LDPC codes for given channel conditions. In particular, the authors of [RY07] pro-
posed two types of bilayer LDPC codes for DF relaying: bilayer expurgated codes
and bilayer lengthened codes. Depending on the channel conditions, either of the
proposed structures may be beneficial. Capacity-approaching performance for each
link and high achievable rate for the entire system can be obtained by optimizing
the variable node degree distribution while fixing the regular check node degree.
The concept of the bilayer construction is further developed in [AYNH08] where
both the variable node degree distribution and the check node degree distribution
are optimized. The optimization in [AYNH08] was performed in the node perspec-
tive, while in [AY09a] the optimization was carried out on the multi-edge-type
bilayer expurgated codes from the edge perspective. By bringing in more freedom
into the optimization, the bilayer LDPC codes proposed in [AYNH08] and [AY09a]
outperform the codes in [RY07].

For all the aforementioned bilayer LDPC codes, an irregular degree distribution
needs to be derived to match a given channel state. For a variety of channel con-
ditions, extensive re-optimization is required. This leads to a high complexity for
code adaptation and may not be feasible in practice.

In this chapter we propose to use LDPC convolutional codes for distributed
channel coding in relay networks. Motivated by the useful properties listed in Chap-
ter 2, we considered in [STS11] the design of bilayer expurgated LDPC convolutional
codes for the relay channel. Another scheme based on spatially coupled protograph
codes can be found in [UKS11], where a decode-and-forward strategy with “regular”
encoding [KGG05] is presented. That is, the relay re-encodes the information bits
with the same rate and using the same base-matrix as the source. In this chapter,
we propose optimal code constructions for decode-and-forward relaying with en-
coding based on expurgated and lengthened LDPC convolutional codes [STS12a].
We use the concept of “irregular” encoding [KGG05] where different rates are used
by the source and the relay. For each type of the codes, we will prove analytically
that the bilayer code is able to simultaneously achieving the BEC capacities of
the source-relay link and the source-destination link. Meanwhile, we will also prove
explicitly that both of the bilayer constructions are capable of achieving the high-
est transmission rate with DF relaying. The performance of the proposed codes in
general BMS channels is briefly discussed as well. Numerical results are provided
to verify the theoretical analysis for both types of the codes.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 3.2, we briefly
introduce the system model and the coding strategy with DF relaying. We propose
bilayer expurgated LDPC convolutional codes and bilayer lengthened LDPC con-
volutional codes for the relay channel in Section 3.3 and Section 3.4, respectively.
A theoretical analysis for the binary erasure channel is provided for both types of
code constructions. In Section 3.5, we give the numerical results and discuss the
performance of the proposed codes. Section 3.6 concludes the chapter.
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3.2 System Model

In this section, we first introduce the transmission model we use throughout this
chapter. Then we briefly review the coding scheme [CESA07] which leads to the
highest achievable rate with DF relaying.

3.2.1 Transmission Model

We restrict ourself to the three-node relay channel which is composed of one source,
one relay, and one destination. The source intends to transmit its message to the
destination while the relay provides assistance. The individual links S-R, S-D and
R-D are all modelled as independent binary-input discrete memoryless channels.

The system model is shown in Figure 3.1. Due to practical constraints, the relay
works in a half-duplex mode, which means it cannot transmit and receive at the
same time and the same frequency. This implies that the transmission from the
source to the destination needs to be carried out in two phases. In the first phase,
the source broadcasts while the relay and the destination listen. In the second phase,
the relay transmits to the destination while the source keeps silent.

   Joint 

DecodingEncoding

Decoding &

Forwarding
 Comm.

Channel

 Comm.

Channel

 Comm.

Channel

Relay

Source Destination

B
B̂

XR

XS

YSR

YSD

YRD

Figure 3.1: Transmission model of a three-node relay channel.

In general we useXi ∈ {0, 1}, i ∈ {S,R}, to denote the binary symbols which are
transmitted from the source and the relay, and we use Yij , i ∈ {S,R}, j ∈ {R,D},
to denote the channel observations of the three links. The individual capacity of
each link is obtained as

Cij = max
pi
I(Xi;Yij),

i ∈ {S,R}, j ∈ {R,D}, where pi denotes a probability assignment pi = Pr(Xi = 1).
We assume that all channel parameters are fixed and known for the code con-

struction.

3.2.2 Achievable Rate and DF Coding Strategy

The maximum achievable rate using the decode-and-forward protocol for the half-
duplex relay channel with orthogonal receive components has been characterized
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in [CESA07,GZ05,LV05,KSA03]. For the model we use in the above, the following
is an achievable rate from the source to the destination

RDF = sup
α,0≤α≤1

min
(

αI(XS ;YSR), αI(XS ;YSD) + (1− α)I(XR;YRD)
)

for any probability assignment {pS, pR}, where α and (1 − α) are the fractions of
channel uses in the two phases, and

R∗DF = max
α,0≤α≤1

min
(

αCSR, αCSD + (1− α)CRD

)

(3.1)

is the maximum achievable rate using DF relaying in our setup. The maximum over
α is obtained at

α∗ =
CRD

CRD + CSR − CSD
. (3.2)

To achieve R∗DF , a coding strategy as follows was proposed in [CESA07]. In
the first phase, K1 information bits B are encoded by a length-N1 codeword XS
through a code C1 that can achieve rate R1 = CSR (i.e., K1 = N1 · CSR) and
transmitted. Since R1 is an achievable rate for the source-relay link, the relay suc-
cessfully decodes C1 and recovers XS at the end of the first phase (in the limit of
long codewords).

The source transmits N1R1 bits of information in the first phase; however, this
is too much for the destination to decode if CSD < CSR, which is typically assumed
when considering the DF protocol. Therefore, an additional number of K2 parity
bits are needed at the destination for successfully decoding XS :

K2 = N1(CSR − CSD). (3.3)

In the second phase, the relay generates K2 new parity bits and transmits them to
the destination using a code C2 of rate R2 at N2 channel uses, i.e., K2 = N2 · R2.
To simplify the discussion, we assume that these K2 bits are perfectly known at
the destination after decoding C2. The destination then combines the extra K2 bits
with the code C1 from the source and obtains an overall code C which is decodable
for the source-destination link.

We have assumed in the above that both C1 and C are capacity achieving for
the source-relay and source-destination links respectively. If the channel code C2 is
capacity achieving as well, i.e., R2 = CRD, the optimal allocation of channel uses
is achieved, i.e.,

α′ =
N1

N1 +N2
=

CRD
CRD + CSR − CSD

. (3.4)

Several families of channel codes can be used as components to realize the
coding scheme described above. LDPC codes were chosen since their node degree
distributions can be optimized to yield a performance approaching the theoretical
limits. In the following we propose to utilize LDPC convolutional codes to realize
the above coding strategy for the relay channel. With LDPC convolutional codes,
complicated optimizations can be avoided due to their regular degree distributions
while a capacity-achieving performance can be obtained.
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3.3 Bilayer Expurgated LDPC Convolutional Codes for

Relay Channels

Two types of bilayer LDPC codes, bilayer expurgated codes and bilayer lengthened
codes, were proposed in [RY07] for decode-and-forward relaying. Each bilayer code
has two types of edges. It therefore belongs to the class of two-edge-type codes. To
be consistent with [RY07], we use the term “bilayer” instead of “two-edge-type” in
this chapter.

In this section, we first review the construction of bilayer expurgated LDPC
codes in [RY07] and then extend the concept to LDPC convolutional codes. A
theoretical analysis of bilayer expurgated LDPC convolutional codes is provided for
the BEC, and a brief discussion is provided for the general BMS channel. Bilayer
lengthened LDPC convolutional codes will be discussed in the next section.

3.3.1 Bilayer Expurgated LDPC Codes

Figure 3.2 illustrates the extension of the Tanner graph from a single-layer LDPC
code C1 to a bilayer expurgated LDPC code C. The Tanner graph of the single-
layer code C1 includes V variable nodes and P1 check nodes. The symbol vector
associated with the variable nodes is denoted by X with dimension (1 × V ). The
graph of the bilayer expurgated code C is obtained by adding P2 new check nodes
to the structure of C1. We name the check nodes adopted from C1 as the layer-1
check nodes and the newly added check nodes as the layer-2 check nodes. The edges
connecting the variable nodes and the two parts of check nodes are referred to as
layer-1 edges and layer-2 edges. The parity-check matrices which correspond to the
two types of edges are denoted by H1 (P1×V ) and H2 (P2×V ). Since we extend
the graph of the code C1, the layer-2 check nodes are associated with a symbol
vector (syndrome) S =H2X

T . The bilayer expurgated code C is described by the
stacked parity-check matrix H , and we have

HXT =

[

H1

H2

]

XT =

[

0

S

]

.

It is important to note here that the code C is actually a family of codes, {C(S)},
indexed by S. Each member is built from the codewords X ∈ C1 that in addition
fulfill H2X

T = S.
For each sub-code, indexed by a syndrome S known at the decoder, a number

of P1 zero-check equations and a number of P2 check equations specified by S need
to be satisfied in the decoding. The definition of a bilayer expurgated LDPC code
ensemble {dv1

, dc1 , dv2
, dc2} is given in the following. From the definition we can see

that each layer of the graph corresponds to a regular LDPC code, but the overall
structure is not necessarily regular.

Definition 3.3.1. (The Bilayer Expurgated LDPC Code Ensemble). A partially-
regular bilayer expurgated LDPC ensemble {dv1

, dc1 , dv2
, dc2} of codeword length V
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0 S0

⇒

Single-layer code: C1 Bilayer expurgated code: C

Figure 3.2: Extension from a single-layer LDPC code to a bilayer expurgated LDPC
code. Circles represent variable nodes, and squares indicate check nodes. The white
squares stand for the layer-1 check nodes while the grey squares are for the layer-2
check nodes. The solid and dashed lines correspond to the two layers of edges.

includes all the bipartite graphs where each variable node is connected to dv1
layer-1

check nodes and dv2
layer-2 check nodes. Each of the P1 layer-1 check nodes has

dc1 edges connecting to the variable nodes, and each of the P2 layer-2 check nodes
has dc2 edges connecting to the variable nodes.

DF relaying based on using a bilayer expurgated LDPC code is then realized
as follows. The message from the source is encoded by a single-layer LDPC code
C1, and the codeword X is broadcasted to the relay and the destination. The relay
decodesX and then generates the syndrome bits S =H2X

T . These syndrome bits
are perfectly received at the destination under the protection of another channel
code. The destination then obtains a bilayer expurgated LDPC code C(S) and tries
to recover the source’s message by decoding the bilayer code. To achieve optimal
performance, the design of H1 and H needs to guarantee that C1 and C are simul-
taneously capacity-achieving for the source-relay link and the source-destination
link, respectively. In the following we will show how to achieve this goal by using
bilayer LDPC convolutional codes.

3.3.2 Bilayer Expurgated LDPC Convolutional Codes

Based on the definition of a {dv, dc,M,L,w} LDPC convolutional code ensemble in
Chapter 2, we define the bilayer expurgated LDPC convolutional code as follows.
We assume the number of variable nodes at each position to be M . Then for a
code with L positions the code length is NV = ML. The connections between
the NV variable nodes and the check nodes in the two layers are determined by
{dv1
, dc1 ,M,L,w1} and {dv2

, dc2 ,M,L,w2}, respectively. Note that only the edges
belonging to the same layer are connected to one check node. The parameters dv1

and dv2
are the variable degrees of the two layers, and dc1 and dc2 are the check

degrees of the two layers. If w1 = w2 ≡ w, we denote the bilayer expurgated
LDPC convolutional code by {dv1

, dv2
, dc1 , dc2 ,M,L,w} and define the ensemble in

Definition 3.3.2. An example of the bilayer expurgated LDPC convolutional code
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can be found in Figure 3.3. The structure of the overall parity-check matrix is
illustrated in Figure 3.4. Each layer of the bilayer expurgated LDPC convolutional
code is regular, but the overall code is not necessarily regular.

Definition 3.3.2. (The Bilayer Expurgated LDPC Convolutional Code Ensem-
ble). A partially-regular bilayer expurgated LDPC convolutional code ensemble
{dv1
, dv2
, dc1 , dc2 ,M,L,w} of codeword length ML includes all the bipartite graphs

where each variable node is connected to dv1
layer-1 check nodes and dv2

layer-2
check nodes. Each layer-1 check node has dc1 edges connecting to the variable nodes,
and each layer-2 check node has dc2 edges connecting to the variable nodes.

Each of the dv1
(dv2

) layer-1 (layer-2) edges of a variable node at position t uni-
formly and independently connects to the layer-1 (layer-2) check nodes in the range
[t, t + w − 1]. For each variable node, a dv1

-tuple (dv2
-tuple) constellation c1 (c2)

is selected uniformly and independently from the set of all possible constellations to
further define the edge connections in the first (second) layer.

...... ......

...... ......
t t+ 1 t+ 2 t+ 3

Figure 3.3: An example of bilayer expurgated LDPC convolutional code. The rep-
resentations for the symbols/edges are the same as for those in Figure 3.2.

In the relay channel, the information bits from the source are encoded by a
single-layer LDPC convolutional code {dv1

, dc1 ,M,L,w} and broadcasted in the
first phase. After a successful decoding, the relay generates the syndrome bits on
the layer-2 check nodes using the parity-check matrix of the code {dv2

, dc2 ,M,L,w}.
These syndrome bits are transmitted to the destination under perfect protection
by another channel code in the second phase. The destination decodes the overall
bilayer structure by considering the zero-checks in the first layer and the syndrome
bits in the second layer.

3.3.3 Performance Analysis

In this section we analyze our new coding scheme in the case of transmission over
binary erasure channels; that is, each of the connections S-R, R-D, S-D, is a BEC.
First, we derive the design rate and the density evolution equations for the bilayer
expurgated LDPC convolutional code defined in Definition 3.3.2. Then, we give
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=H∞

. . .

. . .

Figure 3.4: Overall parity-check matrix of a bilayer expurgated LDPC convolutional
code. The white blocks correspond to the non-zero submatrices in the first layer,
and the grey blocks are for those submatrices in the second layer. The rest of the
matrix is filled with zeros.

the parameter setup which makes the bilayer expurgated LDPC convolutional code
capacity-achieving. The performance discussion for the general BMS channel is
included as well.

Design Rate of the Bilayer Expurgated LDPC Convolutional Code

For a bilayer expurgated LDPC convolutional code, the total number of variable
nodes at all positions is NV = ML. Due to the randomness of edge connections,
only a fraction of the assigned Mdv1

/dc1 layer-1 check nodes and a fraction of
the Mdv2

/dc2 layer-2 check nodes at the boundary positions t ∈ [1, w − 1] and
t ∈ [L + 1, L + w − 1] are actually connected to at least one of the variable nodes
in the graph.

Take the first layer for example. At check position t = 1, the probability that a
check node has at least one connection to the variable nodes is equal to 1−(w−1

w )dc1 ,
and accordingly the expected number of connected check nodes at this position

equals M
dv1

dc1

(1 − (w−1
w )dc1 ). In general, the number of connected layer-1 check

nodes at position t ∈ [1, w− 1] equals M
dv1

dc1

(1− (w−tw )dc1 ). In a similar manner, we

can get the number of connected check nodes for t ∈ [L + 1, L+ w − 1]. Summing
up all the connected check nodes and simplifying the expression as in [KRU11], we
obtain the total number of connected check nodes in the first layer:

NC1
=
Mdv1

dc1

[

L+ w + 1− 2
w
∑

i=0

( i

w

)dc1

]

.

Similarly, we have for the total number of connected check nodes in the second
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layer:

NC2
=
Mdv2

dc2

[

L+ w + 1− 2

w
∑

i=0

( i

w

)dc2

]

.

The design rate of the bilayer LDPC convolutional code is given as

R(dv1
, dv2
, dc1 , dc2 ,M,L,w)

= 1−
NC1

+NC2

NV

= 1−
dv1

dc1
−
dv2

dc2
−
dv1

dc1
·
(w + 1− 2

∑w
i=0( iw )dc1

L

)

−
dv2

dc2

(w + 1− 2
∑w
i=0( iw )dc2

L

)

.

(3.5)

Density Evolution for the Bilayer Expurgated LDPC Convolutional

Code in the BEC

The message passing on different types of edges should be tracked separately in

each iteration. We use p
(i)
m,t to denote the erasure probability from a variable node

at position t along a layer-m edge in the i-th iteration, m ∈ {1, 2}. Similarly, we

define the erasure probability from a check node in the m-th layer as q
(i)
m,t. The

erasure probability of the channel is ǫ.

For t /∈ [1, L], we set p
(i)
m,t = 0; otherwise, for t ∈ [1, L], we have in the first layer

of the code

p
(i+1)
1,t = ǫ

( 1

w

w−1
∑

j=0

q
(i)
1,t+j

)dv1
−1( 1

w

w−1
∑

j=0

q
(i)
2,t+j

)dv2

, (3.6a)

and

q
(i)
1,t = 1−

(

1−
1

w

w−1
∑

k=0

p
(i)
1,t−k

)dc1
−1

. (3.6b)

In the second layer of the code, we have

p
(i+1)
2,t = ǫ

( 1

w

w−1
∑

j=0

q
(i)
1,t+j

)dv1
( 1

w

w−1
∑

j=0

q
(i)
2,t+j

)dv2
−1

, (3.6c)

and

q
(i)
2,t = 1−

(

1−
1

w

w−1
∑

k=0

p
(i)
2,t−k

)dc2
−1

. (3.6d)

Obviously, the density evolution is two-dimensional; i.e., the outgoing erasure
probability on one edge in the current iteration depends on the incoming erasure
probabilities on both types of edges in the previous iteration.
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Performance of the Bilayer Expurgated LDPC Convolutional Code in

the BEC

We now discuss the performance of the bilayer expurgated LDPC code based on the
design rate and the density evolution. We first look at the binary erasure channel
and then extend the discussion to the general BMS channel. Even though the two-
dimensional density evolution given in the previous section is hard to analyze, we are
able to show that for a proper choice of the parameter setup the bilayer expurgated
LDPC convolutional code is able to provide a capacity-achieving performance in
the BEC. The result is summarized in the following theorem.

Theorem 3.3.1. In the binary erasure channel, the bilayer expurgated LDPC con-
volutional code ensemble {dv1

, dv2
, dc1 , dc2 ,M,L,w} achieves the same Shannon

limit as the single-layer LDPC convolutional code ensemble {dv1
+ dv2

, dc,M,L,w}
if dc1 = dc2 = dc.

Proof. When the check node degrees satisfy that dc1 = dc2 = dc, the design rate in
(3.5) is simplified to

R(dv1
, dv2
, dc, dc,M,L,w) = 1−

dv1
+ dv2

dc
−
dv1

+ dv2

dc
·
w + 1− 2

∑w
i=0( iw )dc

L
.

Based on (2.19), we have:

lim
w→∞

lim
L→∞

lim
M→∞

R(dv1
, dv2
, dc, dc,M,L,w) = 1−

dv1
+ dv2

dc
.

Now we look at the density evolution in (3.6) for the special case dc1 = dc2 = dc.

In the first iteration, p
(1)
1,t = p

(1)
2,t = ǫ for t ∈ [1, L]. If dc1 = dc2 = dc, we get

q
(1)
1,t = q

(1)
2,t from (3.6b) and (3.6d). Recursively, we obtain through (3.6a) and (3.6c),

for all i and all t, p
(i+1)
1,t = p

(i+1)
2,t ≡ p

(i+1)
t if p

(i)
1,t = p

(i)
2,t. The density evolution of

the bilayer expurgated code can then be written in a one-dimensional recursion

p
(i+1)
t = ǫ

(

1−
1

w

w−1
∑

j=0

(

1−
1

w

w−1
∑

k=0

p
(i)
t+j−k

)dc−1
)dv1

+dv2
−1

,

which indicates that the bilayer expurgated LDPC convolutional code ensemble has
the same BP threshold as the {dv1

+ dv2
, dc,M,L,w} ensemble. With (2.20), the

BP threshold of the bilayer expurgated code ensemble satisfies:

lim
w→∞

lim
L→∞

lim
M→∞

ǫBP(dv1
, dv2
, dc, dc,M,L,w)

= lim
w→∞

lim
L→∞

lim
M→∞

ǫBP(dv1
+ dv2

, dc,M,L,w)

=ǫMAP(dv1
+ dv2

, dc).
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Following (2.21), we have for dc = β(dv1
+ dv2

) where β is a constant,

lim
(dv1

+dv2
)→∞
ǫMAP(dv1

+ dv2
, dc) =

1

β
= ǫSh.

This indicates that the BP decoding threshold of the bilayer expurgated LDPC
convolutional code ensemble achieves the same Shannon limit as the single-layer
ensemble {dv1

+dv2
, dc,M,L,w}. The bilayer expurgated LDPC convolutional code

is capacity achieving for the BEC.

For the design of bilayer expurgated LDPC convolutional codes in the case
of the relay channel, first we choose an {dv1

, dc,M,L,w} code which is capacity
achieving for the source-relay link. Based on the received pattern, the relay gen-
erates syndrome bits using the parity-check matrix of the code {dv2

, dc,M,L,w}
and forwards them to the destination. The overall code structure is consequently
{dv1
, dv2
, dc, dc,M,L,w}. We will show that this overall code can be designed to be

capacity achieving for the source-destination link. In the following theorem, we will
prove that this code construction enables transmission at the highest achievable
rate R∗DF , and the proof of the theorem gives clear instructions on how to choose
the codes parameters for given channel conditions.

Theorem 3.3.2. For a binary erasure relay channel, we can find an LDPC convo-
lutional code C1 = {dv1

, dc,M,L,w} achieving the capacity for the source-relay link
and simultaneously its bilayer extension C = {dv1

, dv2
, dc, dc,M,L,w} achieving

the capacity for the source-destination link. Meanwhile, the above code construction
provides the highest achievable rate with decode-and-forward relaying as in (3.1).

Proof. We assume that the erasure probability for the source-relay link and the
source-destination link are ǫSR and ǫSD respectively, and ǫSR < ǫSD. The corre-
sponding channel capacities for these two links are CSR = 1 − ǫSR and CSD =
1− ǫSD.

We use a single-layer code C1 = {dv1
, dc,M,L,w} with dv1

/dc = ǫSR for the
transmission in the first phase. According to (2.19)−(2.21), in the limit of largeM ,
L and w, C1 is capacity achieving for the source-relay link.

We assume that the number of variable nodes of C1 is NV . According to (3.3),
the number of additional bits needed at the destination is

NC2
= NV (CSR − CSD) = NV (ǫSD − ǫSR).

These bits are provided by the syndrome generated at the relay. Asymptotically,
the additional NC2

check equations bring in dcNC2
edges and the corresponding

variable degree is
dv2

= dcNC2
/NV = dc(ǫSD − ǫSR).

From Theorem 3.3.1, we have for the bilayer code C

lim
w→∞

lim
L→∞

lim
M→∞

R(dv1
, dv2
, dc, dc,M,L,w) = 1−

dv1
+ dv2

dc
= 1− ǫSD,
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and for the fixed ratio (dv1
+ dv2

)/dc

lim
(dv1

+dv2
)→∞

lim
w→∞

lim
L→∞

lim
M→∞

ǫBP(dv1
, dv2
, dc, dc,M,L,w) = ǫSD.

Therefore, the bilayer code C achieves the capacity of the source-destination link.
The number of channel uses in the first phase is N1 = NV . In the second phase,

we can use another capacity-achieving LDPC convolutional code to guarantee that
the NC2

syndrome bits are successfully delivered to the destination. Accordingly,
N2 = NC2

/CRD channel uses are needed. The fraction

α1 =
N1

N1 +N2
=

CRD
CRD + CSR − CSD

equals the one in (3.2) (see as well (3.4)), which maximizes the achievable rate.

From Theorem 3.3.2 and its proof we can conclude that the proposed bilayer
expurgated LDPC convolutional codes significantly simplify the code optimization
compared to irregular code designs (see, e.g., [RY07]). Appropriate variable and
check node degrees can easily be computed from the parameters of the channels
(for given dc choose dv1

= dcǫSR and dv2
= dc(ǫSD − ǫSR)), and a complicated

optimization of irregular degree distributions can be avoided. Meanwhile, the bilayer
expurgated LDPC convolutional code construction is applicable for a wide range of
channel conditions. The code rate of C1 for the source-relay link is asymptotically
R1 = 1 − dv1

/dc. If the check degree dc → ∞, the rate R1 is able to achieve any
rational value in the range (0, 1) by varying the variable degree dv1

. Based on the
given C1, the rate R of the bilayer code C for the source-destination link can achieve
any rational value in (0, R1] by choosing proper dv2

as dc →∞ since asymptotically
R = 1− (dv1

+ dv2
)/dc.

Performance in the General BMS Channel

In the following we discuss the performance of the bilayer expurgated code in the
general BMS channel. As for the BEC case, we derive the density evolution for the

bilayer expurgated LDPC convolutional code. We use x
(i)
m,t, m ∈ {1, 2} to denote

the probability density function of the message coming out from a variable node at
position t along a layer-m edge in the i-th iteration. Similarly, the pdf of the message

from a check node is defined as y
(i)
m,t. Let a denote the pdf of the BMS channel over

which the transmission takes place. Note that all the pdfs are L-densities [RU08].
The operators � and � correspond to the convolution of densities at variable nodes
and check nodes [RU08], respectively. All-zero codeword is assumed.

For t /∈ [1, L], we set x
(i)
m,t = ∆+∞ where ∆+∞ is the delta function at +∞;

otherwise, for t ∈ [1, L], we have the following density evolution equations. On the
edges of the first layer,

x
(i+1)
1,t = a�

( 1

w

w−1
∑

j=0

y
(i)
1,t+j

)�(dv1
−1)

�

( 1

w

w−1
∑

j=0

y
(i)
2,t+j

)�dv2

,
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and

y
(i)
1,t =

( 1

w

w−1
∑

k=0

x
(i)
1,t−k

)�(dc1
−1)

.

On the layer-2 edges,

x
(i+1)
2,t = a�

( 1

w

w−1
∑

j=0

y
(i)
1,t+j

)�dv1

�

( 1

w

w−1
∑

j=0

y
(i)
2,t+j

)�(dv2
−1)

,

and

y
(i)
2,t =

( 1

w

w−1
∑

k=0

x
(i)
2,t−k

)�(dc2
−1)

.

By using the same induction as in the proof of Theorem 3.3.1 under the condition
dc1 = dc2 = dc, we obtain the one-dimensional density evolution recursion for the
BMS channel as follows:

x
(i+1)
t = a�

(

1

w

w−1
∑

j=0

( 1

w

w−1
∑

k=0

x
(i)
t+j−k

)�(dc−1)
)�(dv1

+dv2
−1)

.

This indicates that the bilayer expurgated LDPC convolutional code has the same
BP threshold as the ensemble {dv1

+ dv2
, dc,M,L,w} in the BMS channel.

We have stated in Section 2.6.7 that in the limit of largeM , L, w and dv (keeping
dv/dc constant), the LDPC convolutional code {dv, dc,M,L,w} achieves universally
the capacity of the BMS channel under BP decoding. Here, we have shown that
the bilayer expurgated LDPC convolutional code has the same properties (design
rate and BP threshold) as the single-layer ensemble over the BMS channel. If the
single-layer ensemble is able to provide the capacity-achieving performance for a
given BMS channel, the bilayer expurgated LDPC convolutional code ensemble is
able to achieve the capacity of that channel as well. Similarly as in Theorem 3.3.2,
we conjecture that the bilayer expurgated code construction provides the highest
achievable rate with decode-and-forward relaying for the general BMS channel.

3.4 Bilayer Lengthened LDPC Convolutional Codes for

Relay Channels

In this section, we discuss an approach to bilayer lengthened code construction
for the relay channel. We first give a brief review on the construction of bilayer
lengthened LDPC codes from [RY07]. Then, we explain the construction of bilayer
lengthened LDPC convolutional codes and apply it for DF relaying. A performance
analysis is provided for the binary erasure channel as we did for bilayer expurgated
LDPC convolutional codes, and we will comment on the generalization to general
BMS channels.
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3.4.1 Bilayer Lengthened LDPC Codes

Figure 3.5 illustrates how we obtain a single-layer LDPC code C from a bilayer
lengthened LDPC code C1. The Tanner graph of the bilayer lengthened LDPC code
C1 includes a number of V variable nodes and P check nodes. The variable nodes are
partitioned into two parts, and they are composed of V1 and V2 nodes, respectively.
We name the variable nodes in the first part as the layer-1 variable nodes and
those in the second part as the layer-2 variable nodes. Correspondingly, the edges
connecting the check nodes with the two parts of variable nodes are referred to
as layer-1 edges and layer-2 edges. The symbol vectors associated with layer-1 and
layer-2 variable nodes are denoted byX1 (1×V1) andX2 (1×V2). The parity-check
matrices related to the two layers of edge connections are denoted by H1 (P × V1)
and H2 (P × V2). The bilayer lengthened LDPC code C1 satisfies the following
check equation:

HXT =
[

H1H2

]

[

XT1

XT2

]

= 0.

0 S

⇒

Bilayer lengthened code: C1 Single-layer code: C

Figure 3.5: Reduction from a bilayer lengthened LDPC code to a single-layer LDPC
code. Circles represent variable nodes, and squares indicate check nodes. The white
circles stand for the layer-1 variable nodes while the grey circles are for the layer-2
variable nodes. The solid and dashed lines correspond to the two layers of edges.

To obtain the graph of the single-layer LDPC code C, we only need to remove
all the layer-2 variable nodes and all the layer-2 edges from the bilayer graph. Given
X2, we define the corresponding syndrome vector as S = H2X

T
2 . Then, for each

S, the derived single-layer LDPC code C(S) consists of all X1 that satisfy the
check equation H1X

T
1 = S. The definition of the bilayer lengthened LDPC code

ensemble is given in the following.

Definition 3.4.1. (The Bilayer Lengthened LDPC Code Ensemble). A partially-
regular {dv1

, dc1 , dv2
, dc2} bilayer lengthened LDPC ensemble of codeword length

V = V1 + V2 includes all the bipartite graphs where each check node is connected
to dc1 layer-1 variable nodes and dc2 layer-2 variable nodes. Each of the V1 layer-
1 variable nodes has dv1

edges connecting to the check nodes, and each of the V2

layer-2 variable nodes has dv2
edges connecting to the check nodes.
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The transmission with the bilayer lengthened LDPC code over the relay channel
is carried out as follows. The source encodes its message using a bilayer lengthened
LDPC code C1, and broadcasts the codewordX = [X1X2] to the relay and the des-
tination. After decoding X, the relay forwards X2 in some manner which guaran-
tees the successful reception ofX2 at the destination. The destination then removes
the second layer from the bilayer graph and decodes the single-layer code C(S),
knowing the syndrome S = H2X

T
2 . Codes C1 and C aim at achieving the capac-

ities of the source-relay link and the source-destination link, respectively, through
optimizing H1 and H.

3.4.2 Bilayer Lengthened LDPC Convolutional Codes

For a bilayer lengthened LDPC convolutional code, we assume that there is a
number of M = M1 + M2 variable nodes and N check nodes at each posi-
tion. The edges connecting the two layers of variable nodes to the check nodes
are described by {dv1

, dc1 ,M1, L, w1} and {dv2
, dc2 ,M2, L, w2}, respectively. Again

we let w1 = w2 ≡ w, and the bilayer lengthened LDPC convolutional code
{dv1
, dv2
, dc1 , dc2 ,M,L,w} is obtained. The definition of the ensemble is given in

Definition 3.4.2. The graph of a code example and the structure of the overall
parity-check matrix are illustrated in Figure 3.6 and Figure 3.7.

Definition 3.4.2. (The Bilayer Lengthened LDPC Convolutional Code Ensem-
ble). A partially-regular {dv1

, dv2
, dc1 , dc2 ,M,L,w} bilayer lengthened LDPC con-

volutional code ensemble of codeword length ML = (M1 +M2)L includes all the
bipartite graphs where each check node is connected to dc1 layer-1 variable nodes
and dc2 layer-2 variable nodes. Each of the M1L layer-1 variable nodes has dv1

edges connecting to the check nodes, and each of the M2L layer-2 variable nodes
has dv2

edges connecting to the check nodes.
Each of the dv1

(dv2
) layer-1 (layer-2) edges of a layer-1 (layer-2) variable node

at position t uniformly and independently connects to a check node in the range
[t, t+ w − 1]. A dv1

-tuple (dv2
-tuple) constellation c1 (c2) is used for each layer-1

(layer-2) variable node at position t to describe the edge connections in the first
(second) layer.

Since the edge connections from layer-1 and layer-2 variable nodes to the check
nodes are carried out independently, either layer of the variable nodes and their as-
sociated check nodes construct an individual single-layer LDPC convolutional code.
Their properties are characterized by {dv1

, dc1 ,M1, L, w} and {dv2
, dc2 ,M2, L, w},

respectively. Accordingly, the overall bilayer structure is partially regular.

3.4.3 Performance Analysis

In the following, we analyze the performance of the bilayer lengthened LDPC convo-
lutional code ensemble {dv1

, dv2
, dc1 , dc2 ,M,L,w} over the binary erasure channel.
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...... ......

...... ......
t t + 1 t + 2 t + 3

Figure 3.6: An example of bilayer lengthened LDPC convolutional code. The rep-
resentations for the symbols/edges are the same as for those in Figure 3.5.

=H∞

. . .

. . .

Figure 3.7: Overall parity-check matrix of a bilayer lengthened LDPC convolutional
code. The white blocks correspond to the non-zero submatrices in the first layer,
and the grey blocks are for those submatrices in the second layer. The rest of the
matrix is filled with zeros.

As for the expurgated codes, we first give the design rate and the density evolution
for the general case.

Design Rate of the Bilayer Lengthened LDPC Convolutional Code

The total number of variable nodes for the bilayer lengthened LDPC convolutional
code is equal to NV =ML = (M1 +M2)L. According to Definition 3.4.2, we assign

N =
M1dv1

+M2dv2

dc1
+dc2

check nodes at each position. Each of the dc1 layer-1 edges from

a check node at position t uniformly and independently connects to a variable node
in its layer from one of the w positions [t−w+ 1, t], and so does each of the layer-
2 edges. A check node is considered to be connected in the graph if it is either
connected to at least one layer-1 variable node or connected to at least one layer-2
variable node. Therefore, the probability that a check node at position t ∈ [1, w−1]
is connected is equal to 1 − (w−tw )dc1 (w−tw )dc2 . The expected number of connected
check nodes at t ∈ [1, w−1] is then equal to N(1− (w−tw )dc1

+dc2 ). Similarly, we can
get the number of connected check nodes for the positions t ∈ [L+1, L+w−1] at the
other boundary. Summing up over all the positions and simplifying the expression,
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we obtain the total number of connected check nodes as

NC =
M1dv1

+M2dv2

dc1 + dc2

[

L+ w + 1− 2

w
∑

i=0

( i

w

)dc1
+dc2
]

.

According to the definition of the design rate, we get

R(dv1
, dv2
, dc1 , dc2 ,M,L,w)

= 1−
NC
NV

= 1−
(M1dv1

+M2dv2
)
[

L+ w + 1− 2
∑w
i=0( iw )dc1

+dc2

]

(dc1 + dc2)(M1 +M2)L

(3.7)

Density Evolution for the Bilayer Lengthened LDPC Convolutional

Code in the BEC

Now we use p
(i)
m,t to denote the erasure probability from a layer-m variable node

at position t in the i-th iteration, m ∈ {1, 2}. Similarly, we define the erasure

probability from a check node to a layer-m variable node as q
(i)
m,t. The erasure

probability of the channel is ǫ.

For t /∈ [1, L], p
(i)
m,t = 0; otherwise, for t ∈ [1, L], we have on the layer-1 edges:

p
(i+1)
1,t = ǫ

( 1

w

w−1
∑

j=0

q
(i)
1,t+j

)dv1
−1

, (3.8a)

and

q
(i)
1,t = 1−

(

1−
1

w

w−1
∑

k=0

p
(i)
1,t−k

)dc1
−1(

1−
1

w

w−1
∑

k=0

p
(i)
2,t−k

)dc2

. (3.8b)

On the layer-2 edges,

p
(i+1)
2,t = ǫ

( 1

w

w−1
∑

j=0

q
(i)
2,t+j

)dv2
−1

, (3.8c)

and

q
(i)
2,t = 1−

(

1−
1

w

w−1
∑

k=0

p
(i)
1,t−k

)dc1
(

1−
1

w

w−1
∑

k=0

p
(i)
2,t−k

)dc2
−1

. (3.8d)

Performance of the Bilayer Lengthened LDPC Convolutional Code in

the BEC

In the following, we show how to make the bilayer lengthened code capacity-
achieving by choosing proper parameters.
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Theorem 3.4.1. In the binary erasure channel, the bilayer lengthened LDPC con-
volutional code ensemble {dv, dv, dc1 , dc2 ,M,L,w} achieves the same Shannon limit
as the single-layer LDPC convolutional code ensemble {dv, dc1 + dc2 ,M,L,w} if
dv1

= dv2
= dv.

Proof. The design rate of the code in (3.7) can be simplified as follows if dv1
=

dv2
= dv,

R(dv, dv, dc1 , dc2 ,M,L,w) = 1−
dv

dc1 + dc2
−

dv
dc1 + dc2

·
w + 1− 2

∑w
i=0( iw )dc1

+dc2

L
.

This rate in turn converges to

lim
w→∞

lim
L→∞

lim
M→∞

R(dv, dv, dc1 , dc2 ,M,L,w) = 1−
dv

dc1 + dc2
.

The density evolution can be written into one dimension as for the expurgated

code. In the first iteration, p
(1)
1,t = p

(1)
2,t = ǫ for t ∈ [1, L], and according to (3.8b)

and (3.8d) q
(1)
1,t = q

(1)
2,t . Then, if dv1

= dv2
= dv, we get p

(2)
1,t = p

(2)
2,t based on (3.8a)

and (3.8c). Recursively, we obtain for all i and all t: p
(i+1)
1,t = p

(i+1)
2,t ≡ p

(i+1)
t if

p
(i)
1,t = p

(i)
2,t. The one-dimensional recursion is obtained as follows:

p
(i+1)
t = ǫ

(

1−
1

w

w−1
∑

j=0

(

1−
1

w

w−1
∑

k=0

p
(i)
t+j−k

)dc1
+dc2

−1
)dv−1

.

Therefore, the BP threshold of the bilayer lengthened LDPC convolutional code
ensemble is the same as the standard single-layer code ensemble {dv, dc1 +
dc2 ,M,L,w}. Similar to its expurgated counterpart, the bilayer lengthened ensem-
ble {dv, dv, dc1 , dc2 ,M,L,w} has the same Shannon limit as the single-layer LDPC
convolutional code and accordingly is capacity achieving.

To achieve the optimal performance by using bilayer lengthened LDPC con-
volutional code in the relay channel, we can choose a code construction which is
capacity achieving for both the source-relay link and the source-destination link. In
the following theorem, we will prove that this code construction is able to achieve
the highest transmission rate R∗DF in (3.1) as well.

Theorem 3.4.2. For a binary erasure relay channel, we can find a bilayer length-
ened LDPC convolutional code C1 = {dv, dv, dc1 , dc2 ,M,L,w} achieving the ca-
pacity for the source-relay link and simultaneously the single-layer code C =
{dv, dc1 ,M1, L, w} embedded in C1 achieving the capacity for the source-destination
link. Meanwhile, the above code construction provides the highest achievable rate
with decode-and-forward relaying as in (3.1).
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Proof. We assume that the erasure probability of the source-relay link and the
source-destination link are ǫSR and ǫSD, ǫSR < ǫSD. For the given chan-
nel conditions, we choose a bilayer lengthened LDPC convolutional code C1 =
{dv, dv, dc1 , dc2 ,M = M1 +M2, L, w} for the transmission in the first phase with
parameters satisfying

dv
dc1

= ǫSD and
dv

dc1 + dc2
= ǫSR.

Accordingly, M1 and M2 satisfy

M1 =
ǫSR
ǫSD
M and M2 = (1 −

ǫSR
ǫSD

)M.

Based on Theorem 3.4.1, the bilayer lengthened code C1 is capacity achieving for
the source-relay link.

Removing the second layer of C1, we get a standard single-layer LDPC convolu-
tional code C = {dv, dc1 ,M1, L, w}. From (2.19)−(2.20), C is capacity achieving for
the source-destination link.

In the following we will show how the relay forwards the symbols associated
with the layer-2 variable nodes to the destination so that the highest achievable
rate of the system can be obtained.

The number of channel uses in the first phase equals the number of variable
nodes of C1, i.e., N1 = NV =ML. The number of layer-2 variable nodes which are
removed from C1 is

NV2
=M2L = (1−

ǫSR
ǫSD

)NV .

According to (3.3), the number of additional bits needed at the destination is

K2 = NV (CSR − CSD) = NV (ǫSD − ǫSR).

Comparing K2 with NV2
, we find out that

K2 = NV2
(1 − CSD).

This implies that the relay should compress the NV2
layer-2 bits into K2 bits and

forward to the destination these K2 bits instead of all the NV2
layer-2 bits.

The compression can be realized by generating K2 syndrome bits from the NV2

layer-2 bits using the parity-check matrix of an LDPC convolutional code Cp. The
rate of Cp is asymptotically

Rp = 1−
K2

NV2

= CSD.

Since Cp is a capacity-achieving code for the source-destination link, the NV2
layer-2

bits can be fully recovered once the K2 syndrome bits are known at the destination.
For this purpose, in the second phase the relay transmits these K2 bits to the
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destination using another capacity-achieving code C2 with rate R2 = CRD for the
relay-destination link. The number of channel uses in the second phase is then
N2 = K2/CRD. Substituting N1 and N2 into α2 = N1/(N1 +N2), we get the same
fraction as in (3.2). This indicates that the highest transmission rate as in (3.1) can
be achieved by using bilayer lengthened LDPC convolutional codes.

Note that the relay forwards to the destination the compressedK2 bits instead of
all the NV2

layer-2 bits. This is because we aim at the highest possible transmission
rate of the relay channel with the DF protocol. Obviously, the relay is also allowed
to directly forward the NV2

layer-2 bits to the destination using a rate CRD code.
However, more channel uses are needed which consequently lowers the transmission
rate of the relay channel.

Compared to similar irregular LDPC block code designs, the application of
bilayer lengthened LDPC convolutional codes significantly simplifies the degree
optimization. Meanwhile, they can also be applied for a wide range of channel
conditions. The rate of the code C for the source-destination link is asymptotically
R = 1 − dv

dc1

. If dc1 goes to infinity, R is able to choose any rational value in (0, 1)

by varying dv. Once dv is decided, the rate of code C1 for the source-relay link can
achieve any rational value in [R, 1) by choosing a proper dc2 since asymptotically
R1 = 1− dv

dc1
+dc2

.

Performance in the General BMS Channel

As for the expurgated case, we derive the density evolution for the bilayer length-

ened LDPC convolutional ensemble. We use x
(i)
m,t, m ∈ {1, 2} to denote the pdf of

the message coming out from the layer-m variable node at position t in the i-th
iteration. The pdf of the message from a check node along a layer-m edge is defined

as y
(i)
m,t. The notations a, � and � are the same as in the expurgated case.
On the edges of the first layer, we have for t ∈ [1, L]

x
(i+1)
1,t = a�

( 1

w

w−1
∑

j=0

y
(i)
1,t+j
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,
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.

On the layer-2 edges, we have

x
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w
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.
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Following the same induction as in the proof of Theorem 3.4.1 with dv1
= dv2

=
dv, we get the density evolution recursion as:

x
(i+1)
t = a�

(

1

w

w−1
∑

j=0

( 1

w

w−1
∑

k=0

x
(i)
t+j−k

)�(dc1
+dc2

−1)
)�dv−1

.

This implies that the bilayer lengthened LDPC convolutional code ensemble has the
same BP threshold as the ensemble {dv, dc1 + dc2 ,M,L,w} in the BMS channel.

Using similar arguments as in Section 3.3.3, we can conjecture that the bilayer
lengthened LDPC convolutional code provides capacity-achieving performance over
the general BMS channel as well. Meanwhile, the corresponding code construction
is able to achieve the highest possible rate with decode-and-forward relaying in the
general BMS channel.

3.5 Numerical Results and Discussions

In this section, we present the numerical results for the proposed bilayer LDPC
convolutional codes over binary erasure channels and BI-AWGN channels. It was
shown in [RY07] that the bilayer expurgated LDPC block code performs well when
the difference between the channel qualities of the source-relay link and the source-
destination link is small while the bilayer lengthened LDPC block code provides
a good performance for larger differences. In the following we will show that both
expurgated and lengthened LDPC convolutional codes work well for a wide range of
channel conditions. We provide the BP thresholds of different code ensembles which
are constructed with LDPC convolutional codes in both expurgated and lengthened
manners. For the purpose of comparison, the results for bilayer regular LDPC block
codes are included as well.

3.5.1 Bilayer Expurgated LDPC Convolutional Codes

We first give the BP thresholds of bilayer expurgated LDPC convolutional codes for
the transmissions over the BEC. The source uses a single-layer LDPC convolutional
code C1 = {dv1

= 3, dc = 10, L = 200, w = 4} for the transmission in the first phase.
Based on C1, different bilayer expurgated code ensembles C are constructed to realize
different transmission rates. The node degrees and the resulting design rates are
summarized in Table 3.1. The BP thresholds of bilayer expurgated LDPC block
codes with regular degree distributions are given in Table 3.2. For both cases, we
calculated the gap between the Shannon limit and the BP threshold for each given
degree setup.

For the same degree distribution, the bilayer expurgated LDPC convolutional
code always outperforms its block code counterpart. Especially, regular LDPC block
codes suffer a lot from larger gaps for lower rates. This indicates that the bilayer ex-
purgated LDPC block code does not perform well when the channel condition of the
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Table 3.1: BP thresholds of bilayer expurgated LDPC convolutional codes over
BECs (w = 4 and L = 200).

Link (dv1
, dv2
, dc) Design rate Shannon limit ǫSh BP threshold ǫBP Gap

S→R (3,/,10) 0.6957 0.3043 0.2865 0.0178

S→D (3,1,10) 0.5942 0.4058 0.3970 0.0088

S→D (3,2,10) 0.4928 0.5072 0.4991 0.0081

S→D (3,3,10) 0.3913 0.6087 0.5996 0.0091

S→D (3,4,10) 0.2899 0.7101 0.6987 0.0114

S→D (3,5,10) 0.1885 0.8115 0.7952 0.0163

S→D (3,6,10) 0.0870 0.9130 0.8870 0.0260

Table 3.2: BP thresholds of bilayer expurgated LDPC block codes over BECs.

Link (dv1
, dv2
, dc) Design rate Shannon limit ǫSh BP threshold ǫBP Gap

S→R (3,/,10) 0.7 0.3 0.2538 0.0462

S→D (3,1,10) 0.6 0.4 0.3079 0.0921

S→D (3,2,10) 0.5 0.5 0.3415 0.1585

S→D (3,3,10) 0.4 0.6 0.3656 0.2344

S→D (3,4,10) 0.3 0.7 0.3840 0.3160

S→D (3,5,10) 0.2 0.8 0.3990 0.4010

S→D (3,6,10) 0.1 0.9 0.4115 0.4885

source-destination link is much worse than that of the source-relay link. The per-
formance degradation for lower rates does not occur for bilayer expurgated LDPC
convolutional codes. We can see that the bilayer expurgated LDPC convolutional
codes with different rates present approximately uniform gaps to the corresponding
Shannon limits. The bilayer expurgated LDPC convolutional codes perform well for
a wide range of channel conditions. In addition, the gaps between the BP thresholds
and the Shannon limits can be further narrowed. On the one hand, we can narrow
the gaps for a given w if we increase L which consequently increases the design
rates. On the other hand, the gaps can be narrowed by increasing w, which leads
to higher BP thresholds, while keeping the design rates fixed by choosing proper L.
When both w and L are sufficiently large, the gaps for all degree distributions tend
to disappear. We conclude that the bilayer expurgated LDPC convolutional codes
are able to exhibit a capacity-approaching performance for all the design rates with
finite node degrees.

The performance evaluation over BI-AWGN channels are summarized in Ta-
ble 3.3 and Table 3.4. In the BI-AWGN channel, we use the standard deviation σ of
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the Gaussian distribution to indicate the Shannon limit and the BP threshold. For
all the LDPC convolutional codes, we set w = 3 and L = 100. Similar to the BEC
case, the LDPC convolutional codes outperform the regular LDPC block codes. A
performance degradation is observed for low rates (e.g., R < 0.2), but the gaps
are much smaller than for the block codes. In fact, the gaps for LDPC convolu-
tional codes can be narrowed by increasing w and L as for the BEC case, and a
capacity-approaching performance can be expected.

Table 3.3: BP thresholds of bilayer expurgated LDPC convolutional codes over
BI-AWGN channels.

Link (dv1
, dv2
, dc) Design rate Shannon limit σSh BP threshold σBP Gap

S→R (3,/,10) 0.6941 0.736 0.705 0.031

S→D (3,1,10) 0.5921 0.854 0.836 0.018

S→D (3,2,10) 0.4902 0.994 0.976 0.018

S→D (3,3,10) 0.3882 1.173 1.143 0.030

S→D (3,4,10) 0.2862 1.427 1.355 0.072

S→D (3,5,10) 0.1883 1.829 1.630 0.199

S→D (3,6,10) 0.0823 2.751 1.998 0.753

Table 3.4: BP thresholds of bilayer expurgated LDPC block codes over BI-AWGN
channels.

Link (dv1
, dv2
, dc) Design rate Shannon limit σSh BP threshold σBP Gap

S→R (3,/,10) 0.7 0.730 0.677 0.053

S→D (3,1,10) 0.6 0.844 0.748 0.096

S→D (3,2,10) 0.5 0.979 0.793 0.186

S→D (3,3,10) 0.4 1.149 0.827 0.322

S→D (3,4,10) 0.3 1.386 0.853 0.533

S→D (3,5,10) 0.2 1.767 0.875 0.892

S→D (3,6,10) 0.1 2.552 0.894 1.658

3.5.2 Bilayer Lengthened LDPC Convolutional Codes

The numerical results for bilayer lengthened LDPC convolutional codes are pro-
vided in this section. We first give the BP thresholds over BECs. For the source-
destination link, we fix the code as C = {dv = 3, dc1 = 4, L = 200, w = 4}. Different
bilayer lengthened LDPC convolutional code ensembles are constructed for differ-
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ent channel conditions of the source-relay link. The parameters are summarized in
Table 3.5. The BP thresholds of bilayer lengthened LDPC block codes with the
same degree setup are listed in Table 3.6.

Table 3.5: BP thresholds of bilayer lengthened LDPC convolutional codes over
BECs (w = 4 and L = 200).

Link (dv, dc1 , dc2 ) Design rate Shannon limit ǫSh BP threshold ǫBP Gap

S→D (3,4,/) 0.2416 0.7584 0.7460 0.0124

S→R (3,4,1) 0.3926 0.6074 0.5908 0.0166

S→R (3,4,2) 0.4935 0.5065 0.4880 0.0185

S→R (3,4,3) 0.5656 0.4344 0.4153 0.0191

S→R (3,4,4) 0.6198 0.3802 0.3613 0.0189

S→R (3,4,5) 0.6619 0.3381 0.3196 0.0185

S→R (3,4,6) 0.6957 0.3043 0.2865 0.0178

Table 3.6: BP thresholds of bilayer lengthened LDPC block codes over BECs.

Link (dv, dc1 , dc2 ) Design rate Shannon limit ǫSh BP threshold ǫBP Gap

S→D (3,4,/) 0.25 0.75 0.6474 0.1026

S→R (3,4,1) 0.40 0.60 0.5176 0.0824

S→R (3,4,2) 0.50 0.50 0.4294 0.0706

S→R (3,4,3) 0.571 0.429 0.3664 0.0626

S→R (3,4,4) 0.625 0.375 0.3193 0.0557

S→R (3,4,5) 0.667 0.333 0.2828 0.0502

S→R (3,4,6) 0.70 0.30 0.2538 0.0462

As shown in [RY07], the bilayer lengthened LDPC block code is a better choice
compared to the bilayer expurgated code when the channel condition of the source-
relay link is much better than that of the source-destination link. The bilayer
lengthened LDPC block codes present in general smaller gaps in Table 3.6 than
those for bilayer expurgated codes in Table 3.2. In addition, the gaps do not in-
crease so dramatically as for the expurgated LDPC block codes with lower code
rates. When applying bilayer lengthened LDPC convolutional codes, the gaps be-
come even smaller and exhibit a similar width for all the rates listed in Table 3.5.
This implies that bilayer lengthened LDPC convolutional codes perform well for a
wide range of channel conditions. When the parameters go to infinity, a capacity-
achieving performance can be obtained for all the rates as for the bilayer expurgated
LDPC convolutional codes.
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We evaluate the bilayer lengthened codes for BI-AWGN channels and summarize
the results in Table 3.7 and Table 3.8. For all the LDPC convolutional codes, we
set w = 3 and L = 100. As for the BEC case, the bilayer lengthened LDPC
convolutional codes present small gaps for all the rates listed in the table. This
indicates that the bilayer lengthened LDPC convolutional codes are able to provide
good performance for a wide range of channel conditions when the channel is BI-
AWGN.

Table 3.7: BP thresholds of bilayer lengthened LDPC convolutional codes over BI-
AWGN channels.

Link (dv, dc1 , dc2 ) Design rate Shannon limit σSh BP threshold σBP Gap

S→D (3,4,/) 0.2381 1.595 1.523 0.072

S→R (3,4,1) 0.3896 1.170 1.118 0.052

S→R (3,4,2) 0.4909 0.992 0.948 0.044

S→R (3,4,3) 0.5634 0.890 0.851 0.039

S→R (3,4,4) 0.6178 0.823 0.786 0.037

S→R (3,4,5) 0.6602 0.774 0.740 0.034

S→R (3,4,6) 0.6941 0.736 0.705 0.031

Table 3.8: BP thresholds of bilayer lengthened LDPC block codes over BI-AWGN
channels.

Link (dv, dc1 , dc2 ) Design rate Shannon limit σSh BP threshold σBP Gap

S→D (3,4,/) 0.25 1.550 1.267 0.283

S→R (3,4,1) 0.40 1.149 1.009 0.140

S→R (3,4,2) 0.50 0.979 0.881 0.098

S→R (3,4,3) 0.571 0.881 0.802 0.079

S→R (3,4,4) 0.625 0.814 0.748 0.066

S→R (3,4,5) 0.667 0.766 0.708 0.058

S→R (3,4,6) 0.70 0.730 0.677 0.053

3.5.3 Comparison with Irregular LDPC Codes

To further evaluate the bilayer LDPC convolutional codes, we compare in this
section their performance with the bilayer LDPC codes with irregular degree dis-
tributions.
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We first compare with the bilayer irregular LDPC codes proposed in [RY07].
We choose two rate pairs for both the expurgated case and the lengthened case
given in [RY07]. Accordingly, we implement the bilayer LDPC convolutional codes
with similar rates. We set dc = 10 for all the expurgated LDPC convolutional codes
and dv = 5 for all the lengthened LDPC convolutional codes. For both cases, we
choose again w = 3 and L = 100. We have to point out that it is hard to make
a completely fair comparison for the following reasons: (i) for the irregular LDPC
codes, both the (average) variable degree and the check degree are different from
one rate pair to another; (ii) due to the limitation of finite node degrees, we cannot
make the rate on both sides exactly equal.

The gaps between the theoretical limits and the BP thresholds are summarized
in Table 3.9. From the results we can see that the bilayer LDPC convolutional codes
with the chosen parameters in general provide a superior or at least comparable
performance with the optimized irregular LDPC codes. The only exception is for
RSR ≈ 0.7, where the irregular code was carefully optimized to approach the ca-
pacity of the point-to-point SR link. On the other hand, the corresponding LDPC
convolutional code uses a low variable degree dv1

= 3 for this rate, which leads to an
inferior performance. If we look at the bilayer code with RSD ≈ 0.5, the LDPC con-
volutional code clearly outperforms its irregular block code counterpart. Moreover,
we need to point out that the performance of the bilayer LDPC convolutional codes
is achieved with the following additional benefit: the same check degree (variable
degree) is chosen for all the expurgated (lengthened) LDPC convolutional codes
with different rates, which reduces the complexity of hardware implementation in
practical applications.

Table 3.9: Comparison with irregular codes over BI-AWGN channels.

Irregular LDPC Codes LDPC Convolutional Codes

Rate (RSR, RSD) Gap (in dB) Rate (RSR, RSD) Gap (in dB)

Exp.
(0.7000, 0.4618) (0.0847, 0.5143) (0.6941, 0.4902) (0.374, 0.154)

(0.3856, 0.2753) (0.2162, 0.4612) (0.3882, 0.2862) (0.223, 0.450)

Len.
(0.6906, 0.4877) (0.1208, 0.1641) (0.7000, 0.4902) (0.108 ,0.154)

(0.3843, 0.2871) (0.2364, 0.2369) (0.3630, 0.2723) (0.212, 0.279)

We have mentioned in Section 3.1 that the performance of bilayer irregular block
codes can be improved if allowing more freedom in the optimization. Therefore,
in the following we include as well the optimized irregular codes in [AYNH08,
AY09a] and the structured spatially-coupled protograph codes in [NND10a] for the
comparison. We choose the rates RSR ≈ 0.7 and RSD ≈ 0.5 and specify the LDPC
convolutional code constructions accordingly. The parameters and the resulting
rates are summarized in Table 3.10. Since more degrees of freedom are available
in the optimization in [AYNH08,AY09a], we increase the parameters of the LDPC
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convolutional codes (see Code B and Code D) employed in the comparison. On the
other hand, Code A and Code C are the same as those we use in Table 3.9.

Table 3.10: Parameter setup of the codes employed in the comparison.

Expurgated Parameters {dv1
, dv2
, dc, L, w} Rate (RSR, RSD)

Code A {3, 2, 10, 100, 3} (0.6941, 0.4902)

Code B {6, 4, 20, 200, 6} (0.6926, 0.4876)

Lengthened Parameters {dv, dc1 , dc2 , L, w} Rate (RSR, RSD)

Code C {5, 10, 7, 100, 3} (0.7000, 0.4902)

Code D {6, 12, 8, 200, 6} (0.6926, 0.4881)

The gaps of decoding thresholds are listed in Table 3.11 and Table 3.12. Regard-
ing the expurgated constructions, the LDPC convolutional codes outperform the
others at the rate RSD ≈ 0.5 even without using large node degrees. For the rate
RSR ≈ 0.7, we can see that the gap is significantly narrowed by using Code B com-
pared to Code A, i.e., increasing the node degrees (dv1

, dc) from (3, 10) to (6, 20).
For the lengthened constructions, we did not significantly change the parameters
from Code C to Code D. The performance achieved by using LDPC convolutional
codes is comparable to the optimized irregular codes.

Table 3.11: Comparison with irregular expurgated codes over BI-AWGN channels.

Expurgated Codes (Gaps in dB)

[RY07] [AYNH08] [AY09a] Code A Code B

RSD ≈ 0.5 0.514 0.284 0.258 0.154 0.153

RSR ≈ 0.7 0.084 0.084 0.084 0.374 0.106

Table 3.12: Comparison with irregular lengthened codes over BI-AWGN channels.

Lengthened Codes (Gaps in dB)

[RY07] [AYNH08] [NND10a] Code C Code D

RSD ≈ 0.5 0.164 0.1039 0.252 0.154 0.155

RSR ≈ 0.7 0.120 0.0945 0.0074 0.108 0.106

Again, we emphasize the advantages by using the bilayer LDPC convolutional
codes for the relay channel: (i) no optimization of degree distribution is needed,
which significantly reduces the complexity of code design; (ii) one design that was
shown to be good for one channel model can be expected to be good as well for
other channel models.
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3.6 Conclusions

In this chapter bilayer LDPC convolutional codes were proposed, in both an expur-
gated manner and a lengthened manner, for three-node relay channels. For both
types of code construction, we can find a bilayer LDPC convolutional code which is
able to simultaneously achieve the capacities of the source-relay link and the source-
destination link over the binary erasure relay channel. Meanwhile, this code provides
the highest possible transmission rate with decode-and-forward relaying. The regu-
lar code structure significantly reduces the complexity by avoiding the optimization
of irregular degree distributions. Moreover, the code construction is applicable for
a wide range of channel conditions. Numerical results were provided for both types
of code ensembles with finite node degrees over binary erasure channels. We can
observe that for both cases the belief-propagation decoding thresholds for finite
node degrees are very close to the corresponding Shannon limits. In addition, we
compared the proposed codes to the bilayer constructions with optimized irregular
LDPC codes in the literature. A comparable performance can be achieved, but a
reduced complexity is obtained by using the regular LDPC convolutional codes.



Chapter 4

Multi-Edge-Type Expurgated LDPC

Convolutional Codes for Broadcasting

B
ased on the bilayer (two-edge-type) expurgated code construction, we pro-
pose in this chapter multi-edge-type expurgated LDPC convolutional codes.
By repeatedly applying the expurgated code construction, a multi-edge-

type expurgated LDPC convolutional code is obtained. If setting the node degree
the same for all the types of check nodes, the MET expurgated LDPC convolu-
tional codes present useful properties. Any combination of the expurgations leads
to a capacity-achieving LDPC convolutional code, regardless of the number of edge
types and the order of adding the edges. This property is beneficial for broadcasting
with receiver side information.

Coding for the bidirectional broadcast channel (BBC) with common message is
a direct application of the proposed codes. The BBC describes a two-user broadcast
channel in which different subsets of the broadcasted messages are known a priori
at the receivers. In the proposed scheme, the transmitter broadcasts codewords of
an MET expurgated LDPC convolutional code. Each user tries then to recover the
unknown message by decoding a two-edge-type code which is embedded in the MET
expurgated code. We prove that by using the MET expurgated LDPC convolutional
code, the capacity region of the channel model is achieved. A similar strategy can
be applied to the multi-user case where the users have different and potentially
partly overlapping side information available. Numerical results with finite node
degrees are provided for the bidirectional broadcast channel, which show that the
achievable rates approach the boundary of the capacity region in both BECs and
BI-AWGN channels.

4.1 Background

The bilayer LDPC convolutional codes proposed in Chapter 3 present a promising
performance since they are equivalent to standard LDPC convolutional codes under
a certain parameter setup. It is then useful to investigate if the same performance
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can be maintained when the graph extension is carried out multiple times. In this
chapter we study MET expurgated LDPC convolutional codes, which are obtained
by adding a number of new check nodes to the existing structure in each round
of the expurgation. We will prove that the MET expurgated LDPC convolutional
codes are able to provide capacity-achieving performance as in the bilayer case. In
addition, any combination of the expurgations leads to a capacity-achieving code
as well. This property is very useful when designing the channel coding for multi-
terminal scenarios.

One example of the multi-terminal scenarios is the bidirectional relay channel.
Bidirectional relaying is an efficient cooperative strategy to improve throughput and
coverage in wireless networks. By exploiting bidirectional communication, the loss
in spectral efficiency due to half-duplex constraint is reduced. The capacity region
and the optimal coding strategy for the bidirectional relay channel were discussed
for example in [OSBB08, KMT08]. Practical channel code designs based on Turbo
codes and LDPC codes can be found in, e.g., [HH06, ALYM11]. The bidirectional
broadcast channel with common and/or private message, which models, e.g., the
second phase of a bidirectional relaying protocol or retransmissions in a multi-user
automatic repeat-request (ARQ) protocol, has recently attracted rising interest on
its own due to its potential application in communication systems. Fundamental
limits were studied in, e.g., [Wu07,OB08,WB11].

In this chapter we apply the three-edge-type expurgated LDPC convolutional
codes for bidirectional broadcasting with common message. In this setup, the trans-
mitter broadcasts three messages to two users, one common message to both users
and one dedicated message per user. As opposed to the conventional broadcast
channel, the two users know the message dedicated to the other user a priori,
and they use this knowledge as side information. To utilize the side information,
the transmitter constructs a three-edge-type expurgated LDPC convolutional code
that can be reduced to a two-edge-type code given the side information of the users.
According to the properties of the MET expurgated codes, both the two-edge-type
LDPC convolutional codes for the two links are simultaneously capacity achieving.
We will show that the capacity region of the bidirectional broadcast channel with
a common message from the transmitter can be achieved by the MET expurgated
LDPC convolutional code construction.

The proposed construction can be extended to the multi-user case, which models
for example the following situation. First, the users transmit their own message to a
common relay individually, and during this procedure the message in the transmis-
sion may be overheard by other users. After successfully receiving all the messages,
the relay encodes all these messages together with its own message and broadcasts
the resulting codeword to all the users. Eventually, all the nodes, including all the
users and the relay, are supposed to obtain the messages from all other nodes. At
the user side, different and potentially partly overlapping a priori information is
available for decoding the codeword from the relay. As for the two-user case, we
only study the broadcast phase of the above transmission model.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. The concept of MET
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expurgated LDPC convolutional codes is proposed in Section 4.2. In Section 4.3,
we apply the proposed codes to the BBC-CM. The extension to the multi-user case
is carried out in Section 4.4. In Section 4.5, we provide the numerical results for
both BECs and BI-AWGN channels.

4.2 MET Expurgated LDPC Convolutional Codes

In this section, we introduce the construction of multi-edge-type expurgated LDPC
convolutional codes. The performance in the BEC is analyzed. In particular, we
prove that any N -edge-type expurgated LDPC convolutional code embedded in
the MET code is capacity achieving.

4.2.1 MET Expurgated LDPC Codes

An MET expurgated LDPC code can be illustrated by the Tanner graph in Fig-
ure 4.1. The symbol vector associated with the variable nodes V is denoted by X.
There are K types of check nodes in the graph, C0, C1, ..., Cl, ..., CK−1. The
parity-check matrices which correspond to the K types of edges connecting the
variable nodes and the different types of check nodes are denoted by H0, H1, ...,
H l, ..., HK−1, and have variable and check node degrees (dv0

, dc0), (dv1
, dc1), ...,

(dvl , dcl), ..., (dvK−1
, dcK−1

), respectively. The MET expurgated LDPC code can be
described by the stacked parity-check matrix H , and we have

HXT =













H0

H1

...

HK−1













XT = 0. (4.1)

The definition of a multi-edge-type expurgated LDPC code ensemble is given in the
following.

Definition 4.2.1. (The Multi-Edge-Type Expurgated LDPC Code Ensemble). A
multi-edge-type expurgated LDPC ensemble includes all the bipartite graphs where
each variable node is connected to dvl type-l check nodes and each of the type-l check
nodes has dcl edges connecting to the variable nodes, for all l ∈ [0,K − 1].

Note that we refer to the code structure presented in (4.1) as expurgated code
since for a given code with parity-check matrixH0 the codeword set is “expurgated”
by adding the constraints due to H1, H2, ..., HK−1.

4.2.2 MET Expurgated LDPC Convolutional Codes

Based on the standard {dv, dc,M,L,w} LDPC convolutional code ensemble, we
construct the MET expurgated LDPC convolutional code as follows. We assume
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......

...... ...... ............

C0 C1 CK−1

Figure 4.1: Tanner graph of an MET expurgated LDPC code. Circles represent
variable nodes, and squares indicate check nodes. The solid, dashed, and dotted
lines correspond to three types of edges, which connect the three different types of
check nodes to the variable nodes.

the number of variable nodes at each position to be M ; then for a code with L
positions the codeword length is NV =ML. The connections between the variable
nodes and the K types of check nodes are characterized by {dvl , dcl ,M,L,wl}, for
l ∈ [0,K−1]. Note that only edges of the same type are connected to one check node.
We set the smoothing parameter to be the same for all the connections, i.e., wl ≡ w
for all l ∈ [0,K−1]. The connections between the variable nodes and any two types
of check nodes construct a two-edge-type LDPC convolutional code embedded in
the MET expurgated code. We denote the two-edge-type LDPC convolutional code
with the m-th and the n-th check nodes by C{m,n} = {dv{m,n}, dc{m,n},M,L,w},
m ∈ [0,K − 1], n ∈ [0,K − 1], m 6= n. The variable node degrees are dvm and dvn ,
and the check node degrees are dcm and dcn . In a similar manner, we construct
the N -edge-type (N ∈ [1,K]) expurgated LDPC convolutional code as follows.
We define a set Φ of cardinality N whose elements are the indices of the types of
edges/check nodes chosen by the N -edge-type graph. We denote the N -edge-type
code by CΦ = {dvΦ

, dcΦ ,M,L,w}. The corresponding node degrees are {(dvl , dcl) :
l ∈ Φ}. The general definition of the N -edge-type LDPC convolutional LDPC
convolutional code ensemble is given as follows.

Definition 4.2.2. (The MET Expurgated LDPC Convolutional Code Ensemble).
For a set Φ ⊆ [1,K] of cardinality N , N ∈ [1,K], the MET expurgated LDPC con-
volutional code ensemble CΦ = {dvΦ

, dcΦ ,M,L,w} of codeword length ML includes
all the bipartite graphs where each variable node is connected to dvl type-l check
nodes and each type-l check node has dcl edges connecting to the variable nodes, for
all l ∈ Φ.

Each of the dvl type-l edges of a variable node at position t uniformly and in-
dependently connects to the type-l check nodes in the range [t, t+ w − 1]. For each
variable node, a dvl -tuple constellation cl is selected uniformly and independently
from the set of all possible constellations to further define the type-l edge connec-
tions.
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4.2.3 Performance Analysis

In the following we discuss the performance of the MET expurgated LDPC convo-
lutional code over the BEC. We first calculate the design rate of the two-edge-type
LDPC convolutional code and then extend it to the N -edge-type code.

Lemma 4.2.1. An arbitrarily chosen two-edge-type expurgated LDPC convolu-
tional code ensemble C{m,n} = {dv{m,n}, dc{m,n},M,L,w} embedded in the MET
code has the same design rate as the standard LDPC convolutional code ensemble
{dvm + dvn , dc,M,L,w} if dcm = dcn = dc, which is given as

R(dv{m,n}, dc{m,n},M,L,w)

= 1−
dvm + dvn
dc

−
dvm + dvn
dc

·
w + 1− 2

∑w
i=0( iw )dc

L
,

(4.2)

where m ∈ [0,K − 1], n ∈ [0,K − 1], and m 6= n.

Proof. The total number of variable nodes at all positions is NV = ML. Only a
fraction of the assignedMdvl/dcl type-l (L ∈ {m,n}) check nodes at the boundary
positions t ∈ [1, w− 1] and t ∈ [L+ 1, L+w− 1] are actually connected to at least
one of the variable nodes in the graph.

Following Section 2.6.3 we obtain the total number of connected type-l check
nodes as

NCl =
Mdvl
dcl

[

L+ w + 1− 2

w
∑

i=0

( i

w

)dcl
]

.

The design rate of the two-edge-type expurgated LDPC convolutional code
C{m,n} is given as

R(dv{m,n}, dc{m,n},M,L,w) = 1−
NCm +NCn
NV

.

By substituting NCm and NCn and using dcm = dcn = dc, we obtain the design rate
of the two-edge-type code ensemble C{m,n} as in (4.2).

Lemma 4.2.2. An arbitrarily chosen N -edge-type (N ∈ [1,K]) expurgated LDPC
convolutional code ensemble CΦ embedded in the MET code with node degrees
{(dvl , dcl) : l ∈ Φ} has the same design rate as the standard LDPC convolutional
code ensemble {

∑

l∈Φ dvl , dc,M,L,w} if dcl = dc for all l ∈ Φ, which is given as

R(dvΦ
, dcΦ ,M,L,w)

= 1−

∑

l∈Φ dvl
dc

−

∑

l∈Φ dvl
dc

·
w + 1− 2

∑w
i=0( iw )dc

L
.

(4.3)
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Proof. As shown in Lemma 4.2.1, the number of the l-th type of check nodes con-
nected in the graph is given as

NCl =
Mdvl
dcl

[

L+ w + 1− 2

w
∑

i=0

( i

w

)dcl
]

.

The total number of check nodes of the N -edge-type code is

NC =
∑

l∈Φ

dvl ·
M

dc

[

L+ w + 1− 2

w
∑

i=0

( i

w

)dc]

.

Substituting NC into R = 1 − NC/NV , we get the design rate of the N -edge-
type expurgated LDPC convolutional code as in (4.3). This is equivalent to
the design rate of a single-layer LDPC convolutional code with the parameters
{
∑

l∈Φ dvl , dc,M,L,w}.

In the following we discuss the BP threshold of the N -edge-type expurgated
LDPC convolutional code ensemble. Again, we start with the two-edge-type code
ensemble.

Lemma 4.2.3. An arbitrarily chosen two-edge-type expurgated LDPC convolu-
tional code ensemble C{m,n} = {dv{m,n}, dc{m,n},M,L,w} embedded in the MET
code has the same BP threshold as the standard LDPC convolutional code ensemble
{dvm + dvn , dc,M,L,w} in the BEC if dcm = dcn = dc, where m ∈ [0,K − 1],
n ∈ [0,K − 1], and m 6= n.

Proof. Since there are two types of edges in the graph, check node updates only

occur at the type-m and type-n check nodes. We use p
(i)
l,t to denote the erasure

probability from a variable node at position t along a type-l edge in the i-th itera-
tion, l ∈ {m,n}. Similarly, we define the erasure probability from a check node of

the l-th type as q
(i)
l,t . The erasure probability of the channel is ǫ.

For t /∈ [1, L], we set p
(i)
l,t = 0; otherwise, for t ∈ [1, L], we have

p
(i+1)
m,t = ǫ

( 1

w

w−1
∑

j=0

q
(i)
m,t+j

)dvm−1( 1

w

w−1
∑

j=0

q
(i)
n,t+j

)dvn
,

and

p
(i+1)
n,t = ǫ

( 1

w

w−1
∑

j=0

q
(i)
m,t+j

)dvm
( 1

w

w−1
∑

j=0

q
(i)
n,t+j

)dvn−1

,

At the check nodes, we have for l ∈ {m,n}

q
(i)
l,t = 1−

(

1−
1

w

w−1
∑

k=0

p
(i)
l,t−k

)dcl−1

.
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By using the induction as we did in the proof of Theorem 3.3.1, the density
evolution of the two-edge-type code C{m,n} can be written in a one-dimensional
recursion

p
(i+1)
t = ǫ

(

1−
1

w

w−1
∑

j=0

(

1−
1

w

w−1
∑

k=0

p
(i)
t+j−k

)dc−1
)dvm+dvn−1

.

This indicates that the code ensemble C{m,n} has the same BP threshold as the
ensemble {dvm + dvn , dc,M,L,w}.

Lemma 4.2.4. An arbitrarily chosen N -edge-type (N ∈ [1,K]) expurgated LDPC
convolutional code ensemble CΦ = {dvΦ

, dcΦ ,M,L,w} embedded in the MET code
with node degrees {(dvl , dcl) : l ∈ Φ} has the same BP threshold as a standard
LDPC convolutional code {

∑

l∈Φ dvl , dc,M,L,w} over the BEC if dcl = dc for all
l ∈ Φ.

Proof. The proof of this lemma can be done recursively as follows. We choose
arbitrarily a two-edge-type expurgated LDPC convolutional code C{m,n} =
{dv{m,n}, dc{m,n},M,L,w} from the MET code, where m ∈ Φ, n ∈ Φ, and m 6= n.
According to Lemma 4.2.3, this two-edge-type ensemble has the same density evo-
lution as the ensemble {dvm + dvn , dc,M,L,w} when dcm = dcn = dc. The edges of
type-m and type-n can then be considered as the same type of edges.

Now we add an arbitrarily chosen type-l (l ∈ Φ, l 6= m and l 6= n) edges to
the two-edge-type code and repeat what we did in Lemma 4.2.3. We then obtain
a three-edge-type code which has the same BP threshold as a standard LDPC
convolutional code {dvm + dvn + dvl , dc,M,L,w}.

We repeat the above procedure until all the N types of edges are added to
the graph. By applying the same induction, we prove that the N -edge-type ex-
purgated LDPC convolutional code has the same BP threshold as the ensemble
{
∑

l∈Φ dvl , dc,M,L,w}. The order in which we added the new edge type to the
graph does not affect the proof.

Theorem 4.2.1. If dcl = dc for all l ∈ [0,K − 1], all the arbitrarily chosen N -
edge-type (N ∈ [1,K]) expurgated LDPC convolutional code ensembles embedded in
the MET code are simultaneously capacity achieving over the BEC in the limit of
large parameters.

Proof. According to Lemma 4.2.2 and Lemma 4.2.4, any N -edge-type ensemble has
the same properties as a corresponding standard LDPC convolutional ensemble.
Therefore, all N -edge-type ensembles are capacity achieving over the BEC when
the parameters tend to infinity.

The preceding lemmas and theorems can be easily extended to the general BMS
channel. Based on our experience from Chapter 3, we conjecture that the N -edge-
type expurgated LDPC convolutional code is capacity achieving as well in the BMS
channel.
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4.3 MET Expurgated LDPC Convolutional Codes for the

BBC-CM

We have shown that MET expurgated LDPC convolutional codes are able to pro-
vide capacity-achieving performance for the point-to-point channels. In this sec-
tion, we apply the MET expurgated LDPC convolutional codes to the bidirectional
broadcast channel and analyze the performance in terms of the capacity region.

4.3.1 Bidirectional Broadcast Channel

The bidirectional broadcast channel describes a three-node network in which a
transmitter (T ) wishes to transmit two messages,m1 andm2, to two users, User 1
(U1) and User 2 (U2). In contrast to the conventional broadcast channel model it
is assumed that User 1 and User 2 already have knowledge of the messagem1 and
the message m2, respectively, and wish to decode the respective other message. In
this chapter we extend the BBC by assuming that the transmitter has to convey an
additional common messagem0, which is to be decoded by both users. The goal of
the transmitter becomes then to transmit the messagesm0,m1, andm2 efficiently
so that User 1 is able to reliably decode the messagesm0 andm2 and User 2 is able
to reliably decode the messages m0 and m1. The bidirectional broadcast channel
with common message is illustrated in Figure 4.2.

U1 T U2

m0,m2 m0,m1

Figure 4.2: Bidirectional broadcast channel with common message.

4.3.2 Capacity Region

Let R0, R1, and R2 be the encoding rates of the messages m0, m1, and m2, and
let the capacities of the links to User 1 and User 2 be C1 and C2, respectively. The
capacity region of the BBC-CM is then given by the set of triples (R0, R1, R2) that
satisfies [AWOS12]

R0 +R2 ≤ C1,

R0 +R1 ≤ C2,

provided that R0 ≤ min (C1, C2).

4.3.3 Coding Strategy

In this section we will show how the proposed MET expurgated LDPC code struc-
ture can be used to set up an efficient coding scheme for the BBC-CM.
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We assume that the (binary) messages m0, m1, and m2 are of lengths k0,
k1, and k2 bits. To combine the transmission of the three messages in a single
transmission, the transmitter uses a double binning strategy: A high-rate code of
length n is split into 2nR1 ×2nR2 disjoint sub-codes Ci,j , with i ∈ {1, . . . , 2nR1} and
j ∈ {1, . . . , 2nR2}, each of rate R0. Note that k0 = nR0, k1 = nR1, and k2 = nR2.
For encoding, the transmitter lets the k1 and k2 message bitsm1 andm2 determine
which sub-code is selected, and it uses the chosen sub-code Cm1,m2

for encoding
m0. This encoding strategy can now be realized by using a coset code Cm1,m2

of
the MET expurgated LDPC code that is selected by the messages m1 and m2 as
follows:







H0

H1

H2






XT =







0

m1

m2






, (4.4)

where H0 is a (k′ × n) matrix, k′ satisfies n = k0 + k′ + k1 + k2, H1 is a (k1 × n)
matrix, and H2 is a (k2 × n) matrix.

Once the Tanner graph of an MET expurgated LDPC code is given, or equiv-
alently the parity-check matrices H0, H1, and H2 are given, the encoding can
be carried out by mapping the message m0 into a codeword which simultaneously
satisfies the check constraints (4.4).

If dc0 = dc1 = dc2 ≡ dc, the rate for encoding m0 is

R0 =
k0
n

= 1−
k′ + k1 + k2

n
= 1−

dv0
+ dv1

+ dv2

dc
, (4.5)

and the rates for encoding m1 and m2 are respectively

R1 =
k1
n

=
dv1

dc
, (4.6)

and

R2 =
k2
n

=
dv2

dc
. (4.7)

The decoding at each user is carried out as follows. Since User 1 has perfect
knowledge of m1, it interprets X as a codeword of a two-edge-type expurgated
LDPC code and uses

[

H0

H1

]

XT =

[

0

m1

]

to decode the codewordX. With the decoded codeword X̂, User 1 obtainsm0 and
recoversm2 by using the fact that m2 =H2X

T following from (4.4). In a similar
way User 2 recovers the messages m0 and m1 by using m2 as side information.
In the following we will show that this coding strategy can be realized with MET
expurgated LDPC convolutional codes and the capacity region of the BBC-CM can
be achieved.
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4.3.4 MET Expurgated LDPC Convolutional Codes for the

BBC-CM

The connections between the variable nodes and the three types of check nodes
are characterized by {dv0

, dc0 ,M,L,w}, {dv1
, dc1 ,M,L,w} and {dv2

, dc2 ,M,L,w}.
We denote the MET expurgated LDPC convolutional code ensemble by C =
{dv{0,1,2}, dc{0,1,2},M,L,w}. The embedded two-edge-type expurgated LDPC con-
volutional code, which is to be decoded at User 1, is denoted by C{0,1} =
{dv{0,1}, dc{0,1},M,L,w}. Similarly, the two-edge-type code to be decoded at User 2
is denoted by C{0,2} = {dv{0,2}, dc{0,2},M,L,w}.

As indicated in Section 4.3.3, the encoding of an MET expurgated LDPC con-
volutional code can be realized by selecting a codeword that satisfies the check con-
straints with the form (4.4). This kind of codeword selection can be done through
exhaustive search, but it is time-consuming and not convenient, especially for long
codeword length. Therefore in the following we will show briefly that, if the MET
expurgated LDPC convolutional code is systematic, the encoding can be carried
out in a recursive manner.

For a MET LDPC convolutional code with K types of edges, we denote the mes-
sage bits that serve as a syndrome for check nodes at position t as sl(t), l ∈ [0,K−1].
To generate the parity bits at position t, we first calculate the partial syndrome
s′(t) [PFS+08] produced by the check nodes based on: (i) the systematic bits and
the parity bits from previous positions τ , with τ ∈ [t−w+1, t−1], (ii) the systematic
bits from the current position t, and (iii) the known constraints s0(t), s1(t), ..., sl(t),
..., sK−1(t) for the current position. Afterwards, the parity bits at position t can
be obtained using the partial syndrome s′(t). The encoding procedure is illustrated
in Figure 4.3. Recursively, we complete the encoding position by position.

...... ...... ......

......

t− 2 t− 1 t

s0(t) s1(t) sK−1(t)

s
′

0
(t)

s
′

1
(t)

s
′

K−1
(t)

Figure 4.3: Illustration of recursive encoding of a systematic MET expurgated
LDPC convolutional code. The grey circles represent systematic bits, and the white
circles stand for parity bits. The dashed lines indicate the incoming information to
the check nodes, while the solid lines show the output from the check nodes.
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4.3.5 Performance Analysis

In the following we will apply the results of the analysis in Section 4.2.3 to the
BBC-CM. We will prove that the capacity region of the BBC-CM can be achieved
by using the MET expurgated LDPC convolutional code.

According to Lemma 4.2.1 and Lemma 4.2.3, we know that the two-edge-type
expurgated LDPC convolutional code has the same design rate and the same BP
threshold as the standard ensemble over the BEC. Therefore, in the limit of large
M , L and w, the two-edge-type expurgated LDPC convolutional code is able to
achieve the capacity of the channel. Following Theorem 4.2.1, the two-edge-type
codes C{0,1} and C{0,2} are simultaneously capacity achieving. Based on these facts,
we give the following theorem.

Theorem 4.3.1. The capacity region of the bidirectional broadcast channel with
common message can be achieved by using an MET expurgated LDPC convolutional
code C = {dv{0,1,2}, dc{0,1,2},M,L,w}.

Proof. We assume that the capacities of the two individual links are C1 and C2,
which together form the bound of the capacity region. The rate for broadcastingm0

is assumed to be R0, and R0 ≤ min (C1, C2). For constructing an MET expurgated
LDPC convolutional code, we first choose a check degree dc which is the same for
all types of check nodes. With this dc, we decide the variable degrees by satisfying:

1−
dv0

+ dv1

dc
= C1,

1−
dv0

+ dv2

dc
= C2,

1−
dv0

+ dv1
+ dv2

dc
= R0.

After determining the parameters, we construct an MET expurgated LDPC convo-
lutional code C = {dv{0,1,2}, dc{0,1,2},M,L,w} as explained in Section 4.2.2.

The design rate of the code C{0,1} for User 1 is given as

R(dv{0,1}, dc{0,1},M,L,w) = 1−
NC0

+NC1

NV
= R0 +R2.

Since the code C{0,1} is capacity achieving, i.e., in the limit of large M , L and w,

R(dv{0,1}, dc{0,1},M,L,w) = 1−
dv0

+ dv1

dc
= C1,

it is easy to see that
R0 +R2 = C1.

In a similar manner, for the transmitter-User 2 link we can prove that

R0 +R1 = C2.
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Therefore, the capacity region of the BBC-CM can be achieved by using the MET
expurgated LDPC convolutional code.

4.4 Extension to Multi-User Broadcasting

In the following we extend the broadcasting construction to a scenario with more
than two users and a single transmitter. We first introduce the coding strategy and
then the performance analysis.

4.4.1 Multi-User Broadcasting with Receiver Side Information

The multi-user broadcast channel with common message (MBC-CM) describes a
broadcast system with K users and one transmitter. The transmitter has the task
to broadcast a set of messagesM = {m1,m2, ...,mK} which it has received from
all the users beforehand, together with its own message m0, to all the users. It
combines the messagesM and m0 in some manner and encodes them into a code-
word X. At each user, a non-empty subset of M, which includes at least its own
message, is available as the side information for decoding. For a subgroup of the
users, the side information may be i) non-overlapping; ii) partly overlapping; or iii)
completely overlapping. We assume that the transmitter node has the knowledge on
what side information is available at each user. The broadcasting strategy from the
transmitter should be dedicated to transmit all the messages efficiently considering
the available side information. We provide an example with three users and one
transmitter in the following.

Example 4.4.1

The example system consists of three users and one transmitter. User 1 has only
its own message m1 as the side information. User 2 has m1 and User 3 has m2 as
the additional side information together with their own message for the decoding.
We illustrate the system in Figure 4.4.

The capacity region for the general multi-user broadcast channel is not known
yet. In [OTW12], the authors made an attempt on a three receiver broadcast chan-
nel with some message cognition at two receivers. The capacity region for several
classes of less noisy, more capable, and deterministic broadcast channels were char-
acterized. In this chapter we will not discuss the general problem but restrict ourself
to Example 4.4.1. For this specific example, the capacity region is given as

R0 +R2 + R3 ≤ C1,

R0 + R3 ≤ C2,

R0 + R1 ≤ C3.

Note that this enforces R0 ≤ min(C1, C2, C3) and C2 ≤ C1. The detailed proof for
this capacity region can be found in [STOS12].
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T

U1

U2 U3

m1

m1,m2
m2,m3

m0,m2,m3

m0,m3 m0,m1

Figure 4.4: Multi-user broadcast channel with common message and side informa-
tion.

Coding for the MBC-CM can be carried out similarly as we did for the BBC-
CM. A multiple binning technique is utilized to combine all the messages in a single
transmission. In the following we illustrate the coding strategy for Example 4.4.1.

The encoding can be realized by selecting a codeword X which satisfies that
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.

By choosing dc0 = dc1 = dc2 = dc3 ≡ dc, we get the rate for encoding m0 as

R0 = 1−
dv0

+ dv1
+ dv2

+ dv3

dc
.

The rates for encoding the messages m1, m2 and m3 are

R1 =
dv1

dc
,

R2 =
dv2

dc
,

R3 =
dv3

dc
,

respectively.
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The decoding is carried out by satisfying

[

H0

H1

]

XT =

[

0

m1

]

(4.8a)

at User 1, satisfying
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H2
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0

m1

m2






(4.8b)

at User 2 and satisfying
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H3






XT =







0

m2

m3






(4.8c)

at User 3.
In the following section we extend the aforementioned coding strategy to the

MET expurgated LDPC convolutional code constructions.

4.4.2 MET Expurgated LDPC Convolutional Codes for the

MBC-CM

When constructing the MET expurgated LDPC convolutional code, the connec-
tion between the variable nodes and the l-th type of check nodes is realized by
the individual code {dvl , dcl ,M,L,w}, l ∈ [0,K − 1]. In the following we discuss
the performance of the proposed code construction on the MBC-CM using Exam-
ple 4.4.1.

We have shown in Theorem 4.2.1 that all the N -edge-type expurgated LDPC
convolutional codes are simultaneously capacity achieving in the limit of large pa-
rameters. According to (4.8), the rates to be decoded at the three users are asymp-
totically

1−
dv0

+ dv1

dc
= R0 +R2 +R3,

1−
dv0

+ dv1
+ dv2

dc
= R0 +R3,

and

1−
dv0

+ dv2
+ dv3

dc
= R0 +R1.

For given channel capacities C1, C2, C3, and the rate R0, if the node degrees
are selected by satisfying

1−
dv0

+ dv1
+ dv2

+ dv3

dc
= R0,
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1−
dv0

+ dv1

dc
= C1,

1−
dv0

+ dv1
+ dv2

dc
= C2,

and

1−
dv0

+ dv2
+ dv3

dc
= C3,

the capacity region for this specific case is achieved.

4.5 Numerical Results and Discussions

In this section we present the numerical results in terms of BP decoding thresholds
for the proposed MET expurgated LDPC convolutional codes. The results are based
on the density evolution for finite node degrees in both the BEC and the BI-AWGN
channel. Note that we only include the results for the BBC-CM. The results for the
MBC-CM present the same characteristics as for the BBC-CM, and therefore they
are omitted here.

Since we have shown in Section 4.3.5 that both the two-edge-type expurgated
LDPC convolutional codes C{0,1} and C{0,2} are capacity achieving, we consider
only C{0,1} for the performance evaluation. We set the parameters as dv0

= 3,
dc = 10, w = 3, and L = 100. Different variable degrees dv1

∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6} are
used to realize different sum rates R0 +R2, where the tradeoff between R0 and R2

is controlled by dv2
, which is upper bounded by dv2

≤ dc − (dv0
+ dv1) (see as well

(4.5), (4.6) and (4.7)). The results over BECs are summarized in Table 4.1. For the
purpose of comparison, we also provide in Table 4.2 the results for regular LDPC
block codes with the same node degrees. For each given degree setup we calculated
the gap between the Shannon limit and the BP threshold, which indicates how far
the achievable rate at User 1 is from the boundary of the capacity region.

Table 4.1: BP thresholds of C{0,1} over BECs.

(dv0
, dv1

) Design rate Shannon limit ǫSh BP threshold ǫBP Gap

(3,1) 0.5921 0.4079 0.3970 0.0109

(3,2) 0.4902 0.5098 0.4989 0.0109

(3,3) 0.3882 0.6118 0.5961 0.0157

(3,4) 0.2862 0.7138 0.6861 0.0277

(3,5) 0.1883 0.8157 0.7654 0.0503

(3,6) 0.0823 0.9177 0.8328 0.0849

We can see that the two-edge-type code C{0,1} which is decoded at User 1 ex-
hibits significantly smaller gaps to capacity compared with its block code coun-
terpart. In particular, regular LDPC block codes suffer a lot from larger gaps for
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Table 4.2: BP thresholds of LDPC block codes over BECs.

(dv0
, dv1

) Design rate Shannon limit ǫSh BP threshold ǫBP Gap

(3,1) 0.6 0.4 0.3079 0.0921

(3,2) 0.5 0.5 0.3415 0.1585

(3,3) 0.4 0.6 0.3656 0.2344

(3,4) 0.3 0.7 0.3840 0.3160

(3,5) 0.2 0.8 0.3990 0.4010

(3,6) 0.1 0.9 0.4115 0.4885

lower rates. We observe a similar phenomenon for LDPC convolutional codes, but
the gaps are in general much smaller. In addition, the gaps can be further narrowed
if we increase L for a given w or if we increase w while keeping the design rates
fixed by choosing proper L. When both w and L are sufficiently large, the gaps for
all degree distributions tend to disappear.

Similarly, we give the BP thresholds of LDPC convolutional codes and regular
LDPC block codes for BI-AWGN channels. The parameters are the same as in the
BEC case, and the results are summarized in Table 4.3 and Table 4.4. As for the
BECs, the LDPC convolutional codes clearly outperform the regular LDPC block
codes in terms of the gap to the capacity.

Table 4.3: BP thresholds of C{0,1} over BI-AWGN channels.

(dv0
, dv1

) Design rate Shannon limit σSh BP threshold σBP Gap

(3,1) 0.5921 0.854 0.836 0.018

(3,2) 0.4902 0.994 0.976 0.018

(3,3) 0.3882 1.173 1.143 0.030

(3,4) 0.2862 1.427 1.355 0.072

(3,5) 0.1883 1.829 1.630 0.199

(3,6) 0.0823 2.751 1.998 0.753

4.6 Conclusions

In this chapter we proposed multi-edge-type expurgated LDPC convolutional codes
and analyzed their performance. The proposed codes can be applied to the bidi-
rectional broadcast channel with common message. By decoding a two-edge-type
expurgated LDPC convolutional code which is part of the multi-edge-type con-
struction, each user recovers the common message from the transmitter and the
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Table 4.4: BP thresholds of LDPC block codes over BI-AWGN channels.

(dv0
, dv1

) Design rate Shannon limit σSh BP threshold σBP Gap

(3,1) 0.6 0.844 0.748 0.096

(3,2) 0.5 0.979 0.793 0.186

(3,3) 0.4 1.149 0.827 0.322

(3,4) 0.3 1.386 0.853 0.533

(3,5) 0.2 1.767 0.875 0.892

(3,6) 0.1 2.552 0.894 1.658

message from the other user. We proved that the capacity region of the channel
can be achieved by using the proposed code construction. A similar strategy can be
applied to the multi-user case where the users have different and potentially over-
lapping a priori information available for decoding. Numerical results were provided
in both binary erasure channels and AWGN channels, which verified the theoretical
analysis.





Chapter 5

Rate-Compatible LDPC Convolutional

Codes and Applications

I
n this chapter we propose a new family of rate-compatible regular LDPC con-
volutional codes. The construction is based on graph extension; i.e., the codes
of lower rates are generated by successively extending the graph of the base

code with the highest rate. Theoretically, the proposed rate-compatible family can
cover all the rational rates from 0 to 1. We prove analytically that all the LDPC
convolutional codes of different rates in the family are capable of achieving the ca-
pacity of the binary erasure channel. The analysis is extended to the general binary
memoryless symmetric channel, for which a capacity-approaching performance can
be achieved. Analytical thresholds and simulation results for finite check and vari-
able node degrees are provided for both BECs and BI-AWGN channels. The results
confirm that the decoding thresholds of the rate-compatible codes approach the
corresponding Shannon limits over both channels.

Hybrid automatic repeat-request is a combination of error-correcting coding and
ARQ, which provides a solution to data retransmissions if a feedback channel is
available. We apply the rate-compatible LDPC convolutional (RC-LDPCC) codes
to an idealized HARQ system over the BEC where the channel parameter stays
constant within one complete information delivery. We prove that the throughput
of such a system achieves the capacity of the channel. Numerical results are provided
to verify the above statement.

Another application of the proposed codes is the relay channel with the dynamic
decode-and-forward protocol, where the relay decides by itself when to switch from
listening mode to transmission mode. We show that the RC-LDPCC codes fit well
with the dynamic decode-and-forward relaying. Numerical results in terms of bit
erasure rate and achievable rate are provided to evaluate the performance of the
system. The results show that the RC-LDPCC codes are able to provide high achiev-
able rates for the DDF relay channel.

95
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5.1 Background

Rate-compatible error-correcting codes are useful in communication systems. A
rate-compatible code family is a set of codes with different rates, where higher rate
codes are embedded into lower rate codes [Hag88]. The compatibility enables the
coding system to conveniently adapt to varying channel conditions. For example,
rate-compatible codes are often used to combat fading in wireless communications
when combined with ARQ. The challenge in designing rate-compatible codes is to
guarantee a good performance for all codes in the family.

One method of constructing rate-compatible codes is to employ puncturers
[HKM04,HA08,EKHB09,YWM07]. That is, firstly a low-rate mother code is gener-
ated, and then codes of higher rates are obtained by puncturing different numbers
of bits from the mother code. The optimization of the mother code and the op-
timization of the puncturing are usually carried out separately, which leads to a
suboptimal performance. As a consequence, the punctured higher rate codes exhibit
wider gaps to the capacity limits than the mother code [HKM04].

Graph extension is another approach to construct rate-compatible codes [JS07,
YWM07]. For example, the authors of [JS07] consider the design of rate-compatible
irregular LDPC block codes based on extension, where a high-rate base code is
progressively extended to codes of lower rates. Codes produced by this method
outperform the punctured codes by exhibiting an approximately uniform gap to
the capacity over a wide range of rates. However, the degree distribution of each
member code needs to be optimized for its corresponding rate, which complicates
both the design and the implementation.

In this chapter we propose to construct rate-compatible families of regular
LDPC convolutional codes using graph extension, which overcomes the short-
comings caused by puncturing and simplifies the optimization. Rate-compatible
protograph-based LDPC codes were considered in [Dol05,NND10b]. In [Dol05], they
were built by expurgation and lengthening. However, the codes are only available
for rates higher than 1/2. The authors of [NND10b] constructed rate-compatible
protograph-based LDPC codes also through graph extension, but a complete anal-
ysis is missing.

In the following we will present the construction of rate-compatible families of
LDPC convolutional codes. The concept of graph extension will be introduced using
a three-edge-type LDPC block code. The idea is then applied to each position of
the LDPC convolutional code. By successively extending the graphs, LDPC con-
volutional codes of lower rates are generated. Theoretically, the range of rates is
able to cover all the rational values in (0, 1). We will prove analytically that all the
LDPC convolutional codes of different rates in the family are capable of achieving
the capacity of the BEC. We also extend our analysis to the general BMS channel,
and we show numerically that the codes in a rate-compatible family are able to
provide a capacity-approaching performance.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 5.2 we pro-
pose the construction of rate-compatible LDPC convolutional codes and provide
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a theoretical analysis for the binary erasure channel. A discussion based on den-
sity evolution for the BMS channel is included as well. In Section 5.3 we show
how to construct a rate-compatible code family which provide in general capacity-
achieving performance. The combination of the RC-LDPCC codes and HARQ are
given in Section 5.4 and the throughput of the system is discussed. The application
of the RC-LDPCC codes to dynamic decode-and-forward relaying is presented in
Section 5.5. Numerical results are provided in Section 5.6, which evaluate the per-
formance of the proposed codes with finite node degrees for different application
scenarios. Section 5.7 concludes the chapter.

5.2 Three-Edge-Type LDPC Convolutional Codes

In this section, we will first introduce the concept of graph extension through
a three-edge-type LDPC code. Then we show how we construct rate-compatible
LDPC convolutional codes using a similar method. We will prove analytically that
the rate-compatible LDPC convolutional codes are capacity achieving for binary
erasure channels.

We need to point out that the three-edge-type construction in this chapter is
different from the one in Chapter 4. In Chapter 4, the graph extension is specified
in only an expurgated manner; however, the three-edge-type construction in the
following includes both the expurgated and the lengthened extensions.

5.2.1 Three-Edge-Type LDPC Codes

An example of the three-edge-type LDPC code is illustrated by the Tanner graph in
Figure 5.1. We split the variable nodes into two parts: the base variable nodes V 1 of
length M1 and the extended variable nodes V E of length ME . The corresponding
symbol vectors associated with these two parts are denoted byX1 (1×M1) andXE
(1×ME). Similarly, the check nodes are also divided into two parts: the base check
nodes C1 of length N1 and the extended check nodes CE of length NE . We name
the edges connecting nodes V 1 and C1 the type-1 edges, the edges connecting
V 1 and CE the type-2 edges, and those which connect V E and CE the type-3
edges. The submatrices which correspond to the three types of edges are denoted
by H1 (N1 × M1), HE,1 (NE × M1) and HE,2 (NE × ME), respectively. Note
that the submatrix HE,2 is square and has to have full rank [YWM07]. We let
M2 = M1 + ME and N2 = N1 + NE , then the above parity-check submatrices
and an (N1×ME) zero submatrix constitute the overall parity-check matrixH2 of
size (N2×M2). The three-edge-type LDPC code satisfies the following parity-check
equation,

H2X
T
2 =

[

H1 0

HE,1 HE,2

][

XT1

XTE

]

= 0.

We denote the LDPC code associated with H1 by C1 and the overall LDPC code
structure associated with H2 by C2.
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V 1

C1

V E

CE

dv1
dv2

dv3

dc1
dc2

dc3

M1 base variable nodes ME extended variable nodes

N1 base check nodes NE extended check nodes

Figure 5.1: Tanner graph of a three-edge-type LDPC code. Circles represent variable
nodes, and squares indicate check nodes. The white symbols stand for the base nodes
(check and variable) while the grey symbols are for the extended nodes. The solid,
dashed, and dotted lines correspond to the three types of edges.

Definition 5.2.1. (The Three-Edge-Type LDPC Code Ensemble). A regular
{dv1
, dc1 , dv2

, dc2 , dv3
, dc3} three-edge-type LDPC ensemble of codeword lengthM2 =

M1 +ME includes all the bipartite graphs where each of the M1 base variable nodes
is connected to dv1

base check nodes and dv2
extended check nodes, and each of the

ME extended variable nodes is connected to dv3
extended check nodes. Each base

check node has dc1 edges connecting to the base variable nodes, and each extended
check node has dc2 edges connecting to the base variable nodes and dc3 edges to the
extended variable nodes.

According to Definition 5.2.1, the following relations between the parameters
should be satisfied based on the edge connections:

M1 · dv1
= N1 · dc1 ,

M1 · dv2
= NE · dc2 ,

ME · dv3
= NE · dc3 .

We will discuss how to decide the parameters in the following sections.
The graph extension from a conventional LDPC code C1 to a three-edge-type

LDPC code C2 can be realized in three steps. First, we construct the Tanner graph
of a regular LDPC code C1 with degree dv1

for each variable node V1 and degree
dc1 for each check node C1. The edge connections are associated with the parity-
check matrix H1. This structure is considered as the base graph. In the second
step, we connect new check nodes CE to the base graph. Additional dv2

outgoing
edges are added to each variable node V1 in the base graph, which results in dc2
incoming edges for each extended check node CE . These connections are described
by the parity-check matrixHE,1. Finally, new variable nodes V E are included with
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degree dv3
and the resulting check degree for each CE is dc3 . The edge connections

are related to the parity-check matrix HE,2. Since HE,2 is a square matrix which
indicates CE and V E are of the same length, we always have dv3

= dc3 . The overall
structure obtained above is the Tanner graph of the three-edge-type LDPC code
C2.

When the three-edge-type graph is constructed, the encoding can be carried out
as follows. We assume that X1 is a codeword of C1, which satisfies H1X

T
1 = 0. To

extend X1 to a codeword of C2, we first calculate the syndrome S on the extended
check nodes using S = HE,1X

T
1 . Then, we choose a vector XE associated with

the extended variable node V E by satisfying HE,2X
T
E = S. The codeword of C2 is

generated as X2 = [X1XE ]. The generation of XE does not affect the previously
generated codeword X1. That is, X1 is a codeword of C1 and meanwhile X2 is a
codeword of C2.

The design rate of the regular code C1 is

R1 = 1−
dv1

dc1
.

According to the construction described above, each variable node V1 has in total
(dv1

+ dv2
) outgoing edges. For each check node CE , the total check degree is

(dc2 + dc3 ). It is easy to show that for the code C2, if dv3
= dv1

+ dv2
and dc1 =

dc2 + dc3 , the design rate is

R2 = 1−
dv1

+ dv2

dc1
.

The three-edge-type LDPC code C2 produces a lower rate while adopting the struc-
ture of the higher rate code C1. Therefore, C1 and C2 are rate-compatible.

5.2.2 Three-Edge-Type LDPC Convolutional Codes

Now we extend the three-edge-type construction to LDPC convolutional codes.
The graph extension is applied at every position from t = 1 to L. At each posi-
tion, the number of base variable nodes is M1, and the number of extended vari-
able nodes is ME. The total number of variable nodes at each position is then
M2 = M1 + ME. Similarly, at each position the number of base check nodes is
N1, and the number of extended check nodes is NE = ME . The connections car-
ried out by the type-1 and type-2 edges are determined by {dvi , dci ,M1, L, wi},
i = {1, 2}, and the type-3 edges are associated with {dv3

, dc3 ,ME , L, w3}. We set
w1 = w2 = w3 ≡ w, and then we denote a three-edge-type LDPC convolutional code
ensemble by {dv1

, dc1 , dv2
, dc2 , dv3

, dc3 ,M2, L, w} which can be defined similarly as
in Definition 5.2.1. Figure 5.2 shows the Tanner graph of a three-edge-type LDPC
convolutional code when M1 = 2 and ME = 1. The structure of the corresponding
parity-check matrix is shown in Figure 5.3.
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...... ......

t t+ 1 t+ 2 t+ 3

. . . . . .

Figure 5.2: Tanner graph of a three-edge-type LDPC convolutional code forM1 = 2
and ME = 1. The representations for the symbols/edges are the same as for those
in Figure 5.1.

M1 ME

t t + 1 t + 2 t + 3

N1

NE

H∞ =

.. .

. . .

. . . . . .

Figure 5.3: Structure of the parity-check matrix of a three-edge-type LDPC convo-
lutional code. The grey boxes of different color depths indicate the non-zero sub-
matrices corresponding to the three types of edges, while the white boxes represent
the zero submatrices. The rest of the matrix is filled with zeros.

5.2.3 Performance Analysis

In the following, we analyze the performance of the three-edge-type LDPC convo-
lutional code ensemble in the binary erasure channel. An extension to the general
binary memoryless symmetric channel is given as well. Note that the condition
dv3

= dc3 is not necessary for the proofs, although we need this constraint when
extending the graph.

Lemma 5.2.1. For dv3
= dv1

+ dv2
and dc1 = dc2 + dc3 , the design rate of a three-

edge-type LDPC convolutional code ensemble {dv1
, dc1 , dv2

, dc2 , dv3
, dc3 ,M2, L, w} is
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given as

R(dv1
, dc1 , dv2

, dc2 , dv3
, dc3 ,M2, L, w)

= 1−
dv1

+ dv2

dc1
−
dv1

+ dv2

dc1
·
w + 1− 2

∑w
i=0( iw )dc1

L
.

Proof. We denote the total number of base and extended variable nodes on all the
positions byMV1

andMVE , respectively. Obviously,MV1
=M1L andMVE =MEL.

We use NC1
to denote the total number of base check nodes that are connected to

at least one of the variable nodes. Similarly, we have NCE as the number of all the
extended check nodes which are connected.

Following Section 2.6.3, we have

NC1
=
M1dv1

dc1

[

L+ w + 1− 2

w
∑

i=0

( i

w

)dc1
]

.

Similarly, we get

NCE =
M1dv2

dc2

[

L+ w + 1− 2

w
∑

i=0

( i

w

)dc2
+dc3
]

=
M1dv2

dc2

[

L+ w + 1− 2

w
∑

i=0

( i

w

)dc1
]

.

The design rate of the three-edge-type LDPC convolutional code is given as

R(dv1
, dc1 , dv2

, dc2 , dv3
, dc3 ,M2, L, w)

= 1−
NC1

+NCE
MV1

+MVE

= 1−
(
M1·dv1

dc1

+
M1·dv2

dc2

)(L+ w + 1− 2
∑w
i=0( iw )dc1 )

(M1 +
M1·dv2

·dc3

dc2
·dv3

)L

= 1−
(
dv1

dc1

+
dv2

dc2

)

(1 +
dv2
·(dc1

−dc2
)

dc2
·(dv1

+dv2
) )
·
L+ w + 1− 2

∑w
i=0( iw )dc1

L

= 1−
dv1

+ dv2

dc1
−
dv1

+ dv2

dc1
·
w + 1− 2

∑w
i=0( iw )dc1

L
.

Lemma 5.2.2. In the binary erasure channel, the three-edge-type LDPC convolu-
tional code ensemble {dv1

, dc1 , dv2
, dc2 , dv3

, dc3 ,M2, L, w} has the same BP threshold
as the standard one edge type ensemble {dv1

+ dv2
, dc1 ,M2, L, w} if dv3

= dv1
+ dv2

and dc1 = dc2 + dc3 .
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Proof. We denote the erasure probability of the message emitted from a variable

node at position t along a type-m edge in the i-th iteration by p
(i)
m,t, m ∈ {1, 2, 3}.

Similarly, we define the erasure probability of the message from a check node as

q
(i)
m,t. The erasure probability of the channel is ǫ.

For t /∈ [1, L], we set p
(i)
m,t = 0; otherwise, for t ∈ [1, L], we have the following

density evolution equations. On the edges of type-1,

p
(i+1)
1,t = ǫ

( 1

w

w−1
∑

j=0

q
(i)
1,t+j

)dv1
−1( 1

w

w−1
∑

j=0

q
(i)
2,t+j

)dv2

,

and

q
(i)
1,t = 1−

(

1−
1

w

w−1
∑

k=0

p
(i)
1,t−k

)dc1
−1

.

For the type-2 edges,

p
(i+1)
2,t = ǫ

( 1

w

w−1
∑

j=0

q
(i)
1,t+j

)dv1
( 1

w

w−1
∑

j=0

q
(i)
2,t+j

)dv2
−1

,

and

q
(i)
2,t = 1−

(

1−
1

w

w−1
∑

k=0

p
(i)
2,t−k

)dc2
−1(

1−
1

w

w−1
∑

k=0

p
(i)
3,t−k

)dc3

.

For the type-3 edges,

p
(i+1)
3,t = ǫ

( 1

w

w−1
∑

j=0

q
(i)
3,t+j

)dv3
−1

,

and

q
(i)
3,t = 1−

(

1−
1

w

w−1
∑

k=0

p
(i)
2,t−k

)dc2
(

1−
1

w

w−1
∑

k=0

p
(i)
3,t−k

)dc3
−1

.

In the first iteration, i.e., when i = 1, p
(1)
1,t = p

(1)
2,t = p

(1)
3,t = ǫ for t ∈ [1, L]. If

dc1 = dc2 + dc3 , we get q
(1)
1,t = q

(1)
2,t = q

(1)
3,t . Now if we set dv3

= dv1
+ dv2

, then

p
(2)
1,t = p

(2)
2,t = p

(2)
3,t . Recursively, we obtain for all i and all t: p

(i+1)
1,t = p

(i+1)
2,t =

p
(i+1)
3,t ≡ p

(i+1)
t if p

(i)
1,t = p

(i)
2,t = p

(i)
3,t. The density evolution, on all types of edges, is

then reduced to

p
(i+1)
t = ǫ

( 1

w

w−1
∑

j=0

q
(i)
t+j

)dv1
+dv2

−1

and

q
(i)
t = 1−

(

1−
1

w

w−1
∑

k=0

p
(i)
t−k

)dc1
−1

.
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We can write it in a one-dimensional recursion,

p
(i+1)
t = ǫ

(

1−
1

w

w−1
∑

j=0

(

1−
1

w

w−1
∑

k=0

p
(i)
t+j−k

)dc1
−1
)dv1

+dv2
−1

,

which indicates the same BP threshold as the one edge type ensemble {dv1
+

dv2
, dc1 ,M2, L, w}.

The density evolution of the three-edge-type LDPC convolutional code can be
extended to the general BMS channel. In the following lemma, we will show that
the result for the BEC in Lemma 5.2.2 is also valid for the general BMS channel.

Lemma 5.2.3. In the general BMS channel, the three-edge-type LDPC convolu-
tional code ensemble {dv1

, dc1 , dv2
, dc2 , dv3

, dc3 ,M2, L, w} has the same BP threshold
as the standard one edge type ensemble {dv1

+ dv2
, dc1 ,M2, L, w} if dv3

= dv1
+ dv2

and dc1 = dc2 + dc3 .

Proof. We now use x
(i)
m,t, m ∈ {1, 2, 3} to denote the probability density function

(pdf) of the message coming out from a variable node at position t along a type-m
edge in the i-th iteration. Similarly, the pdf of the message from a check node is

defined as y
(i)
m,t. Let a denote the pdf of the BMS channel over which the transmission

takes place.

For t /∈ [1, L], we set x
(i)
m,t = ∆+∞; otherwise, for t ∈ [1, L], we have the following

density evolution equations. On the edges of type-1,

x
(i+1)
1,t = a�

( 1

w

w−1
∑

j=0

y
(i)
1,t+j

)�(dv1
−1)

�

( 1

w

w−1
∑

j=0

y
(i)
2,t+j

)�dv2

,

and

y
(i)
1,t =

( 1

w

w−1
∑

k=0

x
(i)
1,t−k

)�(dc1
−1)

.

On the type-2 edges,

x
(i+1)
2,t = a�

( 1

w

w−1
∑

j=0

y
(i)
1,t+j

)�dv1

�

( 1

w

w−1
∑

j=0

y
(i)
2,t+j

)�(dv2
−1)

,

and

y
(i)
2,t =

( 1

w

w−1
∑

k=0

x
(i)
2,t−k

)�(dc2
−1)

�

( 1

w

w−1
∑

k=0

x
(i)
3,t−k

)�dc3

.

On the type-3 edges,

x
(i+1)
3,t = a�

( 1

w

w−1
∑

j=0

y
(i)
3,t+j

)�(dv3
−1)

,
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and

y
(i)
3,t =

( 1

w

w−1
∑

k=0

x
(i)
2,t−k

)�dc2

�

( 1

w

w−1
∑

k=0

x
(i)
3,t−k

)�(dc3
−1)

.

Similarly as in the proof of Lemma 5.2.2, we obtain the following one-
dimensional density evolution recursion if dv3

= dv1
+ dv2

and dc1 = dc2 + dc3 :

x
(i+1)
t = a�

(

1

w

w−1
∑

j=0

( 1

w

w−1
∑

k=0

x
(i)
t+j−k

)�(dc1
−1)
)�(dv1

+dv2
−1)

.

This is the same as the density evolution recursion of the standard LDPC convolu-
tional code {dv1

+dv2
, dc1 ,M2, L, w} [KMRU10]. From this it follows that the three-

edge-type LDPC convolutional code ensemble {dv1
, dc1 , dv2

, dc2 , dv3
, dc3 ,M2, L, w}

has the same BP threshold as the standard ensemble {dv1
+ dv2

, dc1 ,M2, L, w} on
the BMS channel.

In the following theorem we will show that the three-edge-type LDPC convolu-
tional code is capacity achieving for the binary erasure channel.

Theorem 5.2.1. The three-edge-type LDPC convolutional code
{dv1
, dc1 , dv2

, dc2 , dv3
, dc3 ,M2, L, w} with the constraints dv3

= dv1
+ dv2

and
dc1 = dc2 + dc3 achieves the capacity of the binary erasure channel.

Proof. From Lemma 5.2.1 we see that the rate of the three-edge-type LDPC con-
volutional code is equal to the rate of the standard LDPC convolutional code
{dv1

+ dv2
, dc1 ,M2, L, w} [KRU11]. According to (2.19) we have for the three-edge-

type code

lim
w→∞

lim
L→∞

lim
M2→∞

R(dv1
, dc1 , dv2

, dc2 , dv3
, dc3 ,M2, L, w)

= 1−
dv1

+ dv2

dc1
.

We have proved in Lemma 5.2.2 that the three-edge-type ensemble has the same
BP threshold as the one edge type ensemble {dv1

+ dv2
, dc1 ,M2, L, w}. According

to (2.20) the BP threshold of the three-edge-type code satisfies

lim
w→∞

lim
L→∞

lim
M2→∞

ǫBP(dv1
, dc1 , dv2

, dc2 , dv3
, dc3 ,M2, L, w)

= ǫMAP(dv1
+ dv2

, dc1),

and according to (2.21) for a fixed γ

lim
dv1

+dv2
→∞
ǫMAP(dv1

+ dv2
, dc1 = γ(dv1

+ dv2
)) =

1

γ
,

which equals the Shannon limit. Hence, we have proved the theorem.
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In Lemma 5.2.3, we have proved that the three-edge-type LDPC convolutional
code ensemble has the same BP threshold as the standard one edge type ensemble
over the BMS channel. Together with Lemma 5.2.1, we conclude that the three-
edge-type ensemble has the same properties as the one edge type ensemble over the
BMS channel. If the one edge type ensemble is able to provide the capacity-achieving
performance for a given BMS channel, the three-edge-type LDPC convolutional
code ensemble is able to achieve the capacity of that channel as well.

5.3 Construction of Rate-Compatible Code Family

5.3.1 Code Family Construction

In the following discussion we assume that the code is asymptotically regular
[LFZC09] so that the boundary effects can be ignored and the rate R = 1− dv/dc.

The construction of a rate-compatible family of LDPC convolutional codes can
be realized by successively extending the graphs of higher rate codes. The idea is
illustrated in Figure 5.4 through the successive extension of the parity-check matri-
ces. Assume that we plan to construct a rate-compatible family includingK member
codes C = {C1, C2, ..., Ck, ..., CK}, and the target rates R = {R1, R2, ..., Rk, ..., RK}
are given. For the base code C1, we choose the variable degree dv1

and the check
degree dc1 so that the rate is R1 = 1−dv1

/dc1 , and we have the parity-check matrix
H1 as the base matrix. Following the constraints shown in previous sections, (i)
dv3

= dc3 , (ii) dv3
= dv1

+ dv2
and (iii) dc1 = dc2 + dc3 , we write the rate of C2 as

R2 = 1−
dv1

+ dv2

dc1
= R1 −

dv2

dc1
.

Since the rate R2 is given, the degree dv2
is obtained as

dv2
= dc1 (R1 −R2).

For the rest of the parameters, we can easily get dv3
and dc3 from (i) and (ii),

and then obtain dc2 from (iii). To obtain the parity-check matrix H2, at each
position ME new columns and NE new rows are added to the base matrix H1,

where ME = NE =
M1dv2

dc2

. Now we use H2 as the base matrix and carry out

another round of extension to obtain the parity-check matrix for C3. Recursively,
for the code Ck+1 we can obtain its parity-check matrix Hk+1 from the previously
generated parity-check matrix Hk for Ck, k ∈ [1,K − 1].

Assume that the incremental variable degree dkv2
is used when extending from

the parity-check matrix Hk to Hk+1, we have

dkv2
= dc1 (Rk − Rk+1), k ∈ [1,K − 1].

We denote the remaining node degrees by dkc2 , dkv3
and dkc3 . The generation of the

parity-check matrices for the rate-compatible family is described in detail in the
following algorithm.
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Figure 5.4: Parity-check matrix extension for the construction of a rate-compatible
LDPC convolutional code family (see as well [YWM07,JS07,NND10b]).

Algorithm 5.3.1. Generation of parity-check matrices for a rate-compatible LDPC
convolutional code family
Initialize H1 with node degrees dv1

and dc1 .
For k = 1 to k = K − 1,

1. Use Hk as the base matrix.

2. Choose dkv3
= dkc3 = dv1

+
∑k
j=1 d

j
v2

and then let dkc2 = dc1 − d
k
c3 .

3. Generate a matrix HkE,1 which has the same number of columns as the base

matrix Hk. The numbers of 1s in each row and in each column of HkE,1 are

dkv2
and dkc2 , respectively.

4. Generate a full rank matrix HkE,2 which has the same number of rows as

HkE,1. The numbers of 1s in each row and in each column of HkE,2 are both

dkv3
= dkc3 .

5. Compose the parity-check matrix Hk+1 of the form:

Hk+1 =

[

Hk 0

HkE,1 H
k
E,2

]

.

6. Increase k: k = k + 1.

end
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5.3.2 Performance Analysis

Now we look at the range of rates we can achieve by the successive extension. The
rate of the (k+1)-th member code Ck+1 can be written as:

Rk+1 = Rk −
dkv2

dc1

= Rk−1 −
dk−1
v2

dc1
−
dkv2

dc1

= · · ·

= 1−
dv1

+
∑k
j=1 d

j
v2

dc1
, k ∈ [1,K − 1].

For the highest rate R1 = 1 − dv1
/dc1 , when dv1

is finite but dc1 → ∞, R1 → 1.
For the lowest rate RK , we have

RK = 1−
dv1

+
∑K−1
j=1 d

j
v2

dc1
.

When dv1
+
∑K−1
j=1 d

j
v2
→ dc1 and dc1 → ∞, RK → 0. In general for rate Rk+1, If

dc1 →∞, djv2
= 1 for all j and K →∞, Rk+1 is able to achieve any rational value

in (0, 1).

Theorem 5.3.1. All the LDPC convolutional codes in the rate-compatible family
are capacity achieving over the binary erasure channel.

Proof. Assume that we have a capacity-achieving LDPC convolutional code C1 of
rate R1 as the base code. We generate C2 as we described in Algorithm 5.3.1.
According to Lemma 5.2.1, Lemma 5.2.2 and Theorem 5.2.1, it is easy to prove
that C2 achieves the capacity as well.

Recursively, we can prove that for all k, k ∈ [1,K − 1], code Ck+1 achieves the
capacity Rk+1 if code Ck achieves the capacity Rk. By induction, we conclude that
all the codes in the rate-compatible family C = {C1, C2, ..., Ck, ..., CK} are capacity
achieving.

The construction of a rate-compatible family can be generalized to the BMS case
in a straight-forward way. A capacity-approaching performance can be achieved for
all members of the family. We omit the detailed analysis here.

In the above construction of a rate-compatible code family, we first give the
desired rates R = {R1, R2, ..., Rk, ..., RK} and then calculate the numbers of bits
added in the incremental blocks. Alternatively, we can also make the size of incre-
mental blocks always be the same by adjusting the incremental variable degrees
{d1v2
, d2v2
, ..., dkv2

, ..., dK−1
v2
} and the related parameters. This feature is usually de-

manded by, e.g., hybrid-ARQ applications.
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For the practical construction, i.e., when the code length is finite, the possible
choices of M1 of the base code C1 depend on the sequence of the desired rates and
the node degrees. That is, we choose an M1 so that all incremental sizes MkE are
integers. Alternatively, for any givenM1 the rate-compatible family can be obtained
by tolerating a slight irregularity in the construction, which in our observations still
retains the properties of the rate-compatible LDPC convolutional codes.

5.4 RC-LDPCC Codes for the HARQ

In this section we apply the above rate-compatible code family to the HARQ sys-
tem. Under the assumption that the channel condition remains the same until one
information delivery succeeds, the throughput of the HARQ system achieves the
capacity of the channel.

5.4.1 Type-II HARQ

One challenge in designing wireless communication systems is to effectively deal
with the varying nature of the channels. Automatic repeat-request provides a solu-
tion with data retransmissions if a feedback channel is available. Here we are partic-
ularly interested in Type-II HARQ which combines ARQ with error-correcting cod-
ing and adapts the coding redundancy to different channel conditions. The sender
first transmits the message and part of the redundancy. If the receiver fails to re-
cover the information, incremental redundancy will be sent in subsequent blocks
until the receiver succeeds in decoding or all the redundancy is transmitted. After
each retransmission, the receiver combines all the blocks received so far for decoding
the message.

5.4.2 Combination of RC-LDPCC Codes and HARQ

For the application of rate-compatible LDPC convolutional codes in HARQ, we
take into account the case when no parity bits are generated, i.e., the rate of the
code equals 1. Therefore, we have in the following an extended rate-compatible
family C∗ = {C0, C1, C2, ..., Ck, ..., CK} with rates R∗ = {R0, R1, R2, ..., Rk, ..., RK}.
The code C0 includes only the information bits, and the rate is R0 = 1.

Now we apply the extended rate-compatible family C∗ in the HARQ system. In
the initial transmission, all the information bits are transmitted from the sender to
the receiver. If the receiver fails to receive all the bits correctly, retransmissions are
triggered. In the k-th retransmission,Mk−1

E L additional parity bits are transmitted
so that a length-MkL codeword is constructed. The sender keeps transmitting until
an acknowledgement of successful decoding is fed back.

In the following discussions, we use an idealized HARQ model. We define a
quasi time-varying binary erasure channel H where the erasure probability is a
random variable. For delivering an information block, a realization of the erasure
probability ǫ is randomly and independently generated from [0, 1]. This erasure
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probability ǫ is unknown to the transmitter and stays constant until the receiver
succeeds in recovering the information. In addition, we do not have any restriction
on retransmission times.

5.4.3 Throughput

A key performance measure of an HARQ system is throughput efficiency, which
is defined as the average number of information bits successfully delivered to the
receiver through one channel use.

It was shown in Section 5.3 that the rate-compatible LDPC convolutional code
family includes asymptotically the codes of all possible rates in (0, 1). Moreover, it
has been proved in Theorem 5.3.1 that all codes in the family are capacity achieving
over the BEC. For an arbitrary realization of the erasure probability ǫ, we can find
a code Ck ∈ C

∗ with rate Rk → 1− ǫ which guarantees a successful decoding after
k retransmissions through the channel. It is obvious that for all possible erasure
probabilities capacity-achieving LDPC convolutional codes can be found from the
rate-compatible family as r1 → ∞ and K → ∞. In other words, the throughput
of the HARQ system, which is defined as the average number of information bits
successfully delivered to the receiver through one channel use, achieves the capacity
of the channel H.

5.5 RC-LDPCC Codes for the DDF Relaying

The transmission of DF relaying is divided into two phases. In the first phase, the
source broadcasts the message, and both the relay and the destination listen. In
the second phase, the relay decodes the received message and partially/completely
forwards the decoded information to the destination. The source can either continue
transmitting or keep silent, depending on the cooperation strategy. For conventional
DF, the switch from the first phase to the second one needs to be predetermined.
This requires the channel-state information to be available at the transmitter and
the relay when initiating the transmission.

Dynamic decode-and-forward [AGS05] is an advanced decode-and-forward pro-
tocol which can work in the absence of channel state information at the trans-
mitters. With the DDF protocol, the relay decides on its own when to switch
from listening to forwarding. The source does not need to know when the relay
switches the phases, but keeps transmitting its message until an acknowledgment
is fed back from the destination. The DDF protocol was first proposed and ana-
lyzed in terms of diversity-multiplexing tradeoff (DMT) in [AGS05]. Code design
for the DDF protocol was discussed from theoretical perspectives in, for exam-
ple, [MAG07, EK07, KC09]. In a recent contribution [RLH11], Raptor codes were
taken into account as a practical coding implementation for DDF relaying, and
they are able to closely approach the achievable rate of the relay channel. However,
an optimization of degree distributions needs to be carried out, and accordingly
knowledge of channel conditions is required. We propose to use rate-compatible
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LDPC convolutional codes for DDF relaying. Rate-compatible codes are good code
candidates for the DDF due to their nature of adaptivity. Meanwhile, the regular
degree distribution of LDPC convolutional codes significantly reduce the complex-
ity of the code design. Theoretical analysis and numerical results will be provided
to evaluate the performance of the system.

5.5.1 Dynamic Decode-and-Forward Relaying

We again restrict ourself to the three-node relay channel. In the first phase, the
source broadcasts while the relay and the destination listen. In the second phase, a
joint transmission between the source and the relay is received at the destination.

With the DDF protocol, the source transmits a message using at most a number
of NK channel uses. All the channel uses are partitioned into N blocks and each
block is composed of K channel uses. The relay attempts to decode the source’s
message at each block boundary. Assume the relay is able to correctly decode the
message after receiving n blocks, it then switches from the listening mode to the
transmitting mode at the beginning of the (n + 1)-th block. From the (n + 1)-th
block, the relay and the destination cooperate in some manner and continue trans-
mitting to the destination. The destination also attempts to decode the message at
each block boundary based on the channel observations from both the source and
the relay. When the destination succeeds in decoding, an acknowledgement is fed
back and the transmission is completed. If the destination still cannot decode after
receiving all the NK channel uses, a failure will be reported. The above procedure
is illustrated in Figure 5.5.

...... ......1 2 n n+1 N......

......n+1 N......

S

R

D

R

S

D

first phase second phase

relay decodes destination acknowledges

Figure 5.5: Dynamic decode-and-forward protocol for the three-node relay channel.

We assume that a cyclic redundancy check (CRC) is included in the message so
that the relay and the destination can tell by themselves if the decoding is success-
ful or not. In addition, we assume that the relay-destination link and the source-
destination link are either orthogonal or perfectly synchronized, and therefore the
information combination at the destination can be done ideally.
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5.5.2 Application of RC-LDPCC Codes on the DDF Relaying

We illustrate the application of RC-LDPCC codes on the relay channel with the
DDF protocol by an example in Figure 5.6. For the ease of illustration, we use
an LDPC convolutional code with the number of positions L = 1 (which is
then equivalent to an LDPC block code). Assume that we have a rate-compatible
family including N member codes C = {C1, C2, ..., Cn, ..., CN} with rates R =
{R1, R2, ..., Rn, ..., RN} in the descending order. The source starts broadcasting
its message with the highest rate R1 and gradually lowers its rate by sending more
parity bits in the rate-compatible manner. The source will not stop transmitting
until it receives an acknowledgement from the destination. The relay listens to the
source and attempts to decode the message based on the accumulated mutual infor-
mation. When a rate Rn from the source is low enough for the relay to successfully
decode, the relay decodes the message, generates new parity bits which are the same
as the source’s for rate Rn+1 and transmits them to the destination. The source
and the relay continue transmitting new parity bits until an acknowledgement is
received. During this period, the destination keeps trying to decode the message
based on the joint transmission from the source and the relay. When the destination
succeeds in decoding at some rate Rn′ , the delivery of the message is completed.

......

...... ......

......

S → R

S → D

R→ D

S → D

Figure 5.6: Rate-compatible codes on the relay channel with the DDF protocol.

For the conventional DDF relaying, all the blocks should have the same length.
This can be realized by choosing a proper check degree and incremental variable
degrees for the RC-LDPCC codes. However, if the range of rates is large, we may
have to use a very large check degree which is inconvenient for practical applications.
Therefore, we relax this constraint as follows to better accommodate the rate-
compatible codes. We assume that the set of possible rates R is available at both
the relay and the destination. The message sent from the source is of length I. To
achieve rate Rn, a number of I/Rn bits need to be transmitted. By knowing R the
boundaries of the blocks are known, and hence the relay/destination knows exactly
when to decode. If the decoding is not successful, the relay/destination will wait
until the next rate Rn+1 is achieved.

The application of RC-LDPCC codes to the DDF relaying can be easily extended
to the multiple-relay case. For that case, each relay listens to both the source and
other relays which succeed in decoding earlier. As long as a relay is able to decode
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based on the observation either from the source or from another relay, it switches
to transmission mode as in the single-relay case. The destination then combines
multiple signal receptions for decoding the message. In this thesis we only discuss
the single-relay case.

5.5.3 Achievable Rate

The highest transmission rate using the DDF protocol for the half-duplex relay
channel is given as [RLH11]:

Rmax =
CSRCcom

CSR − CSD + Ccom
, (5.1)

where CSR and CSD denote the binary-input capacity of the source-relay and
source-destination link, respectively. We use Ccom to denote the capacity of the
joint SD and RD channel in the second transmission phase. The calculation of
Ccom depends on the combining schemes. A comparison of different combination
schemes is discussed in [RLH11].

In this thesis, we only focus on binary erasure relay channel. The erasure prob-
ability of the three links are denoted by ǫSD, ǫSR and ǫRD. Then, the joint erasure
probability of the second phase after combining equals ǫSDǫRD and the joint ca-
pacity is given as Ccom = 1− ǫSDǫRD. We need to mention that the application of
RC-LDPCC codes to the DDF relaying can be extended to more general channel
models, e.g., binary-input memoryless symmetric channels.

5.5.4 Density Evolution over the Relay Channel

Density evolution for LDPC convolutional codes in point-to-point channels is de-
scribed in Section 2.6.4. However, it needs to be modified for the DDF relay channel.
As shown in Figure 5.6, the variable nodes from different blocks have different era-
sure probabilities. Meanwhile, the check nodes from different blocks are of different
types since they use different ways to split the check degrees. These facts lead to
multiple types of edge connections in the graph. Therefore in each iteration of the
BP decoding, the density evolution should be explicitly updated on each type of
the edge connection.

To better illustrate the density evolution for the DDF relay channel we use an
example in the following that shows the combinations of channel erasure probabil-
ities which lead to successful decoding for different rates.

Example 5.5.1

We construct a rate-compatible family C as shown in Section 5.3 including 7 mem-
ber codes with the target ratesR = {0.7, 0.6, 0.5, 0.4, 0.3, 0.2, 0.1}. We set the check
degree dc1 = 10, the variable degree dv1

= 3, and the incremental variable degree
∆dv = 1 to realize the target rates. We choose w = 5, L = 500, and the rate loss
can be calculated as in Section 2.6.3. We assume that in the first phase the relay
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correctly decodes at the rate R2 = 0.6. The relay then switches to transmission
mode and forwards new parities similar as the source leading to a lower rate. Fig-
ure 5.7 gives the conditions of the channels which can make the decoding possible
at the destination. The erasure probability of the first phase is ǫ1 = ǫSD, and the
joint erasure probability of the second phase is ǫ2 = ǫSDǫRD. We present the re-
sults obtained from the density evolution for Rn ∈ {0.5, 0.4, 0.3}. For all the pairs
of (ǫ1, ǫ2) under the curves, successful decoding can be achieved at the destination.
The theoretical bounds are given as well by Rn = α1(1 − ǫ1) + (1 − α1)(1 − ǫ2),
where α1 is the fraction of channel uses in the first phase.

When ǫ1 ≤ 0.4, the destination is able to decode R2 simultaneously as the relay
in the first phase, and no transmission is needed in the second phase. Otherwise,
a joint transmission in the second phase is triggered. If the rate achieves R3 = 0.5
after the second phase, we need ǫ1 ≤ 0.6 to guarantee successful decoding. If the
rate is lowered to R4 = 0.4, ǫ1 can be as high as 0.9 and still make the decoding
possible. When R5 = 0.3 is obtained, even if all the bits from the first phase are
erased (ǫ1 = 1), the decoding is still possible as long as ǫ2 ≤ 0.4. Meanwhile, all the
BP-threshold curves are quite close to the theoretical bounds, which means that
the capacity-approaching performance can be expected.
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Figure 5.7: Decoding thresholds for combinations of ǫ1 and ǫ2 for decoding different
rates.
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5.6 Numerical Results and Discussions

In this section, we provide the numerical results for rate-compatible LDPC con-
volutional codes with finite node degrees. The performance evaluation will also be
carried out for the HARQ system and the DDF relay channel. Since the asymptoti-
cal results with infinite codeword length have been provided in both Chapter 3 and
Chapter 4, in this section we dedicate to provide the simulation results with finite
codeword lengths.

5.6.1 RC-LDPCC Codes

In the following we present numerical results for rate-compatible LDPC convolu-
tional codes over BECs and BI-AWGN channels. The performance discussions are
based on both density evolution and simulations for finite code lengths.

Belief-Propagation Thresholds

We have proved in Theorem 5.2.1 that the three-edge-type LDPC convolutional
code is equivalent to a one-edge-type code with the same overall node degrees. We
have drawn the similar conclusions for the bilayer expurgated and lengthened LDPC
convolutional codes in Chapter 3 and for the multi-edge-type expurgated LDPC
convolutional codes in Chapter 4. Therefore, for all these code constructions, the
BP thresholds of the multi-edge-type LDPC convolutional codes are in fact the BP
thresholds of the standard LDPC convolutional codes. Then, it is not surprising
that the BP thresholds we give in the following are the same as those we have
provided in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 since we use the same parameter setup. We
repeat these results here for the completeness of this chapter.

We first give the BP thresholds of a rate-compatible family for the transmissions
over the BEC. We choose the number of positions L = 100 and the smoothing
parameter w = 3. The node degrees are summarized in Table 5.1. We calculated
the gap between the Shannon limit and the BP threshold for each given degree
pair. The results for LDPC block codes are repeated in Table 5.2.

There is no doubt that the LDPC convolutional code always outperforms its
block code counterpart. Regular LDPC block codes suffer a lot from larger gaps for
lower rates. The difference between the largest gap and the smallest gap is 0.4423.
We observe that for the given parameter setup the LDPC convolutional codes also
present larger gaps for low rate ensembles. However, the gaps are in general very
small, and the difference between the largest gap and the smallest gap is only 0.0740.

As we have mentioned in Section 5.1, the challenge in designing rate-compatible
codes is to guarantee a uniform performance for all codes in the family. Therefore,
it is interesting to investigate if the performance difference can be reduced by mod-
ifying the parameters. As an example, we set w = 4 and L = 200 and obtain the
results shown in Table 5.3. We can see that the gaps become even smaller, and the
difference between the largest gap and the smallest gap is reduced to 0.0179. When
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Table 5.1: BP thresholds of a rate-compatible LDPC convolutional code family over
BECs (w = 3 and L = 100).

(dv, dc) Design rate Shannon limit ǫSh BP threshold ǫBP Gap

(3,10) 0.6941 0.3059 0.2865 0.0194

(4,10) 0.5921 0.4079 0.3970 0.0109

(5,10) 0.4902 0.5098 0.4989 0.0109

(6,10) 0.3882 0.6118 0.5961 0.0157

(7,10) 0.2862 0.7138 0.6861 0.0277

(8,10) 0.1883 0.8157 0.7654 0.0503

(9,10) 0.0823 0.9177 0.8328 0.0849

Table 5.2: BP thresholds of a family of LDPC block codes over BECs.

(dv, dc) Design rate Shannon limit ǫSh BP threshold ǫBP Gap

(3,10) 0.7 0.3 0.2538 0.0462

(4,10) 0.6 0.4 0.3079 0.0921

(5,10) 0.5 0.5 0.3415 0.1585

(6,10) 0.4 0.6 0.3656 0.2344

(7,10) 0.3 0.7 0.3840 0.3160

(8,10) 0.2 0.8 0.3990 0.4010

(9,10) 0.1 0.9 0.4115 0.4885

both w and L are sufficiently large, the gaps for all degree distributions tend to
disappear. We conclude that the rate-compatible code family exhibits an approx-
imately uniform capacity-approaching performance for all the member codes with
finite node degrees.

Simulation Results

In the following we provide the simulation results for LDPC convolutional code
families with finite code lengths over BECs and BI-AWGN channels. For the rea-
sons mentioned in Section 2.6, we use the type {dv, dc,M,L} ensemble for the
simulations.

In the BEC, the base code is realized by a {dv1
= 3, dc1 = 10,M1 = 1000, L =

100} ensemble. We fix dv2
= 1 in the successive extension, and generate a code fam-

ily as described in Algorithm 5.3.1. The bit erasure rates are plotted in Figure 5.8
together with the Shannon limits for the achieved rates and the BP thresholds for
the corresponding ensembles. The parameters and the analytical results are sum-
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Table 5.3: BP thresholds of a rate-compatible LDPC convolutional code family over
BECs (w = 4 and L = 200).

(dv, dc) Design rate Shannon limit ǫSh BP threshold ǫBP Gap

(3,10) 0.6957 0.3043 0.2865 0.0178

(4,10) 0.5942 0.4058 0.3970 0.0088

(5,10) 0.4928 0.5072 0.4991 0.0081

(6,10) 0.3913 0.6087 0.5996 0.0091

(7,10) 0.2899 0.7101 0.6987 0.0114

(8,10) 0.1885 0.8115 0.7952 0.0163

(9,10) 0.0870 0.9130 0.8870 0.0260

marized in Table 5.4. We compare the simulated thresholds of all codes in the family
to their corresponding BP thresholds and Shannon limits. It can be seen that the
gaps in between are in general very small.

For the BI-AWGN channel, we use a {dv1
= 3, dc1 = 10,M1 = 400, L = 50}

ensemble as the base code. The rest of the family are constructed as in the BEC
case by fixing dv2

= 1. We plotted the bit error rates for different code rates in
Figure 5.9 and summarized the corresponding Shannon limits and BP thresholds in
Table 5.5. As for the theoretical BP thresholds, larger gaps to the Shannon limits
can be observed for lower rates. However, these gaps can be narrowed if we modify
the parameters as for the BEC case.

5.6.2 RC-LDPCC Codes for HARQ

We generate two rate-compatible LDPC convolutional code families as described
in Section 5.3. For both families, we have l1 = 3, M1 = 1000, and L = 100. Family
C1 has r1 = 10 and consists of 7 member codes with target rates equally spaced
between 0.1 and 0.7. Family C2 has r1 = 20 and consists of 10 member codes
with target rates equally spaced between 0.4 and 0.85. The reason that C2 has no
members with rates lower than 0.4 is that this would lead to a large rate loss for
all its members. However, this can be mitigated by increasing L. The standard BP
decoding is utilized at the decoder.

We now apply the rate-compatible code families in the idealized HARQ sys-
tem which was introduced in Section 5.4. The achieved throughputs are plotted in
Figure 5.10 along with the channel capacity. Since the number of member codes is
limited in both families, the throughputs show a stair-like performance. Family C2

outperforms C1 because its narrower spacing of rates results in a better adjustment
to the channel. By increasing the number of member codes in the family, or equiva-
lently increasing the check degree of the base code r1, the staircase disappears, and,
as L→∞, the throughput of the system approaches the capacity of the channel.
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Figure 5.8: Bit erasure rates of a rate-compatible LDPC convolutional code family
in binary erasure channels. The solid curves show the simulation results, the dotted
curves indicate the BP thresholds from density evolution, and the dashed curves
indicate the Shannon limits for the achieved rates.

Table 5.4: Parameters for the simulations over BECs.

Code member Design rate Shannon limit ǫSh BP threshold ǫBP

R1 0.694 0.306 0.2865

R2 0.591 0.409 0.3970

R3 0.486 0.514 0.4995

R4 0.379 0.621 0.5998

R5 0.268 0.732 0.6999

R6 0.156 0.844 0.7998

R7 0.038 0.962 0.8999
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Figure 5.9: Bit error rates of a rate-compatible LDPC convolutional code family
in BI-AWGN channels. The solid curves show the simulation results, the dotted
curves indicate the BP thresholds from density evolution, and the dashed curves
indicate the Shannon limits for the achieved rates.

Table 5.5: Parameters for the simulations over BI-AWGNs.

Code member Design rate Shannon limit σSh BP threshold σBP

R1 0.688 0.743 0.705

R2 0.582 0.866 0.836

R3 0.471 1.023 0.976

R4 0.358 1.237 1.146

R5 0.239 1.591 1.385

R6 0.111 2.431 1.764
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Figure 5.10: Throughput achieved by using a rate-compatible LDPC convolutional
code family in an HARQ system.

5.6.3 RC-LDPCC Codes for the DDF Relay Channel

In this section we present the numerical results for the DDF relaying over the
binary erasure channel. Bit-erasure-rate performance is provided for varying erasure
probabilities. Achievable rate of the DDF relay channel is given for different channel
conditions.

Bit-Erasure-Rate Performance

In this section we provide the BER performance for RC-LDPCC codes with DDF
relaying through finite-length simulations over binary erasure channels. We use
the same parameters as in Example 5.5.1 except that M = 1000. We choose the
member code with rate R5 = 0.3 from the example and perform simulations for
ǫ1 ∈ {0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0}. The bit erasure rates are plotted in Figure 5.11 for vary-
ing erasure probability ǫ2. For the purpose of comparison, we also include the BP
decoding thresholds of ǫ2 which were obtained in Section 5.5.4 from the density evo-
lution for infinite block lengths. It can be seen that the gaps between the simulated
threshold and the BP threshold are in general very small.
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Figure 5.11: Bit erasure rate versus ǫ2 for different given ǫ1. The solid curves show
the finite-length simulation results, and the dashed curves indicate the BP thresh-
olds of ǫ2 obtained in Section 5.5.4.

Achievable Rate

In this section we present the achieved rate of the DDF relay channel using the
RC-LDPCC codes in Example 5.5.1 for different channel conditions. We fix the
capacity of the source-relay link CSR = 0.62 (ǫSR = 0.38), which guarantees that
the member code with rate R2 = 0.6 is decodable at the relay. Then for each given
channel condition of the source-destination link ǫSD ∈ {0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9}, we
mark with “⋆” in Figure 5.12 the rates achieved by the code family with infinite
block lengths (M → ∞, w = 5, L = 500) for different channel condition ǫRD
of the relay-destination link. For comparison, the achievable rate Rmax in (5.1) is
included as well. We observe that the locations of the markers “⋆” are quite close
to the curves of achievable rate. This indicates that theoretically the RC-LDPCC
codes are able to provide a near-optimal performance in terms of achievable rate.

We investigate how the RC-LDPCC codes perform with finite block lengths in
Figure 5.13 with the same parameters as in Figure 5.11. We choose ǫSD = 0.7 and
mark with “⋄” the rates achieved from finite-length simulations. We compare the
achieved rates with the highest possible rate Rmax in (5.1). The gaps are 0.0355
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Figure 5.12: Achieved rates versus ǫRD for different given ǫSD. The curves are for
the highest transmission rates as in (5.1) for different channel conditions.

and 0.0375 bit per channel use, respectively. This shows that the RC-LDPCC codes
are able to provide high achievable rates in practice as well.

5.7 Conclusions

In this chapter we proposed to construct rate-compatible LDPC convolutional
codes. The code construction is realized by successively extending the graph of the
base code which has the highest coding rate. Theoretically, the code family is able
to cover all the rational rates between 0 and 1. We have proved that all the LDPC
convolutional codes in the family are capable of achieving the capacity of the binary
erasure channel. Meanwhile, the codes are able to provide a capacity-approaching
performance in the general binary memoryless symmetric channel. From the nu-
merical results, we see that even for finite node degrees and for finite codeword
lengths the decoding thresholds of all codes in the rate-compatible family closely
approach the Shannon limits for different rates.

If the proposed codes are applied to an idealized HARQ system over the BEC
where the erasure probability stays constant within one complete information deliv-
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Figure 5.13: Achieved rates versus ǫRD when ǫSD = 0.3. The dotted curve shows
the achievable rate in (5.1) with the corresponding parameters.

ery, the throughput achieves the capacity of the channel. For practical applications,
i.e., with finite code lengths, the numerical results also indicate good performance
in terms of throughput.

We applied rate-compatible LDPC convolutional codes to the dynamic decode-
and-forward relaying which can work in the absence of channel state information at
the transmitters. The RC-LDPCC codes fit well with the DDF relaying due to their
nature of adaptivity. Numerical results are provided to evaluate the performance.
It can be seen that the RC-LDPCC codes are able to provide high achievable rates
both in theory and in practice.



Chapter 6

Generalized Code Constructions

I
n this chapter we discuss generalizations of the code constructions we proposed
in previous chapters. We first consider an extended graph with four types of
edges, and then we look into the case where the graph extension is carried

out for more rounds. Finally, we introduce the most general structure and give a
condition on the parameters such that the overall code provides a capacity-achieving
performance.

6.1 Generalization to Four-Edge-Type Construction

In the previous chapters we have constructed and analyzed the bilayer expurgated
LDPC code whose parity-check matrix has the form

H =

[

H1

H2

]

,

the bilayer lengthened code whose parity-check matrix has the form

H =
[

H1 H2

]

,

and the three-edge-type LDPC code with the parity-check matrix

H =

[

H1 0

H2 H3

]

.

We have shown that these two/three-edge-type LDPC codes can be made equivalent
to standard one-edge-type LDPC codes by choosing proper parameters. In the
following we provide a generalization of the code construction which includes all
the cases mentioned above.

We give a binary matrix

HB =

[

H1 H3

H2 H4

]

,

123
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where the submatrices H1, H2, H3, and H4 are all parity-check matrices for
different LDPC block codes. The submatrices H1 and H2 have the same number
of columns M1 while H3 and H4 have the same number of columns M2. The
number of rows forH1 and H3 equals N1, and this number forH2 and H4 equals
N2. We assume that all the submatrices have regular degree distributions, and the
node degrees are (dv1

, dc1 ), (dv2
, dc2), (dv3

, dc3) and (dv4
, dc4 ). We denote this code

by CB and illustrate the structure of the matrix and the corresponding Tanner
graph in Figure 6.1 and Figure 6.2. As indicated by the Tanner graph, there are
in total two types of variable nodes/check nodes and four types of edges. Each
variable node can connect to both types of check nodes, and at the same time each
check node can connect to both types of variable nodes. Therefore, this structure
characterizes a quite general tool for constructing codes.

H1

H2

H3

H4

N1

N2

M1 M2

Figure 6.1: Structure of the matrix HB.

Figure 6.2: Tanner graph of the LDPC code CB with the parity-check matrix HB.

From the edge connections, we have the following relationship:

M1 · dv1
= N1 · dc1 , (6.1a)

M1 · dv2
= N2 · dc2 , (6.1b)

M2 · dv3
= N1 · dc3 , (6.1c)

M2 · dv4
= N2 · dc4 . (6.1d)
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It is not difficult to find out that if

dv1
+ dv2

= dv3
+ dv4

(6.2a)

and meanwhile
dc1 + dc3 = dc2 + dc4 , (6.2b)

the four-edge-type LDPC block code CB associated with the parity-check matrix
HB has an overall regular degree distribution. The equation (6.2) is the condition
to make HB regular.

Based on the above observations we extend the analysis to the codes constructed
with LDPC convolutional code ensembles. Now we replace each submatrix with the
parity-check matrix as (2.17). That is, all the submatricesH1,H2,H3, andH4 are
the parity-check matrices of different LDPC convolutional code ensembles, and the
overall matrixHC describes a four-edge-type LDPC convolutional code. We assume
that the parameters of the four LDPC convolutional codes are {dv1

, dc1 ,M1, L, w},
{dv2
, dc2 ,M1, L, w}, {dv3

, dc3 ,M2, L, w} and {dv4
, dc4 ,M2, L, w}, and the numbers

of corresponding check nodes at each position are N1, N2, N1 and N2. We denote
this code by CC . In the following we will show that, if the same condition of degree
distributions (6.2) is satisfied as for its block code counterpart CB, the four-edge-
type LDPC convolutional code CC is equivalent to a standard one-edge-type LDPC
convolutional code and therefore is capacity achieving when the parameters go to
infinity.

As in previous chapters, we analyze the performance of CC through studying the
design rate and the density evolution equations. We only investigate performance
over the BEC since the analysis in other channels is straightforward.

Theorem 6.1.1. If dv1
+ dv2

= dv3
+ dv4

and dc1 + dc3 = dc2 +
dc4 , the four-edge-type LDPC convolutional code CC with the four-edge-type
constructions {dv1

, dc1 ,M1, L, w}, {dv2
, dc2 ,M1, L, w}, {dv3

, dc3 ,M2, L, w} and
{dv4
, dc4 ,M2, L, w} provides a capacity-achieving performance over the BEC in the

limit of large parameters.

Proof. We assume that the numbers of the two types of check nodes at each position
are N1 and N2, respectively. The relationship (6.1) also holds for the four-edge-
type LDPC convolutional code CC . The derivation of the design rate is similar
to what we did in previous chapters. The total number of variable nodes equals
NV = (M1 +M2)L. The total numbers of connected check nodes are given as

NC1
= N1

[

L+ w + 1− 2

w
∑

i=0

( i

w

)(dc1
+dc3

)]

and

NC2
= N2

[

L+ w + 1− 2

w
∑

i=0

( i

w

)(dc2
+dc4

)]

,
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respectively.
Based on (6.1) and (6.2), we get

N1 +N2

M1 +M2
=
dv1

+ dv2

dc1 + dc3
.

Then the design rate has the form

RCC =
NC1

+NC2

(M1 +M2)L

= 1−
dv1

+ dv2

dc1 + dc3
−
dv1

+ dv2

dc1 + dc3
·
w + 1− 2

∑w
i=0( iw )dc1

+dc3

L
.

(6.3)

Now we look at the density evolution equations. The code CC has four types of
edges and we give the density evolution equations on different edges separately.

For the type-1 edges, we have

p
(i+1)
1,t = ǫ

( 1

w

w−1
∑

j=0

q
(i)
1,t+j

)dv1
−1( 1

w

w−1
∑

j=0

q
(i)
2,t+j

)dv2

,

and

q
(i)
1,t = 1−

(

1−
1

w

w−1
∑

k=0

p
(i)
1,t−k

)dc1
−1(

1−
1

w

w−1
∑

k=0

p
(i)
3,t−k

)dc3

.

For the type-2 edges, we have

p
(i+1)
2,t = ǫ

( 1

w

w−1
∑

j=0

q
(i)
1,t+j

)dv1
( 1

w

w−1
∑

j=0

q
(i)
2,t+j

)dv2
−1

,

and

q
(i)
2,t = 1−

(

1−
1

w

w−1
∑

k=0

p
(i)
2,t−k

)dc2
−1(

1−
1

w

w−1
∑

k=0

p
(i)
4,t−k

)dc4

.

For the type-3 edges,

p
(i+1)
3,t = ǫ

( 1

w

w−1
∑

j=0

q
(i)
3,t+j

)dv3
−1( 1

w

w−1
∑

j=0

q
(i)
4,t+j

)dv4

,

and

q
(i)
3,t = 1−

(

1−
1

w

w−1
∑

k=0

p
(i)
1,t−k

)dc1
(

1−
1

w

w−1
∑

k=0

p
(i)
3,t−k

)dc3
−1

.

For the type-4 edges,

p
(i+1)
4,t = ǫ

( 1

w

w−1
∑

j=0

q
(i)
3,t+j

)dv3
( 1

w

w−1
∑

j=0

q
(i)
4,t+j

)dv4
−1

,
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and

q
(i)
4,t = 1−

(

1−
1

w

w−1
∑

k=0

p
(i)
2,t−k

)dc2
(

1−
1

w

w−1
∑

k=0

p
(i)
4,t−k

)dc4
−1

.

By using a similar induction as in the proof of Lemma 5.2.2, the one-dimensional
recursion is obtained as

p
(i+1)
t = ǫ

(

1−
1

w

w−1
∑

j=0

(

1−
1

w

w−1
∑

k=0

p
(i)
t+j−k

)dc1
+dc3

−1
)dv1

+dv2
−1

. (6.4)

The design rate in (6.3) together with the expression for the density evolution
in (6.4) indicate that the four-edge-type LDPC convolutional code CC is equivalent
to a standard ensemble {dv1

+ dv2
, dc1 + dc3 ,M1 +M2, L, w}. This implies that the

code CC is able to achieve the capacity under the condition (6.2).

As mentioned earlier, this four-edge-type LDPC convolutional code construction
represents a generalization of the codes proposed in previous chapters.

• IfH3 = 0 andH4 = 0, we removeH3 andH4 fromHC . ThenHC is reduced
to the parity-check matrix of the bilayer expurgated LDPC convolutional code
we discussed in Chapter 3.

• If H2 = 0 and H4 = 0, HC is reduced to the parity-check matrix of the
bilayer lengthened LDPC convolutional code shown in Chapter 3.

• IfH3 = 0,HC turns out to be the parity-check matrix of the three-edge-type
LDPC convolutional code we proposed in Chapter 5.

6.2 Generalization to Additional Types of Edges

In this section we discuss a generalization to the case with more types of edges.
We give a binary matrix AB which consists of submatrices H ij for i ∈ [1, P ] and
j ∈ [1,K],

AB =













H11 H12 · · · H1K

H21 H22 · · · H2K

...
...

. . .
...

HP1 HP2 · · · HPK













.

Each submatrixH ij is of dimension (Ni×Mj). The size of the overall matrixAB is

(
∑P
i=1Ni ×

∑K
j=1Mj). We write the matrix as AB = {Hij : i ∈ [1, P ], j ∈ [1,K]}.

Each submatrix H ij is the parity-check matrix for a regular LDPC code with
node degrees (dv(i, j), dc(i, j)). For each submatrix, it holds that Ni · dc(i, j) =
Mj · dv(i, j). Note that this setup of H ij only applies to the case that Hij is
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for an LDPC block code. We will specify Hij later when it represents an LDPC
convolutional code.

We define a set Φ which is a subset of [1, P ] and with cardinality p, p ∈ [1, P ].
Similarly, we define another set Ω ⊆ [1,K] of cardinality k, k ∈ [1,K]. Then an
LDPC code can be described by the parity-check matrix HB:

HB =













HΦ(1)Ω(1) HΦ(1)Ω(2) · · · HΦ(1)Ω(k)

HΦ(2)Ω(1) HΦ(2)Ω(2) · · · HΦ(2)Ω(k)

...
...

. . .
...

HΦ(p)Ω(1) HΦ(p)Ω(2) · · · HΦ(p)Ω(k)













.

The dimension of the matrix HB is (
∑

i∈ΦNi ×
∑

j∈ΩMj). We write the matrix
as HB = {Hij : i ∈ Φ, j ∈ Ω}. An example is given as follows.

Example 6.2.1

AB =







H11 H12 H13 H14

H21 H22 H23 H24

H31 H32 H33 H34







Φ={1,3},Ω={1,2,4}
−−−−−−−−−−−−→HB =

[

H11 H12 H14

H31 H32 H34

]

If we restrict that all the submatrices in the same row have the same variable
degree and all the submatrices in the same column have the same check degree,
the multi-edge-type LDPC code associated with HB has an overall regular degree
distribution. In general, if we set

dv(i, j) = dvi for all j ∈ [1,K], (6.5a)

and
dc(i, j) = dcj for all i ∈ [1, P ], (6.5b)

AB turns out to be the parity-check matrix of a regular LDPC code. Meanwhile,
any parity-check matrixHB generated fromAB as shown above relates to a regular
LDPC code. The design rate of HB is then

R = 1−

∑

i∈Φ dvi
∑

j∈Ω dcj
.

When extending to the case of LDPC convolutional codes, we generate a matrix
AC = {Hij : i ∈ [1, P ], j ∈ [1,K]} where each submatrix has the form as in (2.17)
with the parameters {dv(i, j), dc(i, j),Mj, L, w}. The parity-check matrix HC is
obtained in the same way as HB is generated from AB, i.e., HC = {Hij : i ∈
Φ, j ∈ Ω}. In the following we will discuss the performance of HC .

Theorem 6.2.1. Assume that we have a multi-edge-type LDPC convolutional code
construction with the parity-check matrix AC = {Hij : i ∈ [1, P ], j ∈ [1,K]}
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where Hij is the parity-check matrix of the ensemble {dv(i, j), dc(i, j),Mj , L, w}.
The node degrees satisfy that dv(i, j) = dvi , ∀j and dc(i, j) = dcj , ∀i. For any set
Φ ⊆ [1, P ] of cardinality p, p ∈ [1, P ], and any set Ω ⊆ [1,K] of cardinality k,
k ∈ [1,K], the multi-edge-type LDPC convolutional code defined by the parity-check
matrix HC = {Hij : i ∈ Φ, j ∈ Ω} is capacity achieving over the BEC in the limit
of large parameters.

Proof. Since dc(i, j) = dcj , the submatrices in each column of HC correspond
to a p-edge-type expurgated LDPC convolutional code construction which is
equivalent to a standard one-edge-type code. The j-th column of HC is now
the parity-check matrix of an LDPC convolutional code with the parameters
{
∑

i∈Φ dv(i, j), dcj ,Mj, L, w}. We have proved a similar theorem in Section 4.2.3
and therefore omit the details of the proof here.

Since dv(i, j) = dvi , all the columns have the same variable degree
∑

i∈Φ dvi ,
and they construct a k-edge-type lengthened LDPC convolutional code. We have
shown the proof for bilayer lengthened codes in Section 3.4.3. By performing the
lengthening recursively, we can prove that this k-edge-type lengthened LDPC con-
volutional code is equivalent to a standard one-edge-type LDPC convolutional code
{
∑

i∈Φ dvi ,
∑

j∈Ω dcj ,
∑

j∈ΩMj , L, w}. That is, the overall code CC provides the
same performance as the ensemble {

∑

i∈Φ dvi ,
∑

j∈Ω dcj ,
∑

j∈ΩMj, L, w}. There-
fore, it is capacity achieving for the BEC when the parameters tend to infinity.

6.3 The General Case

In Section 6.1 we illustrated the construction of a four-edge-type LDPC convo-
lutional code and gave a condition on the degree distributions to make the code
capacity achieving. The extension to more types of edges was done in Section 6.2
where we concluded that the degree distributions should respect a certain constraint
so that the multi-edge-type code presents nice properties. In this section we discuss
the most general case which includes both the code constructions in Section 6.1 and
Section 6.2. We will close this part by giving a general principle for multi-edge-type
construction of LDPC convolutional codes in order to obtain capacity achieving
performance.

We define the binary matrices HB and HC , where both of them have the form













H11 H12 · · · H1K

H21 H22 · · · H2K

...
...

. . .
...

HP1 HP2 · · · HPK













.

For HB, each submatrix Hij is the parity-check matrix of a regular LDPC block
code. We assume that the degree distribution ofHij is (dv(i, j), dc(i, j)). The num-
ber of variable nodes for Hij is Mj, and the number of check nodes is Ni. For
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HC , each submatrix Hij is related to an LDPC convolutional code. We set the
parameter of H ij in this case as {dv(i, j), dc(i, j),Mj, L, w}, and the number of
check nodes at each position is Ni. The multi-edge-type LDPC block code defined
byHB is denoted by CB, and the multi-edge-type LDPC convolutional code defined
by HC is denoted by CC .

We have shown in Section 6.1 that the expression (6.2) illustrates how to choose
degree distributions to make the four-edge-type LDPC block code regular. In Sec-
tion 6.2, we specify a condition (6.5) which guarantees that the multi-edge-type
LDPC block code determined by any Φ and Ω is a regular code. Since the equa-
tions (6.2) and (6.5) are sufficient conditions to make the overall codes regular, we
name (6.2) and (6.5) the “sufficient condition for regularity.” In the following we
give the definition of the sufficient condition for regularity.

Definition 6.3.1. (Sufficient Condition for Regularity) For a multi-edge-type
LDPC block code CB with the overall parity-check matrixHB = {Hij , i ∈ [1, P ], j ∈
[1,K]} and degree distribution {(dv(i, j), dc(i, j))}, if a choice of node degrees
f{(dv(i, j), dc(i, j))} makes the LDPC code CB regular, f{(dv(i, j), dc(i, j))} is a
sufficient condition for regularity of that LDPC code.

Based on this definition, in the following we present a general theorem con-
cerning the multi-edge-type LDPC convolutional code construction. This theorem
concludes this thesis.

Theorem 6.3.1. Assume that CB is a multi-edge-type LDPC block code and
CC is its convolutional counterpart. If a sufficient condition of regularity
f{(dv(i, j), dc(i, j))} makes CB an overall regular code, the same condition will make
the multi-edge-type LDPC convolutional code CC equivalent to a standard one-edge-
type LDPC convolutional code and therefore capacity achieving in the limit of large
parameters.

Proof. We assume that the overall variable degree is DV and the overall check
degree is DC . Since CB is a regular code, it is satisfied that

DV ·

K
∑

j=1

Mj = DC ·

P
∑

i=1

Ni (6.6)

As before, we study the design rate and the density evolution equations to prove
the result in the theorem.

If the condition f{(dv(i, j), dc(i, j))} makes the code CB regular, then the code
CC will also be regular with the node degrees (DV , DC) at the positions in the range
t ∈ [w,L] . At the boundary positions t ∈ [1, w − 1] and t ∈ [L+ 1, L+ w − 1], the
check nodes have reduced node degree and the number of check nodes is smaller
than those in the middle. We take the check nodes of type i, i ∈ [1, P ], as the
example for the following analysis. Since there are in total K types of variable
nodes in the graph, a type-i check node should be excluded from the graph if it is
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not connected to any type of the variable nodes in the range [1, L]. For a type-i check
node at position t, each of its dc(i, j) type-j (j ∈ [1,K]) connections is uniformly
and independently chosen from the positions [t − w + 1, t]. Meanwhile, the type-j
connections are independent from the type-j′ connections where j, j′ ∈ [1,K] and
j 6= j′. Based on these facts, the probability that a type-i check node at position t

is connected in the graph equals (1− (w−tw )

∑

K

j=1
dc(i,j)) = (1 − (w−tw )DC ). We can

see that this probability is independent of the type of the check nodes but related
to the overall check node degree. The number of all connected type-i check nodes
is

NCi = Ni

[

L+ w + 1− 2
w
∑

k=0

( k

w

)DC
]

.

The number of all connected check nodes equals

NC =

P
∑

i=1

Ni

[

L+ w + 1− 2

w
∑

k=0

( k

w

)DC
]

.

With the number of variable nodes NV = L
∑K
j=1Mj, the design rate is given as

R(CC) = 1−
NC
NV

= 1−

∑P
i=1Ni

∑K
j=1Mj

·

[

L+ w + 1− 2
∑w
k=0

(

k
w

)DC ]

L

= 1−
DV
DC
−
DV
DC
·
w + 1− 2

∑w
k=0( kw )DC

L

(6.7)

where the last equation is a result of (6.6).

In the following we give the density evolution analysis. We use p
(l)
t (j, i) to denote

the erasure probability from a type-j variable node at position t to a type-i check
node in the l-th iteration, i ∈ [1, P ] and j ∈ [1,K]. Similarly, we define the erasure

probability from a type-i check node to a type-j variable node as q
(l)
t (i, j). The

erasure probability of the channel is ǫ.
In general, we have

p
(l+1)
t (j, i) = ǫ

( 1

w

w−1
∑

m=0

q
(l)
t+m(1, j)

)dv(1,j)( 1

w

w−1
∑

m=0

q
(l)
t+m(2, j)

)dv(2,j)

· · ·

×
( 1

w

w−1
∑

m=0

q
(l)
t+m(i, j)

)dv(i,j)−1

· · ·
( 1

w

w−1
∑

m=0

q
(l)
t+m(P, j)

)dv(P,j)

,

(6.8)
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and

q
(l)
t (i, j) = 1−

(

1−
1

w

w−1
∑

n=0

p
(l)
t−n(1, i)

)dc(i,1)(

1−
1

w

w−1
∑

n=0

p
(l)
t−n(2, i)

)dc(i,2)

· · ·

×
(

1−
1

w

w−1
∑

n=0

p
(l)
t−n(j, i)

)dc(i,j)−1

· · ·
(

1−
1

w

w−1
∑

n=0

p
(l)
t−n(K, i)

)dc(i,K)

.

(6.9)

When initializing the density evolution, i.e., when l = 1, we have for a given

i: p
(1)
t (1, i) = p

(1)
t (2, i) = · · · = p

(1)
t (j, i) = · · · = p

(1)
t (K, i) ≡ p

(1)
t (i) = ǫ for all

t ∈ [1, L]. Then (6.9) can be written as

q
(1)
t (i, j) = 1−

(

1−
1

w

w−1
∑

n=0

p
(1)
t−n(i)

)

∑

K

j=1
dc(i,j)−1

= 1−
(

1−
1

w

w−1
∑

n=0

p
(1)
t−n(i)

)DC−1

.

(6.10)

It is obvious that it also holds that p
(1)
t (1) = p

(1)
t (2) = · · · = p

(1)
t (i) = · · · =

p
(1)
t (P ) ≡ p

(1)
t = ǫ. Therefore, (6.10) can be further reduced to

q
(1)
t (i, j) = 1−

(

1−
1

w

w−1
∑

n=0

p
(1)
t−n

)DC−1

.

This indicates that the erasure probability q
(1)
t (i, j) is independent of the indices i

and j. We write

q
(1)
t = q

(1)
t (i, j) = 1−

(

1−
1

w

w−1
∑

n=0

p
(1)
t−n

)DC−1

.

Based on this fact, in the next iteration the erasure probability in (6.8) turns into

p
(2)
t (j, i) = ǫ

( 1

w

w−1
∑

m=0

q
(1)
t+m

)

∑

P

i=1
dv(i,j)−1

= ǫ
( 1

w

w−1
∑

m=0

q
(1)
t+m

)DV −1

.

Now we see that the probability p
(2)
t (j, i) is independent of the indices i and j as

well, i.e.,

p
(2)
t = p

(2)
t (j, i) = ǫ

( 1

w

w−1
∑

m=0

q
(1)
t+m

)DV −1

.
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Recursively, we obtain that for all t ∈ [1, L]

p
(l+1)
t = ǫ

(

1−
1

w

w−1
∑

m=0

(

1−
1

w

w−1
∑

n=0

p
(l)
t+m−n

)DC−1
)DV −1

. (6.11)

Based on the design rate in (6.7) and the one-dimensional density evolu-
tion recursion in (6.11), we conclude that the multi-edge-type LDPC convolu-
tional code CC is equivalent to a standard one-edge-type LDPC convolutional code
{DV , DC ,M,L,w} with M =

∑K
j=1Mj. This code is capacity achieving for the

BEC in the limit of large M , L, w and DV .

Based on the general theory presented in this chapter, the design of good dis-
tributed codes for multi-terminal networks is simplified to a problem of finding the
proper relationship between the node degrees. This means that we are able to char-
acterize constructions that achieve the information-theoretic limits, without having
to resort to complicated irregular degree distribution optimization.

6.4 Conclusions

In this chapter we discussed the generalization of multi-edge-type LDPC convo-
lutional code constructions. Sufficient conditions on node degrees were given for
the MET LDPC convolutional codes with different structures so that capacity-
achieving performance was obtained. Finally, we presented a general theory which
significantly simplifies the design of capacity-achieving channel coding for commu-
nication systems.





Chapter 7

Conclusions

T
his chapter concludes the thesis, and our contributions on structured LDPC
convolutional codes for different communication scenarios are summarized.
Some open problems are identified, which we hope will trigger future study.

7.1 Concluding Remarks

LDPC convolutional codes, also known as spatially coupled LDPC codes, have
attracted considerable attention in the last decade due to their promising perfor-
mance. By coupling the protographs from different positions into a chain and termi-
nating the chain properly, the BP decoding threshold of the resulting convolutional-
like LDPC code ensemble is improved to the MAP threshold of the underlying
ensemble for a large family of channels. This code in turn achieves the capacity
of the channel as the node degrees increase while the design rate is fixed. Due
to the regularity of the node degrees, complicated optimization of the degree dis-
tribution is avoided. Based on these properties, we considered the applications of
LDPC convolutional codes in different communication systems and proposed in this
thesis structured LDPC convolutional codes to match the corresponding network
topologies, aiming at approaching the theoretical limits of these systems.

We first considered the three-node relay channel with the decode-and-forward
protocol. Based on the structure of the relay channel, we constructed bilayer ex-
purgated LDPC convolutional codes and bilayer lengthened LDPC convolutional
code. The constructions were realized by adding new check nodes and new vari-
able nodes, respectively, to the single-layer codes. Both the code constructions were
proved to be optimal in the sense that the highest possible transmission rate of the
relay channel with the DF protocol is achieved. Numerical results were provided in
both BECs and BI-AWGNs to verify the theoretical analysis.

The bilayer codes mentioned above have two types of edges. We generalized the
two-edge-type expurgated structure to the multi-edge-type construction by carry-
ing out the expurgation multiple times. The resulting multi-edge-type expurgated
LDPC convolutional codes are well suited for the broadcast channel with receiver
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side information. We first applied the three-edge-type expurgated LDPC convolu-
tional codes to the bidirectional broadcast channel with common message, and it
was proved that the capacity region of the channel model is achieved. We then
extended the code construction to the multi-user case where the users have differ-
ent and potentially overlapping side information available. Theoretical discussions
based on a specific example were provided, which indicate that the corresponding
rate region is achieved by using the proposed code.

All the aforementioned code constructions are based on graph extensions in one
dimension, i.e., either new check nodes or new variable nodes are added to the exist-
ing structure. When the graph extension was carried out properly in two dimensions,
we obtained a family of rate-compatible LDPC convolutional codes. For a rate-
compatible family, the codes of lower rates are generated by successively extending
the graph of the base code with the highest rate. The proposed rate-compatible
LDPC convolutional code family theoretically covers all the rational rates from 0
to 1. We proved analytically that all the members of the rate-compatible family are
simultaneously capacity achieving. The rate-compatible LDPC convolutional code
family enables a system to conveniently adapt to varying channel conditions. We
then proposed applications of the rate-compatible family in an HARQ system and
in the relay channel with the dynamic decode-and-forward protocol.

Multi-edge-type LDPC convolutional codes with different structures matching
different network topologies have been proposed in this thesis. For each construc-
tion, we gave the sufficient condition for the degree distribution to make the overall
code capacity achieving. Toward the end of the thesis, we provided a general prin-
ciple for the construction of capacity-achieving multi-edge-type codes. We showed
that, if a choice of degree distribution makes the multi-edge-type LDPC block
code an overall regular code, the same choice will improve the BP threshold of
its multi-edge-type convolutional counterpart to the optimal MAP threshold. If we
then increase the node degrees while keeping the rate fixed, a capacity-achieving
multi-edge-type LDPC convolutional code is obtained. With this generalized the-
ory, the design of good distributed codes for multi-terminal networks is simplified
to a problem of finding the proper relationship of the node degrees. Therefore, it is
a significant contribution towards designing distributed coding for multi-terminal
networks.

7.2 Open Problems

In the following we present two open problems which are not addressed in the
thesis. Study of these problems may lead to applications of multi-edge-type LDPC
convolutional codes to a larger number of communication scenarios.

7.2.1 Non-identical Received Distributions on Variable Nodes

For the bilayer lengthened LDPC convolutional codes, the rate-compatible LDPC
convolutional codes and the generalized multi-edge-type LDPC convolutional codes,
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multiple types of variable nodes are included in the graph. When analyzing the per-
formance of these codes, there is a hidden assumption in the proofs that the variable
nodes of different type have the same received distribution. For example, they are
initialized with the same erasure probability in the BEC and the same pdf in the
BMS channel. This assumption is required in the derivation of the one-dimensional
recursion of the density evolution equations. It simplifies the performance analysis,
but on the other hand limits possible applications of the proposed codes.

It will be useful to investigate if the capacity-achieving or capacity-approaching
performance is maintained when the variable nodes receive different channel dis-
tributions. For example, the type-l variable nodes receive an erasure probability
ǫ(l) in the BEC or a standard deviation of the Gaussian distribution σ(l) in the
BI-AWGN. LDPC convolutional codes with two types of variable nodes can be used
as a starting point of the investigation.

Once the performance analysis is completed, the multi-edge-type LDPC convo-
lutional codes with different received distributions will enable applications in, e.g.,
HARQ systems, transmissions in block fading channels, etc.

7.2.2 Applications to Other Relaying Protocols

In this thesis, we proposed bilayer LDPC convolutional codes for decode-and-
forward relaying, and we were able to demonstrate that the theoretical limits of
using that protocol over the relay channel can be approached. A follow-up question
is: can we also find good structured LDPC convolutional codes for other relaying
protocols?

It has been shown empirically that the phenomenon of threshold saturation
occurs for correlated channels. Based on this fact, it should be possible to find
structured LDPC convolutional codes for compress-and-forward relaying that also
exhibit threshold saturation.

Moreover, it is conjectured that threshold saturation applies to a very broad class
of graphical models. Therefore, structured LDPC convolutional codes for quantize-
and-forward, compute-and-forward, etc, are well worth investigating.

A main contribution in this thesis is a general theory which simplifies the design
of good structured LDPC convolutional codes to a problem of finding the proper
relationship of the node degrees. This theory will be very helpful for the future
work suggested above.
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